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guest editors prologue

lamar C berrett

the mormon pioneers abandoned their comfortable homes in
nauvoo in 1846 to face a new lifestylelife style that entailed hardships
heretofore unexperienced by many of the newly converted saints
what was their destiny where were they going how would they
survive answers were not clear to the majority but their faith in
god and his representative brigham young gave them the strength
necessary to meet the hardships with undaunted determination this
strong faith was expressed in oliver B huntingtonsHunting tons journal when
the saints were faced with enlistment in the mormon battalion it
might seem strange that they should go and fight for a country that
would not protect them but they got well payed sic for it and only
enlisted for one year but even without that it was the council sic of
the heads and that would make it right 1

this issue of BYUbyustudiesstudies is concerned with the first part of the
mormon pioneer trek to the great basin the iowa experience it
deals with the movement of thousands of saints from nauvoo
illinois to council bluffs winter quarters and other camping
sites along the missouri river the crossing of one state in the
one year 1846

lewis clarkdarkoark christians research on the mormon foreknowledge
of the west helps the reader to understand that the move west
was a concept taught by joseph smith carefully prepared maps
interviews and studies helped the saints have understanding of

where they were going
where they did go as well as what trails they were following is

meticulously laid out by trailstralis master stanley B kimball
an account of nine babies born on the first night of pioneer

travel out of nauvoo has caused historians to ask many questions
which was the first night did the mormonscormons send all the pregnant

lamar C berrett professor of religious instructioninstruction 15is the director of the church history area of the religious
studies center of brigham young university

oliver B huntington diary 1842 1847 part 1 typescript p 104 special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah italics added
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wives across the mississippi river on the first day carol lynn pearson
has discovered an answer to this question which has long interested
historians

susan easton explains the suffering and deaths in iowa as does
leland gentry who describes the way stations of garden grove and
mt pisgah here the saints showed their great industry and
cooperative spirit

did the pioneers face danger from the indian population of
iowa lawrence coates discusses this question as well as joseph
smiths interactions earlier with these indians

while the mormonscormons were traveling across iowa the united states
government recruited mormon males to go to war against mexico
what was the reaction by the saints and their leaders to this call to
war john yurtinus answers these questions

church historian leonard arrington provides a clearer insight
into the life of the non mormon friend of the church thomas L

kane an insight that helps the reader appreciate not only kanespanes role
with the mormon battalion but with the saints in general

knowing the purpose and reasons for the writing of come
come ye saints the greatest marching song of the mormon
pioneers will dispel some of the legends surrounding this favorite
hymn the reasons become clearer thanks to the research efforts of
paul dahl who first gathered these facts

the iowa experience was a blessing in disguise explains
historian reed C durham jr although there were hardships the
communities along the way the help of good lowans and missouri
ans and the available timber grass and animals made the saints ex-
perienceperience bearable as they completed the first leg of the great mormon
pioneer exodus
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in honorable remembrance
thomas L kanes services

to the mormonscormons

leonard J arrington

in may 1846 elder jesse C little was traveling in the eastern
states in behalf of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
their founding prophet joseph smith and his brother hyrum hav-
ing been assassinated in carthage illinois in june 1844 and there
having been determined and repeated attempts on the part of
mormon hating mobs to drive them from their homes in western il-
linois the body of the church had finally determined during the
winter of 1845 1846 to leave illinois and migrate to the far west
under the leadership of brigham young president of the quorum of
twelve apostles of the church sixteen thousand members of the
church living in the midwest would travel overland beginning in the
spring of 1846 the several hundred members of the church living
along the atlantic would travel by sea around cape horn and on to
yerba buena the contemporary name for san francisco under the
leadership of samuel brannan elder little was appointed to replace
elder brannan as leader of the church in the eastern states and was
directed to make contact with government officials in washington
DC to determine whether they would be willing to offer any
assistance to those traveling by land or by sea on 13 may 1846 elder
little addressed a special conference of the church in philadelphia

in attendance at the philadelphia conference was a young adult
nonmember thomas L kane son ofjohnofjohn kintzing kane a promi-
nent federal judge young kane had gone to school in philadelphia
and in his seventeenth year had gone to the british isles and france to
visit relatives and to study among those he studied with was
auguste comte the founder of modern sociology who doubtless

leonard J arrington is director of the joseph fielding smith institute for church history and is the lemuel
H redd professor of western history at brigham young university A version of this paper was reproduced
in 1980 as a task paper for the history division of the historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of
latter day saints
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influenced the strong social conscience in the young idealist upon
his return to philadelphia thomas served as a law clerk to his father
and was admitted to the bar at the same time he read in eastern
papers accounts of the persecution of the mormonscormonsMormons of their having
been driven from their beautiful city ofofnauvoonauvoo illinois in february
1846 and of their heroic migration across iowa in the weeks that
followed kanes curiosity was piqued and his humanitarian im-
pulses stirred when he read of elder littles presence in
philadelphia and of his plan to address the conference thomas
decided to attend he was twenty four years old at that time

after the morning session of conference thomas kane intro-
duced himself to elder little and invited him home the conversa-
tion there lasted several hours in response to young kanes earnest
questions elder little told not only of the mormon religion but also
of the exodus from nauvoo of the voyage of the ship brooklyn to
california and of his own instructions to enlist the possible assistance
of the federal government in the move to the west indeed the con-
versation continued so long that elder little failed to get to that
wednesday evening s session of the conference where he had been
scheduled to speak

two days later the eager young lawyer appeared at elder little s

hotel room and asked for a letter of introduction to brigham young
he had decided to go to california with the mormonscormonsMormons and he wished
to use his good offices to help out the saints in their plight there
followed a series of meetings between kane and elder little who was
seven years kane s senior thomas kane gave elder little an in-
troductiontro to the vice president of the united states george M
dallas

elder little saw the vice president and other leading federal of-
ficials during the days that followed early in june he wrote kane
who had never been robust he was 5 6 and weighed a frail 130
pounds to get up from his couch and his pains should leave
him against the advice of his personal physician and family
thomas kane went immediately to washington arriving there on
7 june and reporting that he felt better than he had for days the
two men called upon a number of government officials during the
next five days and had more than one conference with the president
of the united states james K polk As the result of their negotia-
tions the government agreed to enlist a battalion of five hundred
able bodied young mormonscormons to participate in the campaign to wrest
the west from mexico As a part of the army of the west they
would travel overland from fort leavenworth kansas to san diego
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california this they reasoned would help the mormonscormons not only by
providing government transportation for these men and a number of
mormon women who were to go along as laundresses and cooks but
also would provide pay in gold which might be used to help purchase
provisions and equipment for others who would follow

the favorable agreement negotiated thomas kane and elder
little went to st louis and kane then went on to leavenworth to
deliver secret dispatches from the president and the secretary ofwar to
army officials there captain james alienallenailen went immediately to the
mormon camps in iowa to begin the recruiting and thomas kane
joined the mormonscormons on 11 july at their temporary headquarters on
the bluffs on the iowa side of the missouri which out of respect for
mr kane they later named kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville

shortly after his arrival kane was taken ill although he was in
real danger of dying from pulmonary tuberculosis he was never-
theless aware of all that was going on about him he was forever
grateful for the tender nursing and for the solicitude of those who
took care of him he remembered and later described the farewell
ball honoring those who had joined the battalion the women with
pierced ears who had donated their gold earrings to the common
purse and the men with useless watch pockets who had sold their
watches to buy wagons and supplies there were hardship hunger
and death among the latter day saints but to kane s amazement
and pleasure there was also a spirit of hope and good humor As an
example of the latter it appears that one of the saints developed an
excruciating toothache and yet there was no one around who could
help him finally as written in his diary he resorted to desperate
measures

I1 anointed the tooth laid hands on myself and uttered a prayer but
there was no relief I1 then recollected thatjamesthat james said that faith without
works isis dead so I1 took out my pliers and with a strong effort managed
to pull out the tooth sure enough children it has never ached since 1

during his long convalescence thomas kane often strolled
through the woods conversed with the mormon people and ob-
served their preparations for the western trek and their manner
of life he was often accompanied on these rambles by henry G
boyle a member of the battalion during one of these rambles
wrote boyle he and kane heard one of the latter day saint men

from the diary of charles H hart library archives of the historical department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city hereafter cited as church archives
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praying in secret inin the skirt of the woods in the rear of one of our
camps although we were not near enough to distinguish words or
sentences it seemed to affect kane deeply and as we walked away he
observed that our people were a praying people and that was evidence
enough to him that we were sincere and honest in our faith

not long after this when taking another walk following a narrow
path through a thicket of undergrowth we came suddenly within a few
feet of a man who had just commenced to pray As we wore on our feet
indian mocassinsmocassinsmocassinssins we made no perceptible noise and the man evidently
thought himself alone and praying in secret at the time I1 was in the
path just in the rear of the colonel who on hearing the beginning of
the mans supplication halted and in doing so turned half around
with his face in the bright light of the full moon and in such a position
that every feature was plain to my view

I1 never listened to such a prayer so contrite so earnest and fervent
and so full of inspiration we had involuntarily taken off our hats as

though we were in a sacred presence I1 never can forget my feelings on
that occasion neither can I1 describe them and yet the colonel was
more deeply affected than I1 was As he stood there I1 could see the tears
falling fast from his face while his bosom swelled with the fullness of
his emotions and for some time after the man had arisen from his
knees and walked away towards his encampment the colonel sobbed
like a child and could not trust himself to utter a word when finally
he did get control of his feelings his first words were 1I am satisfied
your people are solemnly and terribly inin earnest 2

thomas kane s own recollection of these experiences is equally vivid

I1 believe there is a crisis in the life of every man when he is called
upon to decide seriously and permanently if he will die unto sin and live

unto righteousness such an event I1 believe was my visit
to the mormonmornion camps on the missouri it was the spectacle of
your noble self denial and suffering for conscienceconscience sake that first
made a truly serious and abiding impression upon my mind command-
ing me to note that there was something higher and better than the pur-
suitsuitsult of the interests of earthly life for the spirit made afterarherarber the image of
deity

I1 had great temptations to a political career when I1 left
washington in may 1846 president polk gave me carte blanche as to
what I1 should ask for you on my return the mixed meanness and
malice of others of his adherents caused him to prove faithless to his
promises and instead of redeeming these he endeavored to persuade
me to go abroad upon other public serviceservice but now I1 have lost almost
entirely the natural love for intrigue and management that once were a
prominent trait of my character 3

ahV1h G boyle A true friendfriererlereriererienderlend A juvenile instructor 17 1 march 1882 74
thomas L kane to my dear friends all of you brigham young and associatesassociates 11 july 1850 church

archives
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at the time he wrote the preceding statement kane declared he had
specified in his will that he wished his heart to be deposited in the
great temple in salt lake city that after death it may repose
where in metaphor at least it often was when living this extraor-
dinary action was of course never taken

it was partly as a result of his illness and of his spiritual experi-
ences that although not a member of the church thomas kane
requested the churchschurche patriarch john smith uncle of the slain
prophet joseph smith to give him a special blessing this blessing
given 7 september 1846 at cutlersbutlersCutlers park omaha nation is included
with others in a sacred book in the church archives in salt lake city

inasmuch as you have had in your heart to promote the interest of
the children of god the lord is well pleased with your exertions he
has given his angels charge over you to guard you in times of danger to
help you in time of trouble and to defend you from your enemies not
a hair of your head will fall by the hand of an enemy for you are called
to do a great work on the earth and you shall be blessed in all your
undertakings your name shall be had in honorable remembrance
among the saints to all generations you shall have a comforter to com-
fort your heart and to sustain you in all your trials you shall raise up
sons and daughters that shall be esteemed as the excellent of the earth 4

As a result of these experiences and blessings thomas kane later
wrote he committed himself to being a friend of the latter day
saints their second in an affair of honor as he expressed it
identified forever after as one who stood in the vindication and
defense of the latter day saints I1 learned to feel our brother-
hood he later wrote those experiences taught me he said to
know from the heart that I1 love you and that you love me in turn
it fit me he wrote for the inheritance of my higher humanity to
become truly pure and truly strong to do the work of god persever-
ing unto the end 5 that was the experience which leads latter day
saints to express love and admiration for general kane to this day

A recitation of all of general kanekaness services on behalf of the
latter day saints would require a long book to detail much of this
has already been done by the late albert L zobell in his book sen-
tinel in the east A biography of thomas L kane published in
1965 let me select some of those contributions and associations with
the saints which deserve special mention

while in the mormon camps during the summer of 1846
thomas kane helped to secure consent of the potawatomi indians

gohnyohn smiths patriarchal blessings 1846 1849 p 211 church archives
thomas5thomasbthomas L kane to my dear friends 11 july 1850 church archives
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for the mormonscormons to occupy part of their lands on his return to
philadelphia he stopped in nauvoo to witness with his own eyes the
sad situation created by the actions of the anti mormonscormons of that
region when he reached the east he went to washington to inform
the president firsthand of what he had seen he then traveled about
the metropolitan areas of the east in an effort to correct the
misconceptions that existed about the mormonscormons and their religion
in the years that followed he often wrote letters to the president of
the united states about the mormon situation made personal
visits to cabinet members and members of congress wrote letters to
editors of leading newspapers and wrote regularly to mormon leaders
in the great basin giving them advice and encouragement it was he
who suggested the formation of the state of deseret and sought con-
gressional approval for its recognition As part of the campaign to
secure the latter he was granted the opportunity of addressing the
historical society of pennsylvania on the mormonscormonsMormons while preparing
this address he was afflicted with a severe case of gout as well as
pulmonary hemorrhages and was in constant and eexcruciating pain
only sincere devotion to the people of whom he was to speak drove
him to endure the pain so the address might be prepared and given
with his approval and encouragement this lofty address written and
spoken with intense conviction was published as an eighty four page
pamphlet which was sent to the chief executive cabinet members
senators congressmen editors and other prominent men in wash-
ington and other eastern cities

even though the state of deseret for which he lobbied was not
approved and a territorial government instituted instead the mor
mons were immensely grateful to thomas kane for his help they
sent him some of the gold which the mormon battalion members
brought back from california one of them withjameswitwith jameshJames marshall had
been involved in the discovery of gold on suttersutler s creek and they
also sent him a specially made wolfskin sleigh robe kane had the
gold made into seal rings for horace greeley and other persons who
had assisted in the vindication of the mormonscormonsMormons and one each for the
leaders of deseret brigham young heber C kimball and willard
richards the sleigh robe was given to his brother elisha kane who
was just leaving for his mission of mercy to search for sir john
franklin imprisoned in the arctic ice the robe wrote kane to
brigham young may be only the more honored by being the first
missionary ofofmormonismmormonism to the north pole 6

thomas L kane to my friends brigham young and associates 24 september 1850 church
archives
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later of course the mormonscormons offered to elect colonel kane as
their delegate to congress but he declined saying he could do more
for the people as an independent than as one of their agents

all this is not to imply that thomas kanes interests were
restricted only to the latter day saints for years he also lobbied in
the interests of american indians similarly he embraced the cause
of abolitionism and he became an active agent in the underground
railroad he managed the philadelphia house of refuge actively
sought to improve conditions in the pennsylvania penitentiary and
established and maintained at his own expense an infant school
modeled on the experimental kindergartens of france switzerland
and italy he traveled on three occasions to the west indies to study
british efforts at slave emancipation in 1853 he married elizabeth
dennistoun wood his second cousin who later became a doctor of
medicine graduating from the womanscomans medical college of
philadelphia of which kane was one of the founders 7

probably the most monumental and spectacular service of col-
onel kane to the mormon people occurred during what is usually re-
ferred to as the utah war or perhaps more accurately as buchanansbuchanannBuchanans
blunder presidentjamespresident james buchanan had received reports from three
appointed federal officials who had served in utah that the mormonscormons
were in a state of substantial rebellion that federal court records had
been destroyed that mail service was openly interefered with and
that government officials were fearfulfearfibearfiil of their lives without the con-
sent of congress which was not in session without any investigation
and possibly with the hope of making some political capital out of the
situation president buchanan ordered the bulk of the united states
army to utah to install newly appointed territorial officials in utah
by force if necessary he did this without conveying any official word
to brigham young who was the governor or to other officials and
residents ofutah territory the utah expedition consisting of about
twentyfivetwenty five hundred troops and about as many drivers suppliers and
other hangers on got underway from fort leavenworth in the sum-
mer of 1857 A number of mormonscormons headed for salt lake valley saw
this movement of troops infiltrated their companies and learned
that they were headed for utah to scalp old brigham massacre
mormon leaders and drive the hated mormonscormons from their
homes four of these mormon observers drove their horses as

itt was to this college that many mormon women were sent in the 1870s and 1880s to obtain medical
training which they then imparted in salt lake city and trained most of the early women doctors in the great
basin the current member of the mormon church presidency N eldon tanner was delivered by one of
these early trained doctors ellis shipp and ellis shipp trained anna maria swenson a midwife who
delivered me leonard J arrington on an isolated farmstead in southcentralsouthcentral idaho in 1917
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rapidly as they dared and arrived in the salt lake valley the after-
noon of 24 july 1818575 7 the bulk of the settlers including brigham
young were in big cottonwood canyon southeast of salt lake city
celebrating the tenth anniversary of their entrance into the salt lake
valley

having no official notice of the advance of the expedition and
listening to the reports of the mormon infiltrators about the army s

intentions brigham young and his associates could only regard the
troops as a repetition of missouri and illinois a federal militia on its
way to exterminate the mormonscormonsMormons the saints hurriedly armed dis-
patched an army to eastern utah to intercept the troops and
prepared for the worst mormon raiders slowed the movement of the
troops by burning their supplies and capturing their cattle and
horses so effective were these efforts that colonel albert sidney
johnston who commanded the troops ordered them to hole up
at fort bridger in southwestern wyoming there they spent the
winter of 1857 1858

meanwhile colonel kane learning of the dispatch of the ex-
peditionpedi tion and realizing the danger to the saints in this precipitous ac-
tion of president buchanan took immediate steps to intercede on
their behalf he contacted newspaper friends and political acquain-
tances and delivered to president buchanan a letter recounting the
treatment given the mormonscormons at the hands of the government from
the missouri period to the calling of the expedition finally he deter-
mined he would offer to serve as a mediator his willingness to do
the latter demonstrates his personal courage and also his understand-
ing that only the conciliation of a person respected by both sides
could avoid bloodshed we should not overlook the heroism of this
volunteer action he had married within the past five years he was
rearing a family he had recently lost his elder brother elisha his
father was strongly opposed to any course that would take him to
utah the father felt the perils were too great thomass health was
poor and it was likely that he would not survive the trip

at any rate in december 1857 thomas kane expressed to presi-
dent buchanan his desire to mediate the dispute and the president
congratulated him on his willingness to abandon the comforts of
frientfriendsfrienx family and home and go to utah at his own expense
without official position during the inclement season of the year

your only reward wrote the president must be a consciousness
that you are doing your duty in a letter written later in the day the
president added that colonel kane had the presidents confidence
and was recommended to the favorable regard of all the officers of
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the united states whom he would meet as he traveled 8 leaving on
a steamer from new york in january kane was accompanied by a
black servant named osborne and he conveniently appropriated that
name traveling as dr A osborne a botanist connected with the
academy of natural sciences of philadelphia they debarkedbarkedde at
panama crossed the isthmus and sailed up the california coast
from where they hurried on to the mormon community of san ber-
nadino they were assisted there by two mormon families who
arranged transportation for them to utah and provided them with
provisions and equipment

colonel kane alias dr osborne arrived in salt lake city on
25 february and immediately held a series of conferences with mor-
mon leaders brigham youngs journal describes the result as
follows

colonel kane tried to point out a policy for me to pursue
but I1 told him I1 should not turn to the right or to the left or pursue any
course except as god dictated when he found that I1 would be
informed only as the spirit of the lord led me he was at first discour-
aged then he said I1 could dictate he would execute I1 told him that as
he had been inspired to come here he should go to the army and do as
the spirit of the lord led him and all should be right he did so and all
was right 9

when talk turned to the colonels health president young said

the lord has sent you here friend thomas and he will not let you
die no you cannot die until your work is done your name will live
with the saints in all eternity you have done a great work and you will
do a greater work still 10

about ten days after his arrival in salt lake city the colonel
started for the army camps in wyoming accompanied by an escort of
mormonscormonsMormons As he neared the camps he dismissed the escort and rode
on alone he arrived there exhausted and the soldiers had to take
him from his horse but he insisted on transacting his business with
the newly appointed governor alfred cumming he was able to
persuade governor cumming that the mormonscormons would recognize
cumming as governor that the court records were not burned that
the mormonscormons were not in a state of rebellion against the government
and that the army should not be allowed to remain in salt lake
valley kane had heard enough soldier boasts to know what they

ktbeseKThesethesebese letters are published in albert L zobell jr sentinel in the eastfastbaftbaff A biography of thomas L
nanekanename salt lake city nicholas G morgan sr 1965 ppap 104104 106

ibid p 119
orbidoIibidoibidbid p 120
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would do if they were allowed to mingle in mormon society the
negotiation with the army leaders was not so pleasant one of
colonel johnstons officers shot at kane narrowly missing him col-
onel johnston dispatched an orderly to invite kane to dinner but
the orderly perhaps purposely placed kane under arrest with
cummings approval kane then sent a challenge for a duel to
johnston the affair blew over quickly when kane was informed that
colonel johnston had not ordered the arrest

thomas kane and governor cumming left camp scott the
army camp for the salt lake valley in april and there met brigham
young the new governor verified that president buchanansbuchanannBuchanans
charges were untrue and that he would be acknowledged as governor
when kane had what he called his final and decisive interview
with alfred cummingdimming on 24 april he wrote in his diary 1 I am and
know myself to be happy I111I1 kane then left the salt lake valley ac-
companiedcompanied governor cumming as far as camp scott and then con-
tinued east he reported to president buchanan who then arranged
to have the mormonscormons pardoned and to have the army located no
closer than forty miles from salt lake city thomas kane had ac-
complishedcomplished his mission and not a person was killed in what is called
the utah war it was a magnificent triumph at great personal sac-
rifice colonel kane had accomplished everything he had hoped in
his next annual message to congress president buchanan paid
special tribute to kane

I1 cannot refrain from mentioning the valuable services of colonel
thomas L kane who from motives of pure benevolence and without
any official character or pecuniary compensation visited utah during
the last inclement winter for the purpose of contributing to the pacifica-
tiontion of the territory 12

the mormon tribute written by wilford woodruff was even more
glowing

you were an instrument in the hands of god and you were inspired
by him to turn away the edge of the sword and save the effusion
of much blood and performing what the combined wisdom of the na-
tion could not accomplish changing the whole face of affairs the effects
of which will remain forever 13

diarydiary of thomas L kane inin possession of E kent kane near kane pennsylvania also oscar 0
winther ed the private papers and diary of thomas leiper kane A friend of the cormonsmormons san fran-
ciscocisco gelber LilieElienlilenlilienihalelienthalellenthalthalnihalthai 1937 p ixix

zobell sentinel inin the east p 172
wilford woodruff to thomas L kane manuscript history of brigham young 1859 p 214 church

archives
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but all the feelings of satisfaction were as nothing for shortly
after this diplomatic triumph while still in utah kane received the
news that his father had died during his absence the news almost
broke his heart

the years that followed saw colonel kanes involvement in the
civil war it is said in fact that colonel kane was the first man to
offer his services to the governor of pennsylvania from the wooded
hills of the northcentralnorthcentral part of the state he raised up a regiment of
loggers hhuntersunters raftsmencraftsmenraftsmen and farmers who were known as the

bucktailsBuck tails because each wore a bucktail in his hat this group
elected kane as their colonel and went on to achieve distinction As
the group headed for richmond kane was wounded at dranesvilleDranesville
captured at harrisonburg virginia but was freed in a prisoner ex-
change which made it possible for him to get back into action he
distinguished himself again at chancellorsville and gettysburg illIII111liiili
health forced him to resign from the service in november 1863 for
his meritorious service at gettysburg he was brevettedbrevet ted major general
he had proved to be a gallant soldier and fearless leader

the war having depleted his personal fortune as well as his
health the now general kane turned to his one remaining oppor-
tunity the undeveloped land owned by his family in mckean coun-
ty he took his family there to begin life anew he built a log cabin
a sawmill a barn and a number of cabins for his workmen he
opened roads built railroads and in a few years once more became
financially independent he lived like a squire in the midst of his
lands and holdings A succession of mormon missionaries and envoys
visited him with regularity and were regarded as family upon the
urging of brigham young he took elizabeth and his two smallest
children evan and thomas L jr and a black cook to utah to spend
the winter of 1872 1873 his wifescifes father later published
elizabeths letters in a book which was recently reprinted twelve
mormon homes visited in succession on a ajourneyjourneyjourneraljourney through utah to
arizona 1874 it contains fine descriptions of mormon social
customs and gives insights into mormon indian relationships
elizabeth pictures brigham young whom both she and her husband
admired as a leader who gained his power from a deep interest and
concern for the welfare of his people both elizabeth and thomas
received patriarchal blessings in st george during this trip

during that trip general kane intended to keep notes of his con-
versations with brigham young and hoped to do a biography of him
but this was never accomplished general kane did prepare a will for
president young assisted him in separating his own assets from
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those of the church and prepared documents which helped him in
founding the brigham young college in logan the brigham young
academy in provo and the young university in salt lake city which
later was absorbed into the university of utah when president
young died in 1877 general kane characteristically dropped every-
thing and hurried from philadelphia to salt lake city to express his
sorrow and to assure that the mormon cause would continue to pros-
per despite the death of their leader for whom he had so much affec-
tion and respect at that time the general commented to one of the
quorum of the twelve apostles

when the word came to me of president youngs demise I1 was
somewhat concerned as to the position in which matters in the
church would be placed but when I1 met with the brethren
conversed with presidentjohnPresidenpresident johntJohn taylor looked over the men who stood
around him as leaders I1 said to myself the lord has made ample provi-
sion for the preservation of that cause which lies near to my heart 14

As his development project in northwestern pennsylvania pro-
gressed kane built a chapel in 1878 on behalf of his aunt ann
gray thomas of philadelphia who wanted the new town of kane to
have a chapel As all can observe it was and is a magnificent chapel
general kane also engaged in other philanthropies he was the first
president of the pennsylvania board of state charities a member of
the american philosophical society and organizer of the new york
lake erie and western coal railroad company serving as its presi-
dent he also ordered directed and financed the building of what
was described for many decades as the largest railroad bridge in the
world the 2053 foot kinzua viaduct that spans the 301 foot deep
kinzua creek valley near kane he was the author of two books in
addition to his discourse on the mormonscormonsMormons alaska published in
1868 and coahuilaCoa huila a province in mexico published in 1877

on 26 december 1883 general kane at sixty one years of age
died of pneumonia at his home in philadelphia even in his last
moments his thoughts were of a people and a faith that he loved and
respected A letter from elizabeth to george Q cannon described
his last moments

your friend suffered intensely until a few hours of his release his
mind was wandering from the outset of the attack yet in the intervals
of consciousness he was fully persuaded of the approach of death and
made efforts to give us counsel and bid us farewell in one of these
lucid moments he said my mind is too heavy but do send the

14 14statementstatement ofofjohnjohn henry smith cited in zobell sentinel in the east p 219
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sweetest message you can make up to my mormon friends jto allaliail1mam my
dear mormon friends nothing I1 could make up could be sweeter to
you than this evidence that you were in his last thoughts 15

general kane often expressed to his family and friends that he
wished to be buried between the twin stone entrances of his lovely
chapel and this was done the chapel was later acquired by the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints which has used it not
only for worship services for members in this region but also as a
memorial to its special friend his latter day saint friends also
named a city and county in utah for thomas L kane and in 1959
erected a heroic statue of him which is placed in the rotunda of the
utah state capitol in this and other ways the church has perpet-
uated brigham youngs promise and prophecy that thomas L kane
would always be held in honorable remembrance among the
latter day saints

SOURCES OF information

the principal primary sources of information on thomas L kane are the
thomas L kane papers church archives historical department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city which include many letters from
thomas L kane to brigham young and other LDS church officials as well as copies
of letters which they sent to colonel kane all of these were transcribed by edyth
romney and bound in a volume which is in the office of the LDS church historian
another primary source is the brigham young papers church archives A large col-
lection of manuscripts diaries letters and other documents formerly in the vault
of E kent kane near kane pennsylvania are now at the harold B lee library
brigham young university photostatsPhotostats of many of the documents were given by
mr kane to the church archives in 1936 and are available there kanes own book
available in many libraries is thomas L kane the cormonsmormonsMormons an historical
discourse philadelphia pennsylvania historical society 1850 in using the
documents in this paper prepared for oral delivery I1 have taken some liberties with
original punctuation spelling capitalization and wording so as to make the nar-
rative smoother and more meaningful

the most complete study of thomas L kane is albert L zobellzobelljrbellJrZo jr sentinel in
the east A biography of thomas L kane salt lake city nicholas G morgan sr
1965 A fine summary article by zobell is thomas L kane ambassador to the
mormonscormonsMormons utah humanities review 1 october 1947 320 46 see also john H
frederick kane thomas leiper in Dictiondictionaryay ofofamericanamerican biography p 258 A
good introduction to kane is in elizabeth wood kane twelve mormon homes
visited inin succession on a journey through utah to Aiarizonaizona ed everett L cooley
salt lake city tanner trust fund of the university of utah 1974 some primary

documents related to kane are published in oscar 0 winther ed the private
papers and diary of thomas leilellelaerleiperper kane A friend of the cormonsmormons san francisco

elizabethtlizabethellzabetheilzabeth wood kane to george Q cannon 30 december 1883 church archives
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gelber lilienthal 1937 and donald Q cannon thomas L kane meets the mor
mons brigham young university studies 18 fall 1977 126 28

the following reminiscences of thomas L kane have been published george
Q cannon editorial thoughts on the death of general kane taethethejuvendejuvenile in-
structorstructor 19 15 january 1884 24 2255 H G boyle A true friend juvenile in-
structorstruc tor 17 1 march 1882 74 75 augusta joyce crocheron reminiscence of
general kane the contributor 6 september 1885 475 77 junius F wells ed

general thomas L kane the contributor 5 march 1884 223425434 39 and lohnjohndohnbohn Q
cannon the spouting well at kane the contributor 2 february 1881
151 53

secondary treatments include wendellWendelwendelljwendellalJJ ashton theirs Is the kingdom salt
lake city deseret book co 1970 ppap 167 205 norman R bowen and albert L

zobellZo bellJrjr general thomas L kane the soldier the ensign I11 iunejuneguneoune 1971
23 27 norman R bowen and albert L zobell jr general thomas L kane the
pioneer the ensign 1 october 1971 2 5 and charles peterson kingdom
revisited thomas L kane and mormon plans forafor a southern commonwealth
1869 1877 paper prepared for delivery to western history association 1976
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mormon foreknowledge of the west

lewis clarkdarkoark christian

among those seeking a new home beyond the mississippi in 1846
were the mormonscormonsMormons whose particular brand of religion was obnoxious
to their neighbors in missouri and illinois even though the mormon
migration to the american west was part of the general overland
movement of the mid nineteenth century it also differed from the
broader western migration in some important ways first it was a
cooperative mass movement of a whole people even a whole culture
the mormonscormons were not gold seekers or hunters or fur trappers they
were home seekers and home builders their main purpose was to
find a land so remote they could get beyond the reach of their
enemies and worship god according to their own pattern and build
his kingdom as they had been commanded second by 1846 the
mormon leaders had as extensive a knowledge of the land beyond the
rocky mountains as was available in the maps and books of the
period their trek to that region was neither a mere accident nor a
sudden inspiration rather they had learned all they could about the
west prior to their exodus in february 1846

the forces behind the mormon interest in and trek to the great
basin are found in the beginning of mormon history the members
had moved from new york where the church was founded in 1830
to ohio and missouri the impetus for the general westward move-
ments in mormon history is embodied in two concepts fundamental
to mormonism that of the establishment of zion which means
in mormon theology the place where the righteous saints will dwell
in peace and harmony in the last days and that of the gathering
which denotes a general assemblage of all mormonscormons to zion once it
is established when the mormonscormons finally realized in late 1845 that
they had to abandon the city of nauvoo because of the pressure from
local and state governments in illinois they saw this move as the
cause of zion this general feeling is seen in a letter written by an
early church leader daniel jones to wilford woodruff he wrote

lewis clarkdarkoark christian is a sernseminaryinary principal in st george utah
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that the banishment of the saints from nauvoo was far from
being the downfall of mormonism and the last ofofzionzion & the gather-
ing rather it was I1 another nail in the coffins of scoffers and laying
another corner stone in zion 1

the mormonscormons began to prepare themselves early for the move
west which took place in 1846 and 1847 many early mormon jour-
nals newpapersnewspapersnewpapers and letters show that part of that preparation was to
learn all they could about the western part of america

references TO THE WESTERN MOVEMENT
IN MORMON HISTORY PRIOR TO 1842

throughout the 1830s and early 1840s the west and more
specifically the rocky mountain region was mentioned as a future
home for the saints As early as 1832 the evening andmorningundand morning star
reviewed books on the west2westa and published articles on various ex-
peditionspeditions made to the rocky mountains 3 W W phelps the
papers editor described the west as the land of zion 4

A number of early church members wrote of an interest in the
west among these was paulina E phelps lyman who had traveled
with her family to jackson county missouri in 1832 in the first
migration of the saints to that area she said it was there in the
house of lyman wight that joseph smith told her in a blessing she
would live to go to the rocky mountains 5

according to wilford woodruff joseph smith told of the even-
tual exodus of the church to the rocky mountains in a speech to a
group assembled at kirtland ohio on 26 april 1834 joseph smith
is reported to have said this people will go into the rocky moun-
tains they will there build temples to the most high 6

daniel jones to wilford woodruff 2 january 1846 daniel jones collection library archives
historical department oftheodtheof the church ofjesus christ oflatterof latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited
as church archives

deveningevening2evening andmorningundanddmd morning star independence missouri october 1832 p 6 ross coxs book adventures
on the columbia river including the narrative ofaodaof a residence ofsikofsixof six years on the western side odtheoftheof the rocky
mountains among various tribes of indians hitherto unknown together with A journey across the
american continent new york J &jaj harper 1832 was reviewed the book which described the oregon
territory and indian cultures gave the saints an early exposure to that region to which their attentionattention would
be turned inin the early 1840s

31bidjuneibid june 1832 p 6 special mentionmention was made of captainsofcaptains bonneville walker sublett wythe and
blackwell leading expeditions to the rocky mountains

41bidbid october 1832 p 7 the far west was described as the sectionsection ofcountryof country from the mississippi to
the rocky mountains

affidavit sworn before james jack salt lake city 31 july 1902 church archives this 1832 blessing isis
the earliest evidence located of using the term rocky mountains to refer to an intended home for the saints

wilford woodruff inin Conconferencefrence report 8 april 1898 p 57 one of the problems associated with an
interpretation of ofmormonmormon history isis the value of ofrecollectionsrecollections ofanafanof an event such as president woodruffewoodruffs speech
inin 1898 some sixty four years after the event the speech isis used here sincesince itit does support on the spot ac-

counts of erastus snow lorenzo dow young and sarah studevant leavitt
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in april 1836 erastus snow prior to his leaving for a mission was
given a blessing which predicted that he should yet be employed in
the ministry west of the rocky mountains and should there perform
a good work in teaching and leading the lamanitesLamanites west of the rocky
mountains 7 in the same year hyrum smith gave a blessing to
lorenzo dow young who lay near death lorenzo young recorded
that the spirit rested mightily upon him hyrum and he was full of
blessing and prophecy he said that I1 should regain my health live
to go with the saints into the bosom of the rocky mountains to build
up a place there 8

sarah studevant leavitt who left nauvoo with the general ex-
odus in the spring of 1846 recorded in her history that 1 I had known
for ten years since 1836 that we had got to go and I1 was glad we had
got started 9

whilejosephwhile joseph smith was still in missouri orson pratt spoke of an
intended exodus later in a public meeting held during the exodus
he stated

it is eight years today 1838 1846 since we all came out ofofmohofmomo before
that timejos the prophet had this move in contemplation & always said
that we would send a co of young men to explore the country & return
before the families can go over the mountain & it is decidedly in my
mind to do so 10

lyman wight in an 18571837 letter to wilford woodruff substantiated
orson pratts statement noting that such a mission was even talked
of while in liberty jail 11

oliver B huntington said he was present in his fathers home in
nauvoo when they were visited by joseph smith sr in 1840 after
stressing it was not to be made public the father ofofjosephjoseph smith told
the huntington family that the lord had told joseph his son the
prophet that we would stay there just 7 years and that when we left

As quoted inm joseph W olsen biography of erastus snow MAM A thesis brigham young university
1935 p 19

james amasa little biography of lorenzo dow young utah state historical quarterly 14 1946
46

9 history of sarah studevantStudevantdevani leavitt n d p 28 utah state historical society library salt lake city
john10john D lee diary 26 april 1846 typescript special collections harold B lee library brigham

young university provo utah hereafter cited as special collections see also manuscript history of
brighambnghambangham young 26 april 1846 p 153 church archives

lyman wight to wilford woodruff 24 august 1857 church archives joseph smith and several
leaders of the church were confined inin libertyjailliberty jailjalljali inin missouri during the winterwinter of 1838 heber C kimball
expressed to his family inin 1839 and 1840 that he felt their stay inm nauvoo would be short see comanswomans expo-
nent 9 lulyjulyduly 1880 18
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there we would go right into the midst of the indians in the rocky
mountains as this country utah was then called 12

A number of individuals who knewjosephknew joseph smith recorded that
on occasions prior to 1842 he had drawn a route the saints would
follow in making their westward journey to the rocky mountains
according to george H goddard joseph smith mapped on the floor
of the masonic lodge in nauvoo the course they would follow across
the continent 13 oliver B huntington recorded hearing hopkins C
pendar an old nauvoo mormon state that joseph smith just
before he was killed made a sketch of the future home of the saints
in the rocky mountains and their route or road to that country as he
had seen in a vision amapadap sic or drawing of it 14 oliver hunt-
ington stated further that levi hancock drew a copy of the map and
four other copies were made from it one was supposedly given to
brigham young and one was carried by the mormon battalion by
which they knew where to find the church or salt lake valley 15

mosiah hancock son of levi recorded further that joseph smith
visited his fathers house some time before the martyrdom and

stopped in our carpenter shop and stood by theturningthe turning lathe I1 went
and got my map for him now he said 1 I will show you the travels
of this people he then showed our travels through iowa and said

here you will make a place for the winter and here you will travel west
until you come to the valley of the great salt lake you will build cities
to the north and to the south and to the east and to the west and you
will become a great and wealthy people in that land 16

another early church member recorded hearing a father mcbride
speak ofjoseph smith marking out the way the saints would travel
to the rocky mountains joseph reportedly marked the route
with his cane in the sand sic they would take 17

therefore the west more specifically the rocky mountains
was mentioned as a future home for the saints as early as 1832 and
although there were some hearsay and remembering after the event
early church members recorded that joseph smith planned and
mapped such a movement prior to his death

oliver B huntington journal 24 february 1883 typescript of journal min special collections lee
library

13journal history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 26july26 july 1897 p 2 microfilm copy inin
specialspec al collections lee library this isis a recollection of george H goddard one of the pioneers of 1847

1411untingtonhuntington journal 27 september 1897 one oftheodtheof the problems with huntingtonsHunting tons journal isis that itit was
writtenwritten inm the 1880s and 1890s some forty years after the event it does however appear to support contem-
porary accounts of charles L walker and mosiah hancock

ibid
the life story of mosiah lyman hancock typescript p 28 special collections lee library

17charlescharies walker diary typescript 2 vols 2412 41 42 special collections lee library
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MORMON STUDY OF THE WEST
1842 1844

from the very beginning of the organization of their church the
mormonscormons studied and contemplated a westward movement from
1842 through the death of joseph smith in 1844 there were
numerous instances when members of the church recorded that
joseph prophesied a removal to the rocky mountains research in
the writings from this period reveals the year 1842 marked the begin-
ning of an intensified study of the western regions that eventually
brought the first pioneers into the great basin in 1847

joseph smiths most detailed prophecy on the removal west was
given on the occasion of the installation of certain officers of the
rising sun lodge of themasonicthe masonic order the history of the church
states that on 6 august 1842 he prophesied that the saints would
continue to suffer much affliction and would be driven to the rocky
mountains 18 other church members recorded this prophecy in
their journals and letters 19

oliver S olney s journal entries and letters are significant
because they were recorded shortly before and after joseph smith
made his rocky mountain prophecy he wrote to a friend sometime
betweenjulybetween july and october 1842 that as early as that summer there was
talk in nauvoo of organizing an expedition for the west as far as the
oregon territory that the expedition was to leave as soon as possible
that there was to be a lead group of a few or fifty who would do
the initial colonizing and that it was to be an organized effort 20

the talked of move to the mountains that oliver olney recorded
did not materialize at that time because of changing conditions in
nauvoo during 1843 the persecution against the mormonscormons began
to subside somewhat and the need was not so great as joseph smith
had said to get up into the mountains where the devil cannot dig

18joseph18joseph smith jr history odtheof taethe church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof lutterlatterlurter vayday saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1932 1951 5855 85 this work will be cited hereafter as
history odtheoftheof the church

for other accounts of this prophecy see mary ann weston maughn journal bk 1 p 20 utah state
historical society library john R young memoirs ofjohn R young utah pioneer salt lake city deseret
news press 1920 p 5533 kate B carter comp the mormon battalion inin ourourpioneerheritagepioneer heritage 20
vols salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1958 1977 113851158511 585385 joseph smith letter file
miscellaneous papers utah state historical society library anson call journal p 20 utah state historical
society library for a detailed discussion of calls statement on the prophecy and related evidence see lewis
clarkdarkoark christian A study of mormon knowledge of the american far west prior to the exodus
1830 february 1846 masters thesis brigham young university 1972 ppap 72 74

200oliver200liverliverilver H olney notes 20 22 july 6 october 1842 coe collection yale university library new
haven conn for reproductions of the notes and an explanation of their significance see christian mor-
mon knowledge of the far west ppap 75 7777294294 98 see also david E miller westward migration of the
mormonscormons with special emphasis on the history of nauvoo report submitted to the national park service
19631963pp 235
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us out and live in a healthful climate where we can live as old as we
have a mind to 21

the premature death ofofjosephjoseph smith on 2277 june 1844 prevented
his witnessing a fulfillment of his 1842 prophecy although on
23 june 1844 just four days prior to his death he and some of his
closest friends had actually started on horseback for the great basin
they had been turned back by the insistence of some of the saints 22

he had however laid an important foundation for future church
movements during february 1844 the prophet had organized an ex-
ploring company called the oregon and california exploring ex-
peditionpedition organized for the express purpose of hunting out a good
location where we can remove to after the temple is completed 23

he had also organized in the spring of 1844 a special council of fifty
which eventually took a leading role in effecting the exodus in 1846 24

also during 1843 and 1844 the saints sought assistance from
the nations leaders relative to a western removal but such aid was
not then available orson hyde was sent to washington at that time
to solicit aid from congress he carried with him a memorial asking
congress to authorize joseph smith to raise one hundred thousand
armed volunteers to police the intermountain and pacific coast west
from oregon to texas however orson hyde wrote back that con-
gress would not authorize such a move since it would be regarded as
an infraction of the treaty with england 25while25 while in washington he
forwarded to church leaders at nauvoo valuable insights and infor-
mation about the west particularly texas and oregon including a
john C fremont map of his 1842 1843 exploring expedition to the
rocky mountains 26 when he learned that congress would not assist

Hishistorytoty odtheoftheof the church 6226 22
221bidibid 65486 548 50
231bid231ibidbid 62226 222 224 beginning on 20 february 1844 and running through 30 march 1844 meetings were

held almost every day to discuss the move to the west such details as supplies weapons and route to be
traveled were spelled out for those selected to make the initial trip for a discussion ofthisorthisof this exploring company
and results see christian mormon knowledge of the far west ppap 78 8811

24 christian mormon knowledge oftheodtheof the far west ppap 81 87 for a fuller treatment on the role odtheoftheof the
council of fifty see D michael quinn the council of fifty and its members 1844 to 1945 brigham
young university studies 20 winter 1980 163 97 at this particular timetime the limits of california and
oregon had not been defined according to hubert howe bancroft it was not uncommon nor indeed inin-
correct to apply that term california to territory east oftheodtheof the sierrasierra history ofutahof ufahutah san francisco history
company publishers 1890 p 238n B H roberts said also that the great western rocky mountain
plateau was for many years and especially inin mormon literature called upper california A comcomprehendcomprehenCompreprehen-
sive

benhenken
me history odtheof tiethetee church ofjesusof jesus christ ofiatterof latter vayday saints 6 vols salt lake city deseret news 1930
3605603 60 61

see orson hyde to council at nauvoo 25 april 1844 orson hyde to council at nauvoo 26 april
1844 orson hyde to council at nauvoo 30 april 1844 orson hyde collection church archives

ibid hydes information included a description of the territoriesterritories and a detailed route to travel
rknowledgenowledge of and interestinterest inm texas was an important part of the mormonscormonsMormons foreknowledge of the west forafor a
detailed discussion of this topic see christian mormon knowledge of the far west ppap 160 84
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the saints in their removal west joseph smith felt it was necessary
that he run for the united states presidency 27 A special group of
men called the lectioneering missionaries were selected and sent to
the various branches of the church to inform them of the mormon
prophets candidacy and to give information to the general church
membership about the western mission 28

MORMONS STUDY THE WEST
1844 SUMMER 1845

with the church again stabilized under the leadership of
brigham young after the murders ofjoseph and hyrum smith the
mormon leaders began an intensified study of the west from 1844
to the time of their departure in 1846 they studied the available
maps and published works to determine the best sites for settlement
in the west their attention had been focused by josephbyjoseph smith on
the rocky mountain region and specifically the great basin area

the early mormon newspapers carried numerous excerpts on
western travel to the rocky mountain region during this period in
december 1845 the times and seasons began extolling the advan-
tages of oregon and california 29 from the time of its inception in
1843 the nauvoo neighbor published articles on the west almost
every month giving attention to texas california and oregon 30

the activities of lansford W hastings were reported in the
neighbor and excerpts from his emigrants guide to oregon and
california were reprinted 31 hastings went on a lecture tour to new
york in late spring 1845 at which time he met samuel brannan
editor of a mormon area newspaper called the new york messenger
sam brannan was impressed with hastingss reports and from 12 july
to 6 september 1845 he published extracts from hastingss guide in
his newspaper it was these extracts which were published in the
neighbor during the same period of time

27forfor a discussion of the proposal ofjosephof joseph smith for the united states presidency as itit related to the
westward movement see christian mormon knowledge of the far west ppap 87 92

two of the missionariesmissionaries heber C kimball and lyman wight traveled to wilmington delaware
where they held a conference while there they took a vote of the members present to know whether they
would go whithersoever the presidency patriarch and twelve went should itit be to oregon texas or califor-
niania according to wight the congregation numbering one hundred rose to their feet and consented to
go see lyman wight letter collection church archives

19seesee times and seasons 6 15 december 1845 1068 1070

the following issuesissues inin the nauvoo neighbor contained such information 24 may 28 june 19 july
16 august 6 and 20 december inin 1843 13 20 and 27 march 10 and 17 april 18 december inin 1844
15 january 12 february 30 april inin 1845

31ibidibid 10 april 1844 13 august 1845 lansford W hastings the emigrants guide to oregon and
carlCalicadicaliforniaforniz cincinnati george conclinconchncanclinConclin 1845 later during the winterwinter of 1845 the mormon leaders
studied hastingss guide rather extensively
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the neighbor followed with interest the summer campaign of
stephen W kearny and his regiment of dragoons to the south pass 32

captain charles wilkess expedition along the western sea coast and
inland to oregon and california received extensive coverage 33

but it was the expedition ofjohn C fremont that received the
fullest coverage in the neighbor beginning on 2325 october 1843 the
publication of a report of an expedition to the country lying be-
tween the missouri and the rocky mountains on the line of the kan-
sas and the great platte river was announced and a brief portion of
the report describing in detail fremontsfremonteFremonts trip from the north fork of
the platte to fort laramie was included 34 in 1844 considerable space
was given to fremontsfremonteFremonts second expedition west on 29 january 1845
the neighbor extracted portions of that report with emphasis on the
salt lake region 35 on 19 march 1845 it was announced that the
report of the second expedition contained a map of the survey of the
great salt lake 36 again on 17 september 1845 salt lake was sin-
gled out by the neighbor the paper reported that the great salt
lake is for the first time revealed to our view by one who has
surveyed its shores and navigated its waters the bear river valley

is for the first time described 37 then fremontsfremonteFremonts accounts of
these areas followed

AN INTEREST IN THE WEST REVIVED
SUMMER 18451843

the mormon leaders knew by the summer of 1845 that nauvoo
would have to be abandoned the city s charter had been repealed
and there were increased rumors of mob action therefore during
the summer the saints directed all their efforts toward the comple-
tion of the nauvoo temple in anticipation of a removal in the im-
mediate future 38 As fall approached they sensed the urgency of
beginning to lay definite departure plans and studying and selecting
sites of settlement oregon upper california lower california

ibid 23 july 1845
ibid 10 july 1844 19 february 1845

ibid 25 october 1843
ibid 29 january 1845
ibid 19 march 1845
ibid 17 september 1845 the neighbor published extracts from the report of fremontsfremonteFremonts expedition

also on 10 and 24 september 1845 the IDSLDS millennial star the church publication in england reprinted
in 1846 portions of fremontsfremonteFremonts 1844 expedition

porfor an excellent summary of events during the summer of 1845 and the emphasis that was placed on
building the temple as first priority see brigham young to wilford woodruff 27 june 1845 brigham
young letter collection church archives see also history odtheoftheof the church 7430 32
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vancouver island texas the headwaters of the colorado and the
great basin had all been spoken of in general terms 39

A careful study of mormon writings toward the end of the sum-
mer of 1845 reveals that the idea began to unfold that there would be
many areas of settlement in the west with a central zion head-
quarters located somewhere within the great basin of the rocky
mountains this plan was suggested by brigham young in a letter to
wilford woodruff then on a mission in england brigham wrote to
inform elder woodruff that within one year many of our brethren
will be planted on the coast of the pacific or near by ready to receive
their friends from the islands 40 on 27 august 1845 the apostles
discussed possible sites in oregon for those saints who would colonize
that area 41 then on 28 august 1845 the leaders decided that 3000
able bodied men should be selected to prepare themselves to start in
the spring to upper california taking their families with them 42

on that same date a significant letter was written to addison pratt
then serving a mission in the sandwich islands hawaii this letter is
valuable since it brings into focus more clearly the plans of coloniza-
tion and describes a more specific zion headquarters after giving
elder pratt specific instructions concerning the operation of the mis-
sion the letter indicates

if any of the brethren of the islands wish to emigrate to the conti-
nent have them come to the mouth of the columbia river in oregon
or the gulph of monterry sic or st francisco as we shall commence
forming a settlement in that region during next season and make ar-
rangementsrangements with agents in each of those places so emigrants will be
enabled to get all necessary directions and provisions for going to the
settlements the main settlement will probably be in the
neighborhood of lake TamTarntanntampanagostarnpanagospanagos sic utah lake as that is
represented as a most delightful district and no settlement near there 43

it appears that in august of 1845 the mormon leaders were for-
mulatingmulating plans to colonize the pacific coast oregon vancouver
island and other proposed sites for stakes of zion but that the
center would probably be somewhere near the great salt lake 44

thehe term california referred to the area west of the rocky mountains and south of the 42nd parallel
when the mormonscormons spoke ofgoingongoingof going to california they generally meant the western rocky mountain plateau
seeseesec roberts comprehensive history of the church 360 61.61glgi

brigham40brigharn young to wilford woodruff 21 august 1845 brigham young letter collection church
archivesarch ves see also LDS millennialmillennia star 6 1 october 1845 124 for a reproduction of the letter

41heberheber C kimball journal 27 august 1845 church archives
42mmanuscriptnuscriptnuscript history of brigham young 28 august 1845 p 16 church archives see also heber C

Vkimkimballailall and john taylor journals of same date church archives
13sCoCounciluncil to addison pratt 28 august 1845 brigham young letter collection church archives
44thethe nauvoo neighborneighboredhad in august and september 1845 published new extracts from fremontsfremonteFremonts visit

to the great salt lake this probably accounts for part of the sudden interest in this area
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this settlement plan was explained in a letter from parley P pratt to
isaac rogers residing in new jersey after describing how rapidly
things were progressing in nauvoo parley relayed the latest plans of
the church relative to settlement in california he indicated those
plans included the decision made on 28 august 1845 to send three
thousand men to california the next spring with all the provisions
necessary to begin settlements he pointed out specifically that it was
the intention of the church to maintain and build up nauvoo and
settle other places too concerning a main settlement site he wrote
further he expected the church would stop near the rocky moun-
tains about 800 miles nearer than the coast say 1500 miles from here
and there make a stand until we are able to enlarge and to extend to
the coast 45

in light of the foregoing evidence an isolated reference in the
history of the church takes on added meaning on 9 september
1845 the general council resolved that a company of 1500 men be
selected to go to great salt lake valley 46 thus the salt lake valley
of the great basin had been singled out by this date as being the
probable site of the initial location west of the rocky mountains
however due to increased mob action in the nauvoo region the
company of fifteen hundred men never left instead a committee of
five men was appointed to gather information relative to emigration
on 4 october 1845 the committee made a full and detailed report of
all the provisions necessary for outfittingoutwittingoutfitting the saints on their projected
journey 47 this and other reports indicate efforts continued
throughout the fall and winter of 1845 for an evacuation of nauvoo
in the spring of 1846

THE CHURCH STUDIES THE WEST
DECEMBER 1845

one of the major activities of the church after the members
knew they would have to leave nauvoonauvoc was completion of the nauvoo
temple it was far enough along in construction that in october
1845 they could hold meetings in the lower story it was their inten-
tion to continue working on the temple throughout the winter and
spring and to dedicate it to the lord before they left 48 the month of

45 45parleyparley P pratt to isaac rogers 6 september 1845 parley P pratt letter collection church archives
4histohistoryy of the church 743974597 439459 see also manuscript history of brigham young 9 september 1845

ppap 19 20
47 history ofodthetlethe church 17454454 55
41ibid41ibid 74567 456 57 the heber C kimball journal isis extremely important during this period of timetime for

the information itit containscontains concerning the temple work and other activitiesactivities inin the temple it becomes the
often spoken of nauvoo temple minutes see also LDS Millmillennialennidennis star 6 1 december 18418455 178
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december found all efforts concentrated on completing it sufficiently
to begin giving the anticipated endowments on 10 december
1845 the first persons received that temple ordinance 49 the temple
then became an extremely important site to the members it was a
refuge from the outside world and a place where the leaders made an
extensive study of the west in the latter part of december 1845

the heber C kimball journal records on 11 december 1845 that
they were busy decorating the various rooms of the nauvoo temple
concerning the items hung on the walls it states there are also a
number of maps A large map of the world hangs on the north side
wall and three maps of the united states hangs sic on the
west partition on the south wall hangs another large map of the
united states 50 at least one of the purposes served by the maps is
clear on 31 december 1845 brigham young and heber C kimball
examined maps with reference to selecting a location for the saints
west of the rocky mountains and reading the various works which
have been written by travelers 51

on 20 december 1845 brigham young and a few of the council
members listened to franklin D richards read in the temple from
fremontsfremonteFremonts journal concerning fremontsfremonteFremonts trip to california 52 the
heber C kimball journal reveals additional details concerning the
reading of fremont s journal

pres young having slept in the temple last night was early at his
post and after dictating in relation to the business of the day and
arranging the workmen in order &cac &cac after which he listened to a
reading from capt fremontsfremonteFremonts journal by franklin D richards inin the
east room

amasa lyman came in during the reading also elder H C kim-
ball at a quarter to 10 the reading was finished at 10 oclock 53

on 25 december 1845 the council was again in the temple with
brigham young holding considerable conversation about the
western country 54 on 27 december all the council took part in a
general conversation on california and parley P pratt read from
lansford W hastingss emigrants guldeguidedguideguldengulme55 on 29 december
extracts of fremont s narrative were again read 56 the heber C

49 history odtheoftheof the church 17542542 44 see also kimball journal 10 december 1845
kimball5kimball journal 11 december 1845 on 5 december 1845 the kimball journal records that hooks

were put up to hang looking glasses portraits and maps see kimballjournalkimball journal for that date
ibid 31 december 1845

52 history odraeof fhethe church 17548548 kimball journal 20 december 1845 this was the 1844 account ofoffrefre
montsmon s trip to california first published inin march 1845

kimball journal 20 december 1845
41ibidbid 25 december 1845 see also history odtheof taetherae church 75527 552

55 kimball55kimball journal 27 december 1845 see also history odtheof taethe church 77555555
kimball journal 29 december 1845 see also history ofodthethe church 77556jig556
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kimball journal records that after the reading on 29 december
brigham young spent nearly an hour reading fremontsfremonteFremonts narrative
after which he retired for the night 57 on 30 december parley P
pratt was working on a schedule for a pioneer company of 1000
men to proceed sinfioflosicsic the body of emigrants find a proper location &
put in seed early in the summer 58

there are other indications the saints were looking to the west
for example the song upper california composed byjohnby john taylor
and approved in council of fifty meetings on 11 and 17 april 1845 59

was sung on numerous occasions by church leaders in december
18451843 phineas young sang the song for his brother brigham and for
heber C kimball on 5 december 60 erastus snow sang it in the tem-
ple on 30 december 61 thomas atkin later remembered singing

upper california oh thats the land for me it lies between the
mountains and the great pacific sea while residing in england dur-
ing this period 62

by the end of december 18451843 the leaders of the church had a
wealth of information on the american far west they had some of
the most recent journals guides and maps of those who had visited
the far west regions and they were using these materials in selecting
locations for settlements furthermore they were psychologically
preparing themselves through song for the migration west

preparations FOR THE EXODUS CONTINUE
JANUARY FEBRUARY 1846

As the year 1846 opened information came to brigham young
and others that the government of the united states intended to in-
terfere in the exodus of the mormon church consequently the
saints were forced to cross the mississippi river earlier than they had
expected 63 even as the body of the saints was moving across the river
and camping at sugar creek they recorded in their journals and let-
ters how they felt about leaving their homes in illinois and where they
expected to settle in the west the general church membership did

kimball journal 29 december 1845 brigham young and heber C Kirnkimballballbalibail had beds inm the temple
and often slept there if they completed their work late at nightright as was the case on this date

ibid 30 december 1845 see also history odtheof rhethe church 75577 557 it would appear parley pratt used
fremontefremontsFremonts narrative and hastings s guide inin preparing his schedule

andrew F ehat it seems like heaven beganbegin on earth joseph smith and the constitution of the
kingdom of god brigham young university studies 20 spring 1980 271 the full text ofjohnofjohn taylors
hymn isis published inin chatsehats article p 280

kimball journal 5 december 1845
ibid 30 december 1845 see also history odtheof raetheras church 77557557

12 biography12biography of ofthomasthomas atkin p 10 church archives
63forfor a disdiscussioncuson of that potential government interference itsits possible origin and itsitsioslos effect on the ex-

odus see christian mormon knowledge of the far west ppap 13640136156 40
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not know where they were going except that it would be beyond the
rocky mountains 64 the letters and journals of church leaders reveal
that it was not definitely settled within their minds which sites the
saints would settle in the west it appears that those in authority
had decided oregon vancouver island and the california coast
would be unfavorable for the main headquarters of the church due
to fremontsfremonteFremonts report and other information gathered prior to the
removal from nauvoo the attention of the church leaders was
directed toward a site in the midst of the rocky mountains most
probably in the region of the great salt lake 65

conclusion

the mormonscormons had an extensive knowledge of the west prior to
their exodus from nauvoo and they relied heavily on that knowledge
as they studied possible sites for settlement prior to their departure
they learned all they could about the west it was continually on the
minds ofofjosephjoseph smith and other churchchurcchuoch members before the expul-
sion from nauvoo even after the death of joseph smith brigham
young continued to point israels needle toward the west the
mormonscormons firmly believed that god was directing and guiding their
plans for the exodus yet in addition to divine direction they con-
tinued to study and gain all the knowledge they could the mormonscormons
believed that only after they had made a thorough search and study
of possible settlement sites would god lend his hand by either
confirming or rejecting their decision brigham young followed this
principle closely as he prepared the church to cross the mississippi in
february 1846 even as the exodus was in progress brigham young
continued to study and learn about the west

for excerpts from letters and diaries indicating the general unawareness of the church members as to
their final location see ibid ppap 144 45

65inin december 1845 the church leaders spent many hours reading the reports ofoffremontfremont and hastings
see ibid ppap 132 3355 it is the feeling of the author that the decision to settle around the great salt lake

region made in august and september 1845 was only a tentative one the leaders continued to study the
whole region during december 1845 the decision that the salt lake valley would be the definite site oftheodtheof the
initial settlement would be partially confirmed in the spring of 1846

pres young said we must divide and arrange the camp sugar creek so that part
might cross the mountain to the great basin soon enough to plant wheat this spring
that 300 men were wanted for the expedition

diaries and records ofjohnof john D lee 8 march 1846 typescript special collections lee library As the
exodus began john D lee had been selected as a private clerk to brigham young
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wisps

jim walker

yellow long before frost
the leaves begin their dance
to the whistle of dry chinook through caraganas

thistlespineThistle spine nestles amid strawberries
hiding beneath the mockery of chilly blooms

dust climbs high in the westward sky
As combines and tractors
rut their way through yesterday s promises

long evening clouds slide along the horizon
shadowing faces grim as gorgonsgoggons
for a single sign of rain

the thwack of beet knives
echoes cross a field of doubled backs
in the blood red rays of sunset
tolling early harvest

jim walker teaches in the english department at BYU hawaii laie hawaii
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aithe1iinelne mormon trail network in iowa
1838 1863 A new look

stanley B kimball

for twentyfivetwenty five years during the mid nineteenth century
thousands of mormonscormons traversed iowa developing a network of trails
aggregating over 1100 miles that is more than their somewhat
better known trails in nebraska wyoming and utah combined
between 1838 and at least 1863 mormonscormons crisscrossed a four county
high tier stretching across the southernmost part of the state the
mormon mesopotamia between the mississippi and missouri rivers
see foldout map of mormon trails on the preceding page

up to now interest in and knowledge of iowa trails have focused
largely on the pioneer route of 1846 and the handcart trail of
1856 1857 but there were many other trails and variants and we are
just now beginning to appreciate the dimensions and magnitude of
mormon travel in iowa A new picture of mormon migrations in that
state is emerging showing iowa to be the most widely and frequently
traversed of all the states through which the early mormonscormons moved

although iowa trails were used by the mormonscormons into the 1860s
these trails were extensively traveled only through 1853 and of
course during the handcart era of 1856 through 1857 after 1853
most mormonscormons took riverboatsriverboats up the missouri river to council bluffs
and florence also by 1859 it was possible to go by railroad via
quincy illinois across missouri to st joseph and then to take river
boats to the same destination

unfortunately not only have nearly all physical remains of these
original roads disappeared but so also has much of the remembrance
of their mormon use their role in mormon history has faded has

stanley B kimball a professor of history at southern illinois university at edwardsvilleEdwardsville is historian of the
mormon pioneer trail foundation
diane clements is the cartographer of the map
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been ignored and has been almost forgotten fortunately however
there are some road signs and markers along a number of these trails 1

the trails may be grouped into five basic categories time
periods and degrees of importance2importance2

1 the southern pioneer or brigham young trail
from montrose and sugar creek to council bluffs
1846 1853 is as well known as any mormon trail and is

certainly by far the best known trail in iowa this route
does however have two forgotten variants

variant A between drakesvilleDrakesville and garden
grove 1846 1853

variant B between dodges point and mtmt
pisgah 1846 1853

2 the northern or handcart trail from iowa city
to lewis 1856 1863 is the second best known mormon
trail in iowa

3 the middiemiddle dragoon or des moinesmolnes river valley
trail from bonaparte to lewis via des moines
1846 1853 has completely faded from mormon con-
sciousnesssciousness

4 the mormon battalion trail from council bluffs
to the missouri line at hamburg 1846 1856 has only
recently been restored to memory

5 the incidental trails 1846 1858 are almost
completely forgotten today

THE TRAILS

the brigham young trail

commencing at montrose and sugar creek the brigham young
trail meandered over three hundred miles to present day council

fortorwor the trail markers in iowa mormonscormons owe a debt of gratitude to the daughters of the american
revolution of the thirty six plaques markers monuments museum exhibits and informational signs not
counting road signs fifteen were erected by the DAR of the twenty seven of these thirty six referring
specifically to mormonscormonsMormons ten were placed by the DAR the mormonscormons have placed seven locating them at
coralvilleCoralville garden grove corydon and mt pisgah local county and state groups are responsible for the
rest

21nn the account which follows reference has been made to a few though by no means all mormon
pioneer trail accounts unless otherwise indicated the accounts are located in the library archives historical
department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latterutter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as church
archives this article is based on material gathered from reading more than seven hundred mormon pioneer
journals and on travels throughout southern iowa personally following the more than 11100100loo miles of trails
post 1863 accounts of crossing iowa undoubtedly exist however I1 found none see also stanley B kimball
the iowa trek of 1846 ensign 2 june 1972 3366 454 5 and stanley B kimball discovering mormon trails
salt lake city deseret book 1979.1979
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bluffs and is so well known it needs little description here As
famous however as this trail was and is recent study has turned up a
few surprises one well known section of it for example appears to
have been traveled for perhaps only one month in 1846 and we have
recently learned of several variants to understand this trail and its
variants properly we must divide it into several segments

the section from montrose to drakesvilleDrakesville remained constant un-
til 185318331855 but there were a few small variants some saints for exam-
ple crossed the des moines river at bentonsportBentonsport and keosauqua
rather than at bonaparte where brigham young crossed and some
reached the des moines via charleston rather than present day
argyle

the segment from drakesvilleDrakesville to garden grove via locust creek
where the words to come come ye saints were written 3 may
have been used but once or twice at drakesvilleDrakesville two important
variants originate one to garden grove the other to mt pisgah
west ofofmtofftmt pisgah the 1846 trail remained constant and became part
of the Hhandcart trail and the middle trail

these variantsvariants west of drakesvilleDrakesville came into use soon after
brigham young reached garden grove and mt pisgah A glance at
the original route of 1846 shows it dipping surprisingly far to the
south so far south that in those days when the state line between
missouri and iowa was ten miles north of where it is today the
pioneers actually entered putnam county missouri one would ex-
pect the mormonscormonsMormons who had suffered so much in missouri would
avoid going there this seemingly strange out of the way route is
partly explained by several contemporary journals

erastus snow noted

finding it impracticable to haul grain for our teams in the bad condi-
tion of the roads and it being too early to sustain them upon grass we
thought it expedient to deviatefromdeviate tromfrom the direct course which we hadinbudhadadv in-
tended to travertravelfraveandand bear further south so as to keep near the border set-
tlementstlements where we could obtain feed for our teams in pursuance of this
council siostoslosicsic we took the old mormon trace crossed the fox river a few
miles above bloomfield near present day drakesvilleDrakesville and followed it
to the ford on the chariton river we journeyed up fox river till we
struck what is called the old mormon trace it being the trail of a party of
brethren who made their escape from their enemies in far west mo in
november 1838 and traveled through a then trackless & uninhabited
country to the mississippi river 4

3seeseeasee paul E dahl all Is well the story of the hymn that went around the world this
issueissue

erastus snow sketch book no 3 16 march 1846 church archives italics added
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let me explain this reference to the old mormon trace john
lyman smith and hosea stout also briefly mentioned this road which
some saints used during 1838 1839 en route to iowa when fleeing
missouri persecutions 5 just where these mormonscormons entered missouri
john L smith inditaindicatedted it might have been near locust creek and

where they went beyond the fox river is unclear we know that
some israel barlow for example did go to montrose6Montrose6 but I1 have
found no reference to any other portion of the old mormon trace in
1921925 andrewjensonandrewjenson assistant church historian wrote that some of
these mormonscormons settled on the fox river until they became part of the
general exodus of 1846 unfortunately he gave no particulars 7 this
trace may have been part of the military road from northern missouri
to dubuque via muscatine

by the time brigham young reached garden grove on 24 april
and especially mt pisgah on 18 may he realizedrealized that the shorter
more direct route he had originally intended to take was much to be
preferred since grass was now sufficient to feed the stock it would
not be necessary for later companies to take the southern route
brigham young proposed to send men back from grand river
garden grove to look out a new and better road so that companies

which were coming out ofofnauvoonauvoo might avoid the bad roads creeks
and settlements through which the leading company had passed 8

horace K whitney noted that as early as 23 april men were sent
back to nauvoo 9 erastus snow recorded that they were to head the
medicine locust chariton and fox rivers and thereby open a safer
and more practical route for the balance of our emigration from
nauvoo 10

it is not clear how many saints followed brigham young into
missouri most likely it was only those companies which left nauvoo
before the guides dispatched from garden grove returned to nauvoo
to recommend the more direct route

the pioneer route has been well marked from 1933 to 1940 the
civilian conservation corps CCC of the iowa conservation com-
mission placed about a hundred wooden mormon trail road markers
across the state all but two of these at unionvilleUnionville and mt pisgah

john lyman smithjournalsmith journal special collections harold B lee library brigham young university pro-
vo utah 21 march 1846 and hosea stout diary 20 march 1846 church archives

goraora H barlow the israel barlow story salt lake city publishers press 1968 ppap 131322 37 see also
joseph smith jun history odtheof taethe church ofjesmsofjesus christ oflatterof larterlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev
7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1932 1951 3265

andrewandrewjensonjenson iowa manuscript history july 1925 church archives
ibid 27 march 1846
horace K whitney diary cited in iowa manuscript history

1010erastuserastus snowjournalsnow journal typescript p 70 church archives
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seem to have totally disappeared then in 1972 the trail was re-
marked with about a hundred metal mormon pioneer trail road
markers erected by the iowa highway commission and the mormon
pioneer trail foundation

in addition to these road signs there are other markers on the
grounds of the wayne county historical society museum in cory-
don in the town park of garden grove and also one mile west of
garden grove at the trailside historical park at mt pisgah on the
school grounds of orient in the reno cemetery seven miles southeast
ofoflymanlyman on county road 661 in the cold springs state park just
south of lewis in the town park of lewis and on the north side of
baylis park in council bluffs n there are even two markers com-
memoratingmemorating the mormon use of the keosauqua ford on the banks
of the des moines river in the lacey keosauqua state park is a
wooden post stating mormon trail nearby is a bronze marker to

ely ford mormon crossing at one time the mormon use of the
fords at bonaparte and bentonsportBentonsport was marked but these markers
have disappeared

there is a come come ye saints exhibit in the wayne
county historical society museum as well as a mormon trail park
near bridgewater

the brigham young trail variant A this variant did not cross
the fox river near drakesvilleDrakesville but followed a high ridge road between
the fox river andsoapand soap creek across the top of appanooseAppanoose county to
the chariton river which was fordedcorded at a place then called dodges
point near iconiumimonium the trail then proceeded directly west to garden
grove the first section of this variant from drakesvilleDrakesville to dodges
point was used until at least 1853

there is an appanooseAppanoose county tradition that some mormonscormons re-
mained for a time near present day moravia before going farther
west according to this tradition in 1849 some members of the
moravian brethren church bought out the mormonscormons and founded the
community of moravia if this be true it is an interesting bit of
cooperation between two persecuted peoples for the moraviansMoraviamoradiansns fled
religious intolerance in europe in the eighteenth century settling
originally in pennsylvania and north carolina

also according to local lore there is supposed to be a mor-
mon cemetery about four miles out in the hills east of town

of interest is the fact that in 1927 before american gothic made him famous grant wood painted
three oil on wood murals depicting the mormon settlement of kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville council bluffs for a conference
room in the hotel chieftain which stood across the street from the marker in baylis park in council bluffs
1in 1970 when the hotel was remodeled into a home for the aged these murals were removed and a collector in
los angeles purchased them
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unfortunately I1 could find no one in moravia who could direct me to
this cemetery

there is only one mormon trail marker along this variant and it
is one of the iowa road signs of the 1930s in the little town square of
unionvilleUnionville the mormon presence in this part ofofwayneolwaynewayne county was
however noted in the 1904 atlas odtheof taethetaf state ofiowaosiowaof lowaiowa which referred
to this road between confidence and humeston county roadj22 as
the mormon trail a designation apparently now unfortunately
forgotten 12

the dodges point to garden grove segment of this variant it
appears was little used perhaps only during 1846 because a still
shorter and better road west was promoted and settled upon

the brighambrtgham young trail variant B this variant came into use
concurrently with variant A instead of crossing the chariton river at
dodge s point the saints were encouraged to follow high ground
along the chariton as far north as possible to the chariton point
near the present day community of chariton there the river turned
west and the saints followed high ridges between the chariton river
and white breast creek through clarke county intersecting the
brigham young trail south of present day osceola about thirty miles
southeast ofofmtofftmt pisgah As early as 15 may 1846 john lyman smith
noted that one group reached mt pisgah by this route 13

the mormon use of this trail is well commemorated in lucas
county on the court house square at chariton is a mormon trail
marker there is another similar marker at the chariton point about
one mile south of the court house on the south side of blue grass
road also marked as county road B furthermore there are a mor-
mon trail school district and a mormon trail basketball conference
in lucas county the 1904 atlas ofiowaosiowaof lowaiowalowd also refers to a road marked
today as state 34 and county s23 and h50 running north of the
chariton river and west of the city of chariton as the mormon trace
road another designation now generally forgotten this same road
h50 extending westward into clarke county through smyrna to
highway 69 going south out of osceola was also known in 1904 as
the mormon trail roadroad1414

also on this trail exactly five miles south of highway 34 at
osceola on highway 69 was located lost camp about thirty miles
east ofofmtofftmt pisgah little is known of lost camp but it is mentioned

M huebinger atlas odtheoftheof taetherae state oflowaorlowaof lowaiowa davenport iowa iowa publishing co 1904
john lyman smithjournalsmith journal 15 may 1846
huebinger atlas orlowaoflowaof iowa
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in the travel accounts of samuel K gifford reuben miller and
charles R dana it was a branch of the church during 1846 1847

the handcart trail

the handcart trail is also so well known that it will require little
comment coming by rail from the east coast via albany rochester
buffalo toledo and chicago the saints crossed the mississippi at
rock island entering iowa at davenport where they picked up the
davenport and missouri river railroad for the railhead at iowa city
some of the journals which refer to this trip are those of peter
madsen samuel openshaw and william woodward

the first train crossed the river for iowa city on 22 april 1856
and almost immediately mormon immigrant agents began shifting
immigrants going to florence via westport missouri and mormon
grove kansas to iowa city

railroad travel while faster and more convenient than wagon
was far from luxurious passengers were packed eighty six to a car
there was a stove in the middle a toilet on one end but no eating or
sleeping accommodations sometimes the benches had no backs and
the cars no springs at times people tried to sleep in the cars and at
times in warehouses along the line the trains averaged twenty miles
an hour smoke and soot were everywhere and schedules were wildly
erratic europeans considered american railroads far inferior to those
back home but still the saints moved west

during the civil war conditions got much worse mormonscormons
often rode in cattle cars crawling with lice experienced long delays
and suffered harassment from soldiers and the bad spirit of many
of the railroad employees they also had to contend with detours
with roadblocks and with shelling when for example guerrilla
bands led by the infamous william C quantrelquantrilQuan tril blew up the han-
nibal missouri trestle in 1861 and tore up a section of track near
st joseph missouri in 1863 with the destruction of the hannibal
trestle some saints including william hart miles took a riverboat
from quincy illinois to keokuk and became perhaps the first and
last mormonscormons to ride the new des moines valley railroad from
keokuk to the end of the line at eddyvilleEddyville and then to proceed by
wagon to council bluffs 15

from the rail depot at iowa city the handcart immigrants crossed
the iowa river and walked to the staging area on the bank of clear

see the diaries of william henry freshwater william hart miles and elijah larkin church archives
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creek three miles west at a small settlement known as clarksdarks mills
and later as coralvilleCoralville

the 2752 7 5 milemlle longiong iowa portion of the famous handcart trail
was used for only two years 1818565 6 through 1818575 7 but during that time
seven of the total nine companies and eighty percent of the people
who used the handcart trail left from iowa city 16 there was little
immigration in 1818585 8 because of the utah war and by 1818595 9 it was
possible to go all the way to the missouri river by rail

from coralvilleCoralville the saints followed well known roads to adel
and redfield where they picked up a dragoon trail to lewis via bear
grove and grove city a now defunct community three miles east of
atlantic in cass county mormon journals occasionally refer to
various groves in iowa which appear to have served as landmarks in
lewis the handcartershandcarters picked up the 1846 trail to council bluffs
there appears to have been but one variant along this route jessie
bigler martin noted that his 1857 company passed through dal-
manuthamanutha which no longer exists

it is of interest to note that this handcart trail was used by some
mormonscormons after the handcart era by 1860 the railroad then known as
the rock island line extended to marengo according to the ac-
counts of lucy M canfield and george M brown some mormon
companies went that far by rail in 1862 and 1863

there are several markers along the handcart trail in coral
ville just west of the intersection of fifth street and tenth ave
there is a 1936 DAR marker to the mormon handcart brigade
camp there is also mormon trek boulevard connecting iowa city
with coralvilleCoralville in 1976 a several acre mormon handcart historic
site was developed through funds provided by the LDS church for the
bicentennial in coralvilleCoralville on ground owned by the university of
iowa it is located along clear creek and highway 6 near the hawk-
eye court housing complex to the west of mormon trek boulevard
A historical marker a pioneer campsite marker and a pioneer burial
ground marker are at this site

in davenport there is a marker somewhat related to the handcart
trail it marks the western end of the no longer existing 1856 railroad
trestle connecting rock island illinois with davenport this marker
is located at the junction of third and fourth streets yes despite
euclid parallel lines and streets do meet when the curve of the river
at east river street so dictates

16 deseret news 1976 church almanac G 15 17 see also the series of articles by andrewjensonandrew jenson entitled
church emigration which appeared in the contributorcontributorfromfrom september 1891 and ran throughout 1892
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the des moines river valley trail

this trail has totally disappeared from mormon memory and yet
it was trod extensively throughout the main period of mormon migra-
tion in iowa from 1846 through 1853 this trail did not originate
from buffalo tracks indian trails or meandering settlers as did many
of the trails it was purposely blazed in 18351855 by the first US
dragoons under colonel stephen W kearny in 1835 several com-
panies of dragoons were located at ft des moines present day mon-
trose these dragoons were an elite corps of infantry especially
created by the war department to serve on foot or horseback on spe-
cial assignments they were usually in the vanguard of civilization
acting as umpires in disputes between white pioneers and native
americans As such they blazed many trails in iowa some of which
were later used by the mormonscormonsMormons in 1835 colonel kearny later
general kearny who commanded the mormon battalion was ordered
on an expedition to locate a site for a new fort near the confluence of
the raccoon river and the des moines river site of present day des
moines 17 by 1846 the colonels trace had become an important road
into the interior of iowa territory a fact not unknown to the
mormonscormonsMormons

just why certain mormonscormonsMormons including richard steele went this
way is uncertain but many apparently found it a convenient way to
travel in general the trail followed the highlands of the des moines
river valley via ottumwa oskaloosa and pella to des moines a
route subsequently followed by major roads and the railroad as roads
and railroads later followed the mormonscormons along the platte river
valley west

some mormonscormonsMormons as will be noted did not follow it very far A
few for various reasons left it at eddyvilleEddyville and oskaloosa to rejoin
the pioneer trail of 1846 the earliest journal account I1 have located
noting mormonscormons beyond oskaloosa was in 1849 perhaps the roads
beyond oskaloosa were too rough in 1846 after oskaloosa one of
the first communities the mormonscormons would have passed was pella or

dutch town as angelina farleyparley dubbed it in 1850 those mor
mons who knew its history must have felt some strong kinship with its
inhabitants the community named after a first century city of
refuge for christians in palestine was founded in the same year the
pioneers founded their far western city of refuge 1847 the early
settlers were seven hundred hollanders seeking religious freedom

ft des moines 1I1 iowa annals ofiowaosiowaof iowniowa 3 1897 1899 355
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in the new world the mormonscormons could well have borrowed their
motto in deo spes nostra et refugiumrefugium in god is our hope and
refuge there is a tradition in pella that the mormonscormons tried to get
the hollanders to buy nauvoo and settle there

between pella and prairie city at least one group of mormonscormons
was aware it was passing through a paper town which had been
surveyed for the capital of iowa nothing was ever built there
however and angelina farleyparley recorded that her company burned the
surveyors stakes for camp fires 18

crossing the des moines river at present day des moines the
mormonscormons headed for lewis via winterset in madison county 19 at
lewis the mormonscormons followed the 1846 pioneer trail to council bluffs

the DAR has marked this dragoon trail with five markers only
one of which refers to the mormonscormonsMormons the first can be found on the
northwest corner of the main intersection in montrose incidentally
mayfliesmayflies are called mormon flies in montrose A second is
located at a defunct community once named brattainsattainsbrattaineBr grove and
later utica at the junction of present day roads 269 and 16 three
miles south of stockport van buren county this is the one of the
five which refers to the mormon trail at the main intersection in
the village of libertyvilleLibertyville is another marker about four miles north
of downtown ottumwa on highway 63 at the entrance of the munici-
pal golf course is another marker all that remains however of this
is the boulder which is hidden by trees the plaque has been re-
moved the last of the five markers is on the west of highway 163
five miles northeast ofofoskaloosaoskaloosa across the road from a water tower

the mormon battalion trail

the last mormon trail to be considered in this study is the
relatively unknown iowa portion of the mormon battalion trail
which extended from council bluffs 18501830 miles to san diego cali-
fornia via ft leavenworth and santa fe the iowa section of this
trail is fifty miles long from council bluffs to the missouri line and
undoubtedly the first mormonscormons to use this route were the 549 men
60 women and some children of the battalion starting out 21 july

18 angelina farleyparley diary 29 may 1850 church archives
it is of interest to note that winterset is not only the covered bridge capital of iowa there are nine

such bridges in the countycounti but also the birthplace of the delicious apple and john wayne
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1846 they followed the bluff line of the missouri river through mills
and fremont counties 20

thereafter occasional groups of mormonscormonsMormons including mary
snow david bowen and george H harris followed part of this
road between council bluffs or weston and utah going to and from
the great basin until at least 1855 close to this road was located the
bethlehem ferry on the missouri river below the mouth of the platte
and just west of todays pacific junction for nearly a decade mor
mons used it as an alternative crossing of the missouri river both go-
ing and coming from the far west this crossing frequently called
the lower ferry was especially popular with mormonscormons who chose to
go west along the south bank rather than along the north bank of the
platte the route followed by most of the early pioneers it was also
used when high water on the elk horn river west of florence made
the route on the north bank of the platte dangerous

incidental mormon trails

between 1847 and at least 1863 nine or more other trails or roads
were used by some mormonscormons crossing iowa no one today has any
idea how extensively these routes were used but a study of pioneer
journals suggestsonlysuggestssuggest onlysonly incidental use perhaps they could be referred
to collectively as pigtailspintailspigtails to the main mormon trails in iowa

1 chronologically the first such pigtail to come into use was in
1846 when some mormonscormons crossed the mississippi at ft madison
proceeding straight west to the des moines at farmington among
others james V williams took what we might call the ft madison
direct route

2 also during 1846 anson call and perhaps others that year
and subsequently utilized the albia cutoff which ran from
eddyvilleEddyville an established ford on the des moines via albia to
chariton point on the chariton river

53 the next incidental trail was the keokuk segment from
keokuk to montrose and sugar creek although some mormonscormonsMormons in-
cluding charles R dana went this way as early as 1847 some even
picked up this route as early as 1846 from nashville when keokuk was
the southern terminus of the just then developing des moines river
route to des moines this route was used mainly during the one year
1853 during that year it was common for mormon immigration

journal history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 21 july 1846 church archives
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agents to send european converts to keokuk via new orleans and st
louis an outbreak of the dread river scourge cholera however
ended the use of keokuk as a point of departure and immigrants
were urged to sail to new york city and boston and make use of the
nations developing road and rail systems to the missouri river

but during 1853 an official mormon staging ground was
established on the river bluffs one half mile north of downtown
keokuk this would place the camp somewhere near todays inter-
section of morgan and second streets overlooking the river stephen
forsdick described the camp as a long street with wagons on either
side of it 21 others who stayed at this camp were christopher J
arthur22andarthur22Arthur22 and christian N munk during this period a branch of the
church was organized in keokuk

at times when the river was low boats could not navigate the
des moines rapids and passengers had to disembark at churchville
missouri also known as alexandria and go by wagon to keokuk
crossing the des moines river at a place referred to as dog town
among those to do so were jane rio pearce richard rushton and
robert bell

today all that is left to remind one of this onetimeone time staging
ground in keokuk is a bronze plaque on one side of the DAR statue
of the famous sac and fox chief keokuk 23in23 in rand park overlooking
the mississippi it reads to the memory of the pioneers who trav-
eled the mormon trail

4 also in 1847 there was the talley s ford cutoff extend-
ing from oskaloosa to chariton point via talley s ford a good
smooth shallow and rocky crossing place on the des moines among
others richard steele went this way

5 the next incidental road was the burlington route via
west point to bonaparte this way was used by canute peterson and
others during 1848 1849

6 during the one year of 1849 a rather strange route the
washington way was used that year angelina calkins farleyparley

and others found themselves in iowa city long before the railroad
reached there they proceeded to oskaloosa and points west via
washington county

7 several years later in 18531833 and also prior to the railroad
another group of mormonscormonsMormons including james armistead fromftomatom la

21 stephen21stephen forsdick autobiography typescript p 15 church archives
the christopher J arthur journal is located at the utah state historical library salt lake city
3chiefkeokukchief keokuk had been in nauvoo during august 1841 and was told oftheodtheof the bookofmormonbook of mormon by josephbyjoseph

smith himself for further information see lawrence coates refugees meet the mormonscormons and the in-
dians in iowa this issue
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salle county illinois likewise found themselves at iowa city they
headed for oskaloosa and points west taking the sigourney seg-
ment through keokuk county

8 in 1850 one group of mormonscormonsMormons including mary maughan
left galena illinois crossed into iowa as far north as dubuque
traveled through fairview and cedar rapids intersected the future
handcart trail at newton and picked up the des moines river trail
and went to council bluffs via winterset

9 perhaps the last of these incidental trails was used in 1858 by
john lyman smith and others it was by far the longest of these in-
cidentalci roads stretching between burlington and oskaloosa
perhaps it might be termed the burlington new london
abingdon fremont oskaloosa road

lastly a few other places in iowa connected with the mormonscormons
might be listed although lowaville in van buren county no longer
exists some mormonscormons crossed the des moines river there and elias
smith lived there for five years before continuing west there was
also a branch of the church there during 1846 1847 24

trussell cemetery in monroe county about five miles southwest
of blakesburg along what is sometimes called the old southwest
trail is a small mormon cemetery with sandstone gravemarkersgravemarkers

mantimanrimandimantl is located near the fremont and page county line three
and one half miles southwest of shenandoah this community was
founded in 1849 by alpheus cutler who claimed to be the rightful
successor to joseph smith and who started the cutleriteCutlerite church
although after his death in 1864 most of his followers united with the
RLDS the church continues into the twentieth century 25 in this
nearly deserted community there is what is often referred to as the

mormon cemetery and alpheus cutler this authors great great
grandfather is buried there

A few mormon travel accounts including those of david moore
and caroline barnes crosby mention passing through stringtownStringtown in
davis county this was a post office located one mile south of troy
it also went by the names of fox and dover

preparation canyon state park not shown on the map is located
five miles southwest of moorehead about fifty miles due north of

241nin the lowaville cemetery the smith family ofoflaytonlayton utah put markers on the graves of some of their
relatives buried there one such marker is to asahel smith uncle to the prophet joseph smith

25rupertjrupert J and daisy whiting fletcherhetcherfietcher alpheus cutler andtheand rhethe church ofjesusof jerusjesus caristchristCwcarestcwindependenceindependence
mo church ofjesus christ 1974 see also dale L morgan A bibliography of the churches of the disper-
sion partpan III111iliIL western humanities review 7 summer 19532651953 265 66 steven L shields divergent paths of
the restoration A history odtheoftheof rhetherge latter day saint movement provo david C martin 19719755 ppap 6 11
wayne ham center place saints A survey of restoration fragmentation in zion restoration 1 january
1982 5 7
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council bluffs here charles B thompson another claimant to the
I1 mantle ofjosephofjoseph established the colony of preparation originally
consisting of about fifty families the group is sometimes known as
the baneemytes or jehovahsorjehovahsJehovahs presbytery ofofzionzion As was the case
with the cutleritesCutlerites after the death of thompson most of his
followers joined the RLDS 26

conclusion
As would be expected with mormonscormons traveling through and liv-

ing in iowa for at least twentyfivetwenty five years there are many local and
sometimes unconfirmableconfirmableunconformableun traditions regarding them since by 1848
there were forty branches of the church in pottawattamiepottawattarnie county it
is not surprising that that county abounds with mormon lore and
tradition in the southeast area of monroe county probably in ur-
bana township there used to be a neighborhood called the hairy
nation from the appearance of the heavily bearded mormonscormonsMormons there
is mormon ridge in marshall county van buren county is especially
rich in traditions regarding mormon cemeteries one is on reeds
creek two and one half miles east of bonaparte another is in ver-
non one is two miles southwest of stockport one is the boston cem-
etery on the des moines river another is the oak lawn cemetery in
section 32 of chequestChequest township and there is also the philips
cemetery

may I1 conclude this evaluationreevaluationre of the importance of iowa roads
and trails in the history of early westerning mormonscormons with the per-
sonal expression that I1 would like to see these routes restored to
memory better marked commemorated and preserved as well as
followed by all those who wish to relive recapture and enjoy this im-
portant and fascinating part of the mormon and american past the
mormon pioneer trail foundation would be happy to cooperate to
this end invariably during my travels of the more than 1100 miles
of mormon trails crisscrossingcrisscrossing iowa I1 found non mormonscormons interested
in and proud of the mormon history of their area and most willing to
be of help to me

26 26morganmorgan bibliography of churches of the dispersion ppap 262 63
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suffering and death
on the plains of iowa

susan W eastoneastern

if the suffering the saints endured on the plains of iowa is
measured strictly in terms of deaths it would appear the saints suf-
fered little while many deaths were recorded at winter quarters
and beyond the journals of the first group to cross iowa list only nine
deaths five of which were childrens even if some died unrecorded
it is unlikely that many more than nine people died in the first group

regardless of the small number of deaths however the exiles en-
dured great suffering they were forced to leave their homes with less
than two weeks of provisions and flee into the middle of a winter
which froze the mile wide mississippi river immediately several ac-
cidents occurred because of the poor preparation and the inclement
weather in addition to the accidents the freezing rain and snow in-
creased the spread of disease while it impeded recovery further-
more the patched tents and wagon covers afforded little comfort to
those who were ill mothers even gave birth under these adverse con-
ditionsditions yet in spite of their tremendous afflictions the saints
generally remained objective and even retained a cautious optimism
though they suffered they lived hence they had reason to thank
their creator and sustainer of life

this tale of courage amid suffering began on 4 february 1846
when the first wagon belonging to charles Shurnshumwayway left nauvoo
and thus started the fabled exodus of the mormon pioneers I11 almost
immediately misfortune struck on 9 february 1846 an accident en-
dangereddangered several men as they crossed the river the manuscript
history ofofbrighambrigham young chronicles that incident as follows

at the same time that the temple was on fire a number of brethren
were crossing the riverniverriver in a flatboat when in their rear a man and
two boys were inin a skiff in a sinking condition on account of being

susan easton is an associate professor of church history and doctrine religious instruction brigham young
university

journal history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints 27 march 1846 p 2 library
archives of the historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints church office
building salt lake city utah
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overloaded and the unskillfulness of the helmsman they hailed to the
flatboat which was soon turned and rendered them assistance As soon
as they had got the three on board the flatboat a filthy wicked man
squirted some tobacco juice into the eyes of one of the oxen that was at-
tached to thomas grovers wagon which immediately plunged into the
river dragging another with him and as he was going overboard he tore
off one of the sideboards which caused the water to flow into the flat-
boat and as they approached the shore the boat sank to the bottom
before all the men could leap off several of the brethren were picked
up in an exhausted condition two oxen were drowned and a few
things floated away and were lost the wagon was drawn out of the
river with its contents damaged 2

hosea stout refers to the same incident as he writes about his
own trials in crossing the mississippi

we stook stood there & contemplated the sad spectacle of our
brethren & sisters struglingstrugglingstrugling in death & our own narrow escape from the
same fate fatigued and worn out with my family sick we proceeded
down the shores of the island to the camp which at length we reached in
a desolate situation the brethren rendered us all the comfort in their
power while those from the sunken boat also landed allmostellmost chilled to
death excited the liveliest simpathysympathysimpathy in every breast 3

when considering the melancholy scene that hosea witnessed one
can understand his remark 1 I remembered the revelation which said
the lord had crossed cursed the watters in the last days and said in
my heart it was verily true 4

soon the river froze over and the travelers could walk across the
ice but with the ice bridge came freezing snowstormssnowstorms and intense
suffering to the camps

the saints made their first encampment on the banks of sugar
creek however they had not prepared well to face the fierce winter
storms and soon the sugar creek encampment turned into a bitter
experience for them B H roberts records that eight hundred men
reported themselves at the sugar creek encampment during the last
two weeks of february without more than a fortnightsfortnights provisions for
themselves and teams 5

the pioneers lacked adequate shelter only a scant supply of
tents and wagon covers shielded them from the elements and most
of those coverings leaked during storms hosea stout graphically

brigham young manuscript history ofBrigham young 1846 1847 salt lake city eldeneideneldenjaldenjJ watson
19711971 p 30

hosea stout diary of hosea stout 5 vols typescript copy in special collections harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah 2145

wid
ab5bB H roberts A comprehensive history oftheodtheof the church ofjesusofjeresjesusjeser christ oflatterof lanterlatterlanfer day saints 6 vols salt

lake city deseret news press 1930 341
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illustrates the pathetic state of the exiles in his simple yet objective
entry concerning his own shelter there prepared for the night by
erecting a temporary tent out of bed clothes at this time my wife was
hardly able to set up and my little son was sick with a very high fever
and would not even notice any thing that was going on 6

besides creating great discomfort the winter storms caused many
accidents in his 16 february entry hosea stout records

in the night a tree which hung over capt luddingtonsLudding tons company com-
menced giving away and just give them notice to get out of the way with
their waggonswiggons before it fell in getting his waggonswiggons away capt lud-
dington got his hand mashed very badly 7

brigham youngs history records several similar incidents

it thundered and lightninged at intervals all day with a strong north-
westerly wind which prostrated a tree twelve inches in diameter across
brother tanners wagon in which were three persons who escaped
unhurt the tents of the second and fourth companies were mostly
blown down conference adjourned until tomorrow because of
the severity of the weather 8

on another occasion the history notes

A large tree fell within five inches of parley P pratts wagon without
touching it capt C C richs family narrowly escaped 9

the accidents though distressing did not afflict the pioneers nearly
as much as the sickness that the bitter winter brought brigham
youngs history frequently records cases of illness dr richards was
sick in bed with a severe cough 10 another time the history states
fourtour cases of measles and one of mumps were reported in camp 1 In

another entry indicates that brother isaac chase continues sick with
the lung fever several cases of the fever and ague coughs
etc are reported 12 but the history optimistically adds that in
general the camp is much more healthy than could reasonably be an-
ticipated after such a severe storm

although illness is never pleasant to be ill under those condi-
tions was particularly distressing after all the saints no longer had a
plaster walled home with a fireerefre burning in the fireplace and a dry bed
in the corner in which they could recover instead they slept on the

stouttout diary of hosea stout 2146
ibid71bid 2153
brigham young manuscript historyhisto7y of ofb7ighambrigham young ppap 121255 26
ibid91bid p 153
ibid p 43
ibid p 77
ibid ppap 81 82
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icy ground under a makeshift covering that scarcely resisted the
storm hosea stouts account of his ailing wife tells much about the
pitiable state of the sick he writes that his wife was so afflicted with
pain she could not sit up in the wagon they made a bed for her to
lie in as they traveled but notwithstanding all their care the travel-
ing injured her very much 13 three days later hosea records it
clouded up earley and began to rain and turned out to be a wet rainy
day my tent leaked badly all day & I1 was troubled to keep our selves
and things dry at night we had trouble by our beds getting wet
thus endangering my sick wife the rain continued and it was
eleven oclock before we could lay down and then we were rained on
all night 14 though the conditions were hardly comfortable the
saints endured their afflictions well demonstrating devotion to the
lord

probably those among the exiles to suffer the most were the
women who gave birth amidst those destitute conditions one such
woman was the wife ofofrufusrufus putman stewart sister stewart walked
two miles and crossed a creek after her labor pains had commenced
finally she arrived at a vacant house which shielded her from the
storm there she brought forth a son 15

despite deprivations the saints enjoyed a generally good at-
titude brigham youngs history notes the saints in camp were
patient and endured all their privations without murmuring 16

another time the history brightly records

I1 did not think there had ever been a body of people since the days of
enoch placed under the same unpleasant circumstances that this peo-
ple have been where there was so little grumbling and I1 was satisfied
that the lord was pleased with the majority of the camp of israel 17

on another occasion brighamsBrighams optimism as well as his gift of
prophecy evidenced itself concerning willard richards who was then
very ill there is dr richards who has to be poulticedpoulticespoulticed all over to
keep life in him before we get to the pass in the mountains he will
skip and run like a boy with a gun on his shoulder after deer elk
and buffaloes 18 in fact in the same entry it is noted that several of
the brethren had improved their health and endurance by being ex-
posed to such hardships 19

13stoutStout13 diary of hosea stout 2175
141bidbid 2177

brigham1513righarn young manuscript history of brighamof&igham young ppap 126 27
ibid161bid p 44
ibid p 131
ibid p 137

19ibidibid
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notwithstanding his optimism however brigham sometimes
tired of having to care for an entire church he claimed that he acted
the part of a father to everybody 20 one entry manifests his
discouragement

unless this people are more united in spirit and cease to pray against
counsel it will bring me down to my grave I1 am reduced in flesh so
that my coat that would scarcely meet around me last winter now laps
over twelve inches it is with much ado that I1 can keep from lying down
and sleeping to wait the resurrection 21

yet even at this point when he called for a vote of support all hands
were raised in his favor

brigham did not escape the illness that afflicted the saints
either 1 I was so afflicted with the rheumatism it was with difficulty
I1 could walk 22

the saints seem to have remained optimistic because they
trusted in god sarah rich for example writes of how her year oldolaoid
son and her sister contracted measles in spite of this trial sarah felt
that the lord blessed them because her baby and her sister recovered
and no one else seemed to catch the disease the lord is all wise
she writes merciful to those who put their trust in him 23

the saints could also remain optimistic because they suffered few
deaths even though they underwent great trials as long as they had
life they had reason to praise god nevertheless the trying condi-
tions proved great enough to take a handful of lives enough to leave
martyrs prints on the sod of iowa

the most touching of those martyrs tales may be that of
catherine curtis spencer on 12 march 1846 at indian creek near
keosauqua iowa territory catherine died just nine days short of
her thirty fifth birthday she was the youngest daughter of a large
and affluent family and she had become accustomed to her fathers
fond and tender care but when she joined the church she had to
give up the refined life her father had given her and take up the
persecuted life her membership offered

in the trying conditions of the exodus she often sang to her six
children to relieve their hunger and chill but the changes from a
warm brick home to an icy floor and canvas roof proved too much for
her to endure when her little ones came to the wagon to inquire of

ibid p 33
ibid ppap 150 51

ibid p 54
sarah21sarah D pea rich journaljournalofsarahofsarah dearmon pea rich p 5511 typescript copy in special collections

leeiee Ilbralibralibraryry BYU
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her condition she would respond oh you dear little children how
I1 do hope you may fall into kind hands when I1 am gonegone2424

A night or two before she died she asked her husband orson
spencer to gather her children and friends around her after she
had kissed her loved ones she said to her husband 1 I love you more
than ever but you must let me go I1 only want to live for your sake
and that of our children 25 when asked if she had any advice for
her fathers family she replied charge them to obey the gospel 26

soon afterwards she asked to be taken to a house because the
incessant rain had soaked her bedding and had made comfort im-
possible immediately a man named barnes consented to have her
brought to his house which was not far from the camp there she

died in peace with a smile upon her countenance and a cordial
pressure ofotherher husbands hand 27

after her death orson spencer buried her in nauvoo next to
their youngest child who had died nearly six months before brother
spencer notes in his wifescifes eulogy her unceasing and dutiful bearing
to her husband and her matronly diligence in infusing the purest
and loftiestloftiest virtues into the minds ofotherher children 28 he explained
that he did not write such a tribute in order to mourn for the dead
the dead would be taken from many evils to come he wanted only
to preserve his wifescifes image in their young childrens memories

john R young records a few more details about orson and
catherine spencer orson had graduated from an eastern college
brother young writes and had become a popular baptist minister
but when he heard the teachings ofofjosephjoseph smith he and his highly
educated wife gave up their home friends popularity and occupa-
tion and followed the savior almost overnight they had become
strangers to their own kindred

john R youngs comments add to the pathos of catherines
death particularly his account of the exchange between catherine
and her husband after they had received a reply letter from her
parents

the sorrowing husband wrote imploringly to the wifescifes parents asking
them to receive her into their home until the saints should find an
abiding place the answer came let her renounce her degrading faith
and she can come back but never until she does

24 preston nibley exodus to greatness salt lake city the deseret news press 1947 p 134
251bidibid
261bidibid
27ibidibid
28jbidibid
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when the letter was read to her she asked her husband to get his
bible and to turn to the book of ruth and read the first chapter six-

teenth and seventeenth verses entreat me not to leave thee or to
return from following after thee for whither thou goestboest I1 will go and
where thou lodgesthodgest I1 will lodge thy people shall be my people and thy
god my god 29

sarah rich also praised sister spencer in her tribute to the
martyr

she was a noble faithful latter day saint and was a kind mother to
her beautiful children who were left motherless by her death she was a
lady in every respect and left a beautiful family of children who kept all

v
together and the daughters though then small managed to do the work
and were united together and became honorable sisters in the church
and the sons became honorable men and are all now living to do
good 30

her children did indeed become honorable members of the church
one of them aurelia spencer rogers grew up to become the
founder of the primary association on 25 august 1871 at farm-
ington utah

others besides catherine spencer died and they also hallowed
the saints trek the accounts of their deaths however are not as
moving quite often the accounts are mere entries of time and cause
of death brigham young seems to have shown particular interest
however in the condition of his nephew edwin little at dusk
dr richards and I1 called on edwin little who was sick in his tent
and counseled him to leave the camp and stay with some brother in
the vicinity edwin was taken sick at sugar creek encampment and
had suffered from a fever and severe affection of the lungs ever
since 31 brigham youngs appraisal of edwins condition wavered
however as edwins condition fluctuated on 9 march brigham in-
dicated that edwin has been quite sick but is getting better 32

yet in a letter to joseph young written that same evening brigham
declared 1 I should not think it strange if edwin should not live
through his sickness 33 still later brigham again changed his opin-
ion and wrote that edwin little was better 34 finally brighamsBrighams
history succinctly records atat720am720 AM edwin little died and was

john29john R young memoirs ofjohnof lohnjohn R young utah pioneer 1847 salt lake city the deseret news
1920 ppap 17 18

3orichrichborich journal ofsarah dearman pea rich p 48
brigham young manuscriManumanuscriptscript history of brigham young p 73
ibid p 74

331ibidbid p 75
ibidoffid p 76
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buried at dusk on the divide between fox and chequestChequest rivers 35

doubtless the death of kindred pained brigham but he was not
given the luxury of grieving over his nephew he knew as others
would that death could not stop the march to the promised land 1 I

was very busy through the day in preparing for the burial of brother
little and rolling out in the morning 36

As an apt eulogy john R young includes edwin little as the
first name in his glowing tribute of the saints

today as I1 recall the scene and remember the names of some of those
heroic exiles edwin little and many others whose lives are inter-
woven with whatever isis great and enduring in our beloved common-
wealth I1 cannot but liken them to the brave men who faced ice and
cold on christmas night when the invincible washington led them
across the delaware to do battle with their country s foes 37

A few more deaths were recorded but they received little atten-
tion brigham youngs history records that james monroe son of
sidney tanner died at 5 am of inflammation of the brain aged fif-
teen months 38 also two ofofbrooferobro Boswicks children were buried
their death was caused by measles 39 another entry notes that

samuel thomas died of consumption 40 hyrum son ofhoseaof hosea
and louisa stout died aged about two years 41 finally william
edwards died at three am of billious fever he had been sick for ten
weeks 42

because of the objective tone of the entries in brigham youngs
history one might think of these deaths as mere statistics as names
that cease to represent people who breathed laughed sorrowedsorrowersorrowed and
suffered A list of names can too easily become simple designations
of those who died on the iowa plains but to their parents and kin-
dred the name of a loved one who died was more than a name in a
catalogue each name identified a child a brother a mother a
father doubtless the kindred faced their belovedsbeloveds deaths both
gratefully and sorrowfully the families must have been grateful that
those who died were released from a painful existence yet those
deaths must have left an emptiness only a hope in god and a
miraculous objectivity and optimism could relieve

ibid35ibid p 92
ibid31ibid p 93
john37john R young memoirs ofofjohnjohn R young p 13

brigham3brighasn young manuscript history of ofbrighambrigham young p 91
39 Ibid p 134
401bidibid p 149
4lbidibid p 157
421bidibid p 159
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though few died on the plains of iowa the small number cannot
lessen the degree of their sacrifice their deaths prove their devotion
as much as do the deaths of the saints in missouri illinois or
nebraska in addition the saints who endured the bitter winter
storms and accompanying sickness either to reach the promised land
or to die in the journey equally proved their devotion indeed their
hope faith and objective good natured attitudes during these trials
offer to the modern saints a graphic lesson in true courage
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depletion

edward L hart

the city darkens with the natural night
like country houses when the twilight ends
on summer evenings and no form unbends
from strain of too much day to make more light

edward L hart recipient of the association for mormon letters poetry award in 1979 for to utah is a pro-
fessorfe sor in the english department at brigham young university
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nine children were born
A historical problem

from the sugar creek episode

carol lynn pearson

A most disturbing detail of the exodus from nauvoo in late
winter 1846 is that many pregnant women apparently were among
the first saints to depart the exodus of the saints and the drama
and difficulty experienced by them at such encampmentsencamp ments as sugar
creek have been painted in our history books with the darkest of
tones sugar creek writes wallace stegner is notorious in the
histories as a place of intense hardship as if it had held a huddle of
refugees without rags to cover them or a bone to gnaw I11

and of all the vivid description that has come down to us from
the experience at sugar creek none is more vivid than the descrip-
tion of that first night there in which nine babies were born this
piece of information comes to us from no less reliable a source than
eliza R snow she has been quoted in almost all the history books
probably the earliest being tullidge s the women ofmormondomofmormondom
printed in 1877

eliza writes of sugar creek 1 I was informed that on the first
night of the encampment nine children were born into the world
and from that time as we journeyed onward mothers gave birth to
offspring under almost every variety of circumstances imaginable ex-
cept those to which they had been accustomed some in tents others
in wagons in rain storms and in snow storms 2

the image of suffering that the birth of nine babies in winter
creates is strong in our minds we see women large with child heav-
ing their way across a frozen mississippi river on foot already burned
out of their homes traumatized into giving birth by the viciousness
of the mobs that stand shrieking on the other side of the river

carol lynn pearson is well known to mormon audiences for her poetry drama and essays
wallace stegner the garGatgatheringheiing ofzion new york city mcgraw hill book company 1964 p 5500

edward W tullidge the women ofmormondomof Mormondom new york city npap 1877 p 307
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but other evidence seems to paint a different picture sugar
creek actually was a well ordered camp with adequate provisions
the mormonscormons had been preparing for this move for months there
was no element of surprise or immediate trauma in it not everyone
had to leave at once in fact many remained in nauvoo for months
afterwards 3 stegner writes that most of the women wouldnt have
had to bear their children in the snow if they had not chosen to 4

thus there is a proproblemblembiem the pregnant mormon women seem to
have chosen to rush out that first night to have their babies in the
snow yet these women hardly seem the type to have made such a
choice eliza notes let it be remembered that the mothers of these
wilderness born babes were not savages accustomed to roam the
forest and brave the storm and tempest those who had never known
the comforts and delicacies of civilization and refinement they were
not those who in the wilds of nature nursed their offspring amid
reeds and rushes or in the recesses of rocky caverns most of them
were born and educated in the eastern states had gathered
with the saints had lovely homes decorated with flowers and
enriched with choice fruit trees just beginning to yield plentifully 5

so theywerethey were not the type to purposely choose a hostile environ-
ment in which to give birth the astute reader of mormon history
may at this point wonder if maybe the women got themselves into
more suffering than they needed to because they knew suffering was a
sign of being gods chosen people after all orson pratt wrote in his
diary that he felt to rejoice that we have the privilege of passing
through tribulation for the truths sake 6

but that theory does not explain why intelligent women would
choose to put their lives and their babies lives in jeopardy there is a
better answer they didnt choose to it is certain they suffered and
it is equally certain the babies came under the worst of circumstances
nine babies in fact were born in one night but it was not at sugar
creek

I1 stumbled onto the answer to the puzzle quite by accident while
researching in diaries in the special collections room at the brigham
young university library at the beginning of one diary that of
joseph smith black was a statement by his mother jane johnston

QB H roberts A comprehensive history odtheof shetherke church 6 vols provo utah Bribrighamghantghana young universi-
ty press 1965 31 2

4stegnerstegner gathering ofzion p 50
tullidge women ofmormondomof mormondom p 308

61bidbid p 303
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dictated to joshua bennett on 12 may 1883 giving a brief history of
her life here are the pertinent paragraphs

I1 came to nauvoo under council sic of the authorities and left my hus-
band on a two year mission moved from nauvoo to augusta and re-
mained there until my husband came to us in the year 1843 we then
moved to nauvoo again and remained there until the saints were driven
from nauvoo across the mississippi river

my husband being in canada at the time we then went to mon-
trose before we crossed the river a party of the mob rode up and sur-
rounded our wagon and made a demand that I1 should give up what
arms we had I1 then had a pistol in my bosom which I1 drew out and
told them it was there and that I1 would use it before I1 gave it up they
did not take it from me but threatened to throw me in the river that
night we then ferried across the river into iowa and remained in mon-
trose a short time

I1 then buried what arms I1 had in a quilt in a hole under the wagon
wheel had nothing to eat only half a bushel of meal and half a dozen
cucumbers that were given to me by martin littlewood there were a
great many sick among the saints and nothing to comfort them and
nourish them but corn meal until the lord sent quails amongst us
which supplied our wants

I1 then got a tent from brotherjohnstonbrotherdrother johnston and had women that were
being delivered of child put in it I1 was the midwifemid wife and delivered
nine babies that night we had nothing to sweeten anything until the
lord sent honey dew which we gathered from the bushes until we got
all the sweets we wanted I1 also boiled maple juice and got cakes of
maple sugar 7

suddenly new light is thrown on the subject of the nine babies
and the story now makes much better sense sisterjohnstonsister johnston does not
call the group she was with the poor camp of september thats
what later historians call it but thats clearly what it was by
september only about one thousand of the poorest sickest feeblest
and probably the furtherest along in pregnancy of the mormonscormons re-

mained in nauvoo along with a sizable number of gentiles who had
bought up the property mob violence grew more and more brutal
the weak and ill equipped mormonscormons staged a very short lived and
pitiful resistance against up to 2500 militiamen after a few days
they surrendered and agreed to leave nauvoo at once they quickly
tied a few possessions into bundles and crossed the river the last of
them arriving by the evening of 17 september 1846

the elements of sister johnstons account fit this event the
river crossing to montrose the presence of the mobs the almost total

miarydiary of joseph smith black typescript of manuscript special collections harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah p 5
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lack of food the presence of many sick the availability of cucumbers
september yes february no and the remarkable appearance of

quail
it certainly seems logical that a woman who had conceived a child

in december might hope she could remain in nauvoo in some
measure of comfort until after the birth and it also seems possible
under the traumatic conditions of the final forced exodus that nine
births might come in one night

so we will have to revise our picture of the suffering which went
on at sugar creek that huddle of refugees without rags to cover
them or a bone to gnaw stegner almost puts the puzzle together
when he writes some of that over dramatization stems from the er-
ror of confusing sugar creek with the poor camp of september some
stems from eliza snow s report that nine babies were born in the ice-
bound tent town the night before she arrived 8 what stegner did
not seem to know is that elizasalizas account itself comes from the confu-
sion of the two separate waves of exodus

yet one wonders how the confusion began perhaps it was like
the parlor game we call gossip in which a message is whispered
around in a circle until it gets back to its original source in this case
the message was nine babies were born pass it on after a few
tellings the poor camp became the sugar creek camp and the story
has come down to us in that altered form furthermore eliza begins
her account with 1 I was informed that while sisterjohnstonsisterjohnston writes
1 I was the midwife it is thus clear which account is derivative in
fact sister johnstons statement is even notarized

thus while many incidents serve as tribute to the suffering and
the courage of the early mormon women it is significant that the
mothers of those nine babies did not rush out at the first opportunity
to give birth in the wilderness but actually did so because there was
no other choice the true tale is a tribute to these womens good
sense

stegner gathering odron p 50
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the mormon way stations
garden grove and mt pisgah

leland H gentry

INTROintroductionDUMON

the enforced exodus of the latter day saints from illinois in
1846 was made with great sacrifice and suffering although many
made adequate preparations for a lengthy journey others were so
anxious to leave they did so without sufficient provisions in addi-
tion the early evacueesevacuees included many aged and infirm who required
much assistance these factors tended to slow the movement

the first encampment was at sugar creek iowa about nine
miles from nauvoo prior to the general departure further west a
special company was sent ahead to clear roads build bridges and
select places for temporary encampmentsencampments at these latter locations
the sick and impoverished could pause recuperate and replenish
needed supplies from nearby settlements before moving on

it soon became apparent however that it would be desirable to
set up more permanent camps or way stations where migrants could
pause for longer periods of time here the exiles could winter or
spend the growing season putting in and harvesting crops or laboring
in nearby settlements to obtain cash for needed purchases garden
grove and mt pisgah were two such encampmentsencampments this article will
examine the rationale behind their establishment and describe their
growth and development

JOURNEY FROM NAUVOO

the mormon exodus was a move of major proportions according to
john taylor it involved moving as near as we could estimate about
fifteen thousand saints three thousand wagons and thirty thousand
head of cattle a great number of horses and mules and
an immense number of sheep I11 it began on 5 february 1846 and

lelandlclandacland H gentry is an instructor at the salt lake LDSIDS institute of ofreligionreligion adjacent to the university ofutahofurahutah
john taylor address to the saints in great britain millennial star 8 15 november 1846184 114
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by 1 march more than five thousand exiles were encamped at sugar
creek conditions were anything but ideal As willard richards
camp historian recorded on 19 february 1846

the wind blew steadily from the northwest accompanied by snow which
fell to the depth of seven or eight inches but much thawed as it fell the
storm was unceasing and the evening was very cold which caused much
suffering in the camp for there were many who had no tents or any
comfortable place to lodge many tents were blown down some of
them were unfinished and had no ends 2

from this point on every hardship imaginable including death
beset the saints day after day the thermometer registered below
zero fahrenheit the saints lodged as they were in tents suffered
severely while the cold weather made an immediate move from
sugar creek impossible 3

on 1 march however the camp began its move only too soon
did they find every hollow to be a mud hole in which the wagons
would sink to the axle incessant rain added to the problems wet-
ting even the sick and feeble riding in the wagons 4 writing in his
journal for thursday 35 march 1846 orson pratt reported

the roads in many places are almost impassable on account of the mud
some teams are unable to draw their loads in bad places without assis-
tance some wagons were broken A portion of the camp was forced to
stop on account of the roads 5

mud was so bad that the travelers had to double triple and quadru-
ple teams in order to get through it under such conditions the camp
soon became strung out those in front consequently had to wait as
long as two or three weeks for those behind to catch up 6 As george
A smith recorded on 9 april 1846

about noon it began to rain in torrents and every driver soon got wet to
the hide it seemed as though the bottom of the road had now fallen

willard2willardhwillard richards camp journal as cited inin B H roberts history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
larterlatteriatterlarrer day saints periodicperiodiiperiodllPeriodIIll 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 1932 1951 75937 593595 hereafter cited
as history odtheof raetherke church

3hiytohistoryy odtheoftheof taethefae church 17598598 99
pohnajohnjohn4john R young memoirs ofjohn R young utah pioneer 1847 salt lake city deseret news 1920

ppap 16 17

eldeneidenbiden J watson comp the orson pratt journals salt lake city published by compiler 1975
p 323 hereafter cited as orson pratt Jouryourjournalsnas some of the men were able to move more quickly than
others thus increasing the tendency for the camp to string itself out several of those who refused to slow
down and waitwaltwaitwalt for stragglers were called to account before church courts to answer charges of disregarding
priesthood counsel eliza R snow pioneer diary improvement era 46 march 1943 191

Asgas quoted inin andrew jenson the hiftHirthefthistoricalorical record salt lake city published by author 1889
58785 878 orson pratt reported that itit was with the greatest difficulty thatthai we could preserve our animals from
actual starvationstarvation men sent to nearby settlements to buy grain and other provisions often returned empty-
handed As a last resort the animals were turned loose at night and allowed to forage for themselves bushes
and the bark of trees were often their only form of sustenance see orson prattjournalspratt journals ppap 334 36
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out for wagons sunk in the mud up to their beds and the women and
the children had to get out in the rain so that their teams might pull the
wagons through the mud frequently we had to put eight or ten yoke
of oxen to a wagon to get the wagons out of the mud holes we are now
in the middle of a twelve mile prairie we continued our journey in this
way for about two miles it then began to grow late we discovered to
our right a point of timbers about a mile long I1 left my wagon and rode
on my horse to find a camping place I1 now left two of my wagons on
the prairie and put the teams on the other three to draw them through
after I1 had found a place to camp I1 drove in and put up for the night
many of the wagons with families in them stayed on the prairie over
night and wet and cold they were having no fire or any material with
which to build one myself and family were wet and cold having no
fire 7

DECISIONS TO ESTABLISH WAY STATIONS

when it was decided that the journey to the rocky mountains
could not be accomplished in one season brigham young met in
council with elders orson pratt john taylor and willard richards
and decided to write to the governor of iowa to ascertain his views
about the saints stopping on the public land in iowa to raise a crop
this season 8 that letter was dispatched 28 february explaining
the plight of their people in being expelled from their homes without
sufficient time to dispose of their property the mormon leaders
wrote

we the presiding authorities of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints as a committee in behalf of several thousand suffering exiles
humbly ask your excellency to shield and protect us in our constitu-
tional rights while we are passing through the territory over which you
have jurisdiction and should any of the exiles be under the necessity of
stopping in this territory for a time either in the settled or unsettled
parts for the purpose of raising crops by renting farms or upon the
public lands or to make the necessary preparations for their exile in any
lawful way we humbly petition your excellency to use any influence
and power in our behalf and thus preserve thousands of american
citizens together with their wives and children from intense sufferings
starvation and death 9

george A smith journal as quoted in preston nibley exodus to greatness salt lake city deseret
news 1947 ppap 148 49 orson pratt reported the ground was so wet from rain that sleeping could only be
accommodated by cutting free limbs and strewing them on the ground beneath the sleepers to keep
ourselves from sinking in the mire orson prattjournalspratt journals p 336

journal history of1beof the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 28 february 1846 library archives of
the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake city hereafter cited as
church archives

history odtheoftheof fhethe church 7600 601
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pending a positive answer to the petition they laid plans in early
april to implement the idea on sunday 12 april a meeting was
held at heber C kimballsKimballs camp to discuss the matter william
clayton recorded the meetings outcome

it was decided to change our route and take a more northern one to
avoid the settlements we will go to grand river and there enclose a
space of land about two miles square and put up some twenty log
houses for a resting place for the companies A company starts out in a
day or two to seek out the location amongst whom are the president
ie brigham young heber and others of the twelve 10

this settlement said orson pratt was to be started on a tract of
land which had been purchased by the general government of the in-
dians and just vacated by them in setting forth the rationale
behind the establishment of garden grove and its sister settlement
mt pisgah erastus snow wrote in later years

in these places such families were left on for want of sufficient teams
and provisions unable to continue their journey these settlements
were on the tract of country owned by the potawattamie indians and
from thirty to fifty miles south there were settlements in missouri from
which they could obtain certain provisions to sustain them until they
could raise a crop instructions were left in these places for such as were
obliged to leave nauvoo without a sufficient outfit to locate and sustain
themselves in these places until a further door opened unto them or
until a permanent location should be found for the church and provi-
sions raised to sustain them 12

settlement OF GARDEN GROVE

the mormon leaders were searching for a location approximately
halfway between the mississippi and missouri rivers such a location
was garden grove situated 145 miles from nauvoo on the missis-
sippi and 151577 from council bluffs on the missouri the settlement was
near essential natural resources virgin soil timber and water 13

the location was chosen 24 april 1846 by brigham young and
henry G sherwood As orson pratt reported

friday 24th yesterday we traveled about eight miles todayto day six
miles we came to a place which we named garden grove at this
point we determined to form a small settlement and open farms for the

william clayton william claytonsjournalclaytonaclaytonsClay tonsrons journaeJournaljournalsaltsaitsalt lake city the clayton family association 19211921

p 17 the scouting party was composed of brigham young hebelheber C kimballjohnkimball john taylor orson pratt
george A smith henry G sherwood william L cutler and joshua S holman history odtheoftheof nhethenge church
7609

orson frattjournalsprattFrattpyatt journals p 338
12andrew karl larson erastus snow salt lake city university of utah press 1971 p 110
13journal13journal history 27 april 1846
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benefit of the poor and such as were unable at present to pursue their
journey further and also for the benefit of the poor who were yet
behind 14

three days later the full selecting committee approved the choice of
this elevated piece of ground

development of garden grove began at once shortly after ar-
riving brigham young put 359539339559 able bodied men to work building
the site orson pratt stated that work commenced on 27 april

this morning the horn sounded for all the men to assemble themselves
together to be organized for labour one hundred men were appointed
for cutting trees splitting rails and making fence forty eight to cutting
logs for the building of log houses several were appointed to build a
bridge a number more for the digging of wells some to make the wood
for our ploughsplougploughths several more to watch our flocks and keep them from
straying while others were sent several days journey into the missouri
settlements to exchange horses feather beds and other property for
cows provisions etc and finally the whole camp were to be occupied
about something during this council for organization we were well
drenched in rain 15

by 1 may orson pratt was able to report that an immense sight of
work has been done in the several departments of business assigned
nine days later he recorded

A large amount of labour has been done since arriving in this grove in-
deed the whole camp are very industrious many houses have been
built wells dug extensive farms fenced and the whole place assumassumeses
the appearance of having been occupied for years and clearly shows
what can be accomplished by union industry and preserverancepreserverance sicc 16

other writers presented similar accounts john R young record-
ed that all personnel were thus employed and the camp became
presently like a hive of bees 17 hosea stout who arrived a few days
after the work began reported that the farm grew so quickly that
it appeared to be a magic city of the woods 18 the location held
great promise of yielding bountifully and much labor was expended

14asAs quoted inmjjensonenson hirtoricalrecordhistorical record 58805 880 see also orson pratt interesting items concerningConcern mg the
journeying of the latter day saints from the city ofofnauvoonauvoo until their location inm the valley of the great
salt lake millennial star 12 1 january 1850 2

orson pratt interesting items p 2

ibid
john R young memoirs ppap 18 19 reported that 715 acres were placed under cultivation while

heman C smith early settlements of garden grove journal of history lamoni iowa board of
publications of the reorganized church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints 1900 21022 102 claimed that two
farms one of a thousand acres and the other of five hundred were fenced and placed under cultivation

hosea stout on the mormon frontier the diary ofhoseaof hojehose a stout 1844 1861 ed juanita brooks
2 vols salt lake city university of utah press 1964 11561 156 5577 hereafter cited as dimydiarydixy ofhoseaof hosea stout
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to make it do so evidence shows that the saints were not disap-
pointed in their expectations within a month of its founding
several hundred settlers were encamped at the new location 19

on 10 may 1846 garden grove was organized into a branch of
the church samuel bent was chosen as president 20with20 with david
fullmer and aaronjohnsonaaron johnson as counselors 21 president bents duty
outlined in a 12 may letter was to preside over both temporal and
spiritual matters he was specifically directed to divide the land
according to need to receive tithes and offerings and to distribute
the same among the poor and needy he was also to see that none of
the community s goods were wasted or lost 22 the following day
brigham young left to go farther west

it was at this time that brigham youngs land policy later so
famous in the west first came into play A man he taught might
have as much land as he could properly care for consistent with his
family size should a landholder prove slack in his care of the land or
fail to work it at all it was to be taken from him and given to another
every man was to earn his bread with toil early and late and only the
infirm and incapacitated were excused from manual labor of some
sort 23 the policy appears to have been rigidly enforced in the iowa
settlements of garden grove and mt pisgah

PROBLEMS AND challenges AT GARDEN GROVE

conditions at garden grove were very fluid even from the
beginning few incoming travelers ever stayed very long eager
to push ahead and journey with the leaders of the church many
stopped only long enough to replenish supplies rest and make need-
ed repairs this constant flow of traffic served to keep the more per-
manent part of the encampment lean of goods and short of field
hands to do the work those who remained did so because they could
not do otherwise but they often found the community unable to
supply even their most basic needs

jamesjlmes A little biography of lorenzo dow young utah historical quarterly 14 winter 1946
75 76

20 samuel bent because of his benevolence was familiarly known as father bent he had formerly
served as president of the high council inm nauvoo during the trek from nauvoo to garden grove he had
served as a captain of a hundred inin the camp of israel

21william claytonsjournalclayton ihosjournalsJournal ppap 30 3311 originally ezra taft benson was called as a counselor however
this was rescinded within two days two months later brother benson was called to be one of the twelve
apostles

2edwardedwardedwrrdbedward stevenson journal p 79 church archives this isis an unpublished account of stevensonnstevensonsSteven sons
crossing of the plains to utah and thereafter helen mar whitney our travels beyond the mississippi
woman s Fxponentexponent 12 1 february 1884 135 reported that about twelve thousand rails left over from fenc-
ing and cabin buildingbudding were set aside for future use

23journal history 10 may 1846 p 1
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problems of poverty were compounded by the fact that the poor
and destitute from nauvoo always stopped first at garden grove
these exiles often required much care and assistance before they
could journey on the last evacueesevacuees from nauvoo left with little more
than the clothes on their backs and were thrust upon the mercy of the
local saints in speaking of these impoverished migrants one iowa
writer said they comprised a miserable remnant of about seven
hundred people physically unfit and poorly equipped and they lay
huddled at a camp north of montrose until wagons arrived for them
from garden grove and mt pisgah in october 1 24 since the last
saints vacated nauvoo by 9 october 1846 their arrival at garden
grove a month or so later rendered conditions during the winter ex-
ceedinglyceedingly precarious those who had had to share with those who
had not and nothing was in plentiful supply

of course poverty was no new thing to the saints driven from
their homes in ohio missouri and now illinois they understood the
value of economizing shortly after garden grove was settled
brigham young urged the saints to sell or exchange anything that
they could easily do without feather beds silk dresses earrings
finger rings chains brooches pocket watches etc by this means
they could have money to buy flour oxen harnesses saddles
wagons sheep and other necessities to sustain them in their daily
lives 2255 this counsel proved to be a blessing during the winter of
1846

even these supplies however could not last forever the young
men and boys of the community had to visit the more established set-
tlementstlements in southern iowa and northern missouri to search for work
an example is a letter from roger farrer to his son william writing
from garden grove under date of 15 december 1846 he reported
that his other sons from whom he had not heard in some time were
working somewhere in iowa nearly destitute himself he added 1 I
have been sick for nearly five months and we have suffered for
want of provisions on account of my not being able to go to work
As were many others he was still trying to sell his home in nauvoo 26

matters worsened greatly at garden grove during 1847 destitu-
tion drove some to the point of theft and numerous complaints were
lodged with the authorities at winter quarters in a letter from

ibid241bid

journal history 2 may 1846 one week earlier the council of the twelve had met and discussed the
advisability of selling the nauvoo temple to raiseraise funds to aid the poor min their removal from illinois A vote
taken by the saints inin garden grove proved unanimousunanimous inin the affirmative orson pratt journals
ppap 342 43

26rogerroger farrerfatter to william farrerfatter 15 december 1846 church archives
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orson hyde dated 19 july 1847 the saints in garden grove were
warned that all stealing proved by unimpeachable evidence would
result in the guilty parties being either disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped or excom-
municatedmunica ted at least some of the accusations were shown to be un-
founded when the leaders of the branch visited winter quarters and
made a full report that cleared the air 27

As conditions continued to grow more difficult however the
saints were forced to beg on 8 october 1847 luman A shurtliff
and a brother hunt were sent throughout the iowa settlements in
behalf of their people to plead for assistance the philanthropy of
the iowa settlers brought hundreds of dollars worth of goods and
foodstuffs which were distributed among the poor at garden grove
there seems little doubt the lives of some were saved through the
generosity of the saints non mormon iowa neighbors 28

at least one problem was never conquered by the saints in
garden grove death this ever present spectre struck the camp
soon after the settlement was laid and never let up before the town
was abandoned in 1852 the stout family was struck particularly
hard losing three sons while crossing iowa in speaking of the loss of
his son hyrum at garden grove hosea stout recorded on 8 may
1846

he died in my arms about four oclock this was the second child which
I1 had lost both dying in my arms he died with the hooping cough &
black canker my wife is yet unable to goaboutgodboutgo about & little hosea my
only son left now isis wearing down with the same complaint we
are truly desolate and afflicted and entirely destitute of anything even to
eat much less to nourish the sick & 1 I am just able to go about myself
arrangements were made to bury him this evening 29

death continued to plague the saints throughout the spring and
summer of 1846 much sadness came with the passing on 16 august
1846 of president samuel bent president of the garden grove
branch he quite literally worked himself into the grave trying to
provide for the needs of his people in the end insufficient food
lack of proper shelter and no skilled attention to his own medical
needs made president bents recovery impossible in notifying the
twelve apostles of his death david fullmer and aaronjohnsonaaron johnson his
counselors wrote

garden grove isis left without a president and a large circle of relatives
and friends are bereft of an affectionate companion and friend and the

1717journaljournal history 7 august 1847 ppap 12 13
ibid 18 october 1847 ppap 2 3

dizrydiary ofhoseaof hosea stout 11160160igo
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church has sustained the loss of an undeviating friend to truth and
righteousness the glory of his death is that he died in the full tri-
umphs of faith and a knowledge of the truths of our holy religion ex-
horting his friends to be faithful having three days previous to his
death received intimations of his approaching end by three holy
messengers from on high 30

establishment OF MT PISGAH

when garden grove was established it became apparent that it
would not be large or productive enough to sustain all the migrating
illinois saints less than a week after garden grove was established
orson pratt reported

we are expecting to form another settlement about 35 or 40 miles north
of this and put in some spring crops and also another on the big platte
riverriver 100 miles or more west of the missouri according to the informa-
tiontion which we receive several hundred wagons are now on their way
from nauvoo being strung along the road for more than 100 miles from
that city 31

ten days later parley P pratt was assigned the task of choosing a
second location for settlement it was agreed that he would move
north and west of garden grove onto a fertile expanse of un-
inhabited prairie land generally acknowledged as belonging to the
potawatomi indians on 16 may after having crossed numerous
streams swollen by recent rains parley separated himself from his
company and rode ahead in search of the main fork of the grand
river he recorded

riding about three or four miles through beautiful prairies I1 came
suddenly to some round and sloping hills grassy and crowned with
beautiful groves of timber while alternate open groves and forests
seemed blended in all the beauty and harmony of an english park
while beneath and beyond on the west rolled a main branch of
grand river with its rich bottoms of alternate forest and prairie As I1

approached this lovely scenery several deer and wolves being startled at
the sight of me abandoned the place and bounded away till lost from
my sight amid the groves

being pleased and excited at the varied beauty before me I1 cried
out this is mount pisgah I1 returned to my camp with the report of
having found the long sought river and we soon moved on and en-
camped under the shade of these beautiful groves 32

30andrew jenson latter day saints biographical encyclopedia salt lake city published by author
1922 1367 68

310rsonorson prattjournalspratt journals p 344
32 32parleyparley P pratt autobiography ofofparleypuzleyparley parkerprattparkezparker prattpruff 3dad ed salt lake city deseret book co 1938

ppap 34243342 43
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A few days later brigham young and other members of the
twelve arrived at the location selected by parley pratt orson pratt
parley s brother described the 19 may firsthand inspection of the
proposed settlement

the twelve with some others went out several miles intointo the regions
round about to view the country we found the same very broken and
hilly although well adapted to farming we concluded to form another
settlement here for the benefit of the poor and such as were unable
for the want of teams to proceed further accordingly the camp com-
menced building houses ploughingsloughingploughing planting and fencing in farms
and immense quantity of labour was performed in a very few days and
the place in a short time began to assume the appearance of an old set-
tlementtlement the ground being more hilly and elevated than the prairies
over which we had passed we concluded to call the place mount
pisgah 33

early residents of mt pisgah were favorably impressed with its
picturesque setting john taylor writing from the camp of israel
Mmountountaunt pisgah middle fork of the grand river may 30 1846
reported the place is beautifully situated with an abun-
dance of wood and water being convenient 34 hosea stout saw it
similarly writing at a later time he recalled the site as a beautiful
grove of small hickory and a delightful place 35 wilford
woodruff arriving about a month after the settlement began
described his initial view of the camp

I1 stopped my carriage on the top of a hill inin the midst of a rolling prairie
where I1 had an extended viewview of all about me I1 beheld the saints com-
ing in all directions from hills and dales groves and prairies with their
wagons flocks and herds by the thousands it looked like the move-
ment of a nation 36

likewise impressed ezra T benson spoke ofofmtofftmt pisgah as the first
place that I1 felt willing in my heart to stay since I1 left nauvoo 37

330rsonorson pratt interesting items p 3 prior to a final decision to settle on potawatomi lands the
need to secure the indians permission was discussed and agreed upon henry G sherwood was sent to a
portion of the tribe encamped about 5500 miles northwest of the sitesite there he obtained the necessary per-
missionmission see orson prattjournalspratt journals p 349

john taylor to brother caincam 30 may 1846 millennial star 8 1 I1 august 1846 3311

35djvydiary ofhoseaof hosea stout 1 165

matthias3matthias F cowley wilford woodruff history ofhisochisof hijhis life andlaborsand labors salt lake city deseret news
19091909pp 250

37asAs quoted inin lynn robert webb the contributions oftheodtheof the temporary settlements of ofgardengardenoigarden grove
mount pisgah and kanesvilleganesvilleKanes ville iowa to mormon emigration 1846 1852 masters thesis brigham young
university 1954 p 51
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organizational developments AT MT PISGAH

it seldom took the saints long to effect an organizational
structure in their western settlements recognition of priesthood
authority under proper appointment appears to have presented no
real problems either shortly after a survey of the land had been
made brigham young and the other apostles organized mt pisgah
in much the same way they had garden grove william D hunt-
ington reported

thursday may 21 1846 the camp was called together and organized
A council of presidency was appointed over which I1 was to preside
over both spiritual and temporal affairs with brother ezra T benson
and charles C rich to act as presidents with me started immediately
to organize for the plowing fencing and other matters pertaining to
their stopping there 38311

the following day the newly appointed leaders made the deci-
sion to open up a farm similar to that at garden grove later the
same afternoon brigham young called the saints together and re-
quested all present who were unable to proceed further at that time
to separate themselves from the congregation A majority did so A
motion was then made and passed for those who remained to farm
I1 the field and share the profits and produce according to need in
the same manner migrants yet to arrive were to share also providing
they were willing to work plowing began the next day 39 the
scenes of garden grove were reenacted and a farm of several
thousand acres was enclosed and planted and the place became a
permanent settlement 40

the work of overseeing the needs of hundreds of dispossessed
persons appears to have been taxing in the extreme samuel bent as
observed died soon after his appointment as president at garden
grove president huntington died three days later on 19 august
1846 41 charles C rich was immediately chosen to fill the vacancy
president rich was replaced a few months later by lorenzo snow

william D huntington diary 21 may 1846 church archives president huntington reported that
shortly after he and his counselors had been called they pitched a tent some two or three miles from camp
dressed inin their temple clothes and held a prayer meeting at which they sought gods help for the
things the people would need the journal account reveals a man deeply committed to the task of blessing
the lives of those for whom he had responsibility see william D huntington diary 31 may 1846

3939journaljournal history 22 may 1846
40ba H roberts A comprehensive history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latter day saints 6 vols

salt lake city deseret news press 1930 3553 55 it isis not known how many acres were placed under
cultivatoncultivatorcultivaton at mount pisgah

4charlescharlesacharles C rich journal 221111 church archives
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the year 1847 saw efforts made to perfect mt pisgah along
spiritual as well as temporal lines whiskey drinking and thievery
were roundly denounced while payment of tithes and offerings was
firmly advocated 42 by the time jonathan wright arrived in february
1848 he was able to report to brigham young 1 I found the
brethren united and well instructed in the principles of the gospel by
their president lorenzo snow and seemed as much disposed to
abide council sic as any saints I1 ever saw generally speaking 43

FARMING AND construction EFFORTS AT MT PISGAH

the saints lost no time in making mt pisgah something of a car-
bon copy of garden grove charles C rich who arrived at pisgah
on 22may22 may 1846 only four days after the advance company found
that his predecessors had already plowed a thousand acres of land
fenced it and put it to seed 44 hosea stout was likewise lavish in his
praise arriving a few days after elder rich he described pisgah as a
delightful place the main settlement of which was situated on a
long ridge running north and south to the west was a large deep
valley or bottom land being plowed and planted men he
said were at work everywhere improving and planting while the
whole woods and prairies seemed alive to business 45

A little known settlement mt moriah was located on the west
side of the grand river about two and a half miles from pisgah
although never rivaling its sister town this small settlement also
went by the name big field over one thousand acres of land
were broken up and planted next to it it was enclosed on the north
and east sides with a good fence of rails and poles while the west
and south portions weie protected by the grand river which was its
boundary 46

As was done at garden grove the land at pisgah was divided
into five ten and twenty acre plots by casting lots these in turn

42journal42journal history 6 6januaryjanuary 1848
1131ibidbid 11 february 1848
john44john henry evans charles coulson rich pioneer builder odtheof taethetad west new york macmillan co

1936 p 121
odearydiaryodiary ofhoseaof hosea stout 1 165 if itit be wondered why the bottom soil rather than that of the prairie was

ploughedsloughedploughed one writerwriter reports that the saints found the prairie sod too compact to break up with their light
teams composed mostly of cows hence the workers went intointo the timber on grand river girdled the

instrees and thus deadened hundreds of acres of the best timber to be found there pulled out the trees and
ploughedsloughedploughed the light bottom soil for their crops the trees were then used for fencing the land or construct-

ing cabins see alfred theodore andreas illustrated historical atlas orlowaoflowaof iowa chicago lakeside press

1875 the reason cows were used as draft animals was that most of the oxen and horses were employed inin
moving families to council bluffs

the biographical and historical record of Ringgold and union counties iowa chicago the lewis
publishing co 1887 ppap 659 60
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were given to individual families for their personal care 47 although
the land was privately farmed the work was regarded as a cooperative
enterprise on 31 may 1846 a few days before his departure for
council bluffs brigham young called a special meeting and em-
phasizedphasized the spirit of cooperation 48 the apostles and other leaders

were busy counseling and directing the labors of the saints in forming a
settlement councils and meetings were held at which it was decided
that the twelve apostles bishop whitney and the records of other
church property should journey westward those who did not have a
sufficient outfit to proceed through were counseled to remain there

those who were going on shared with those who were remaining
though selfishness was not entirely overcome yet there was a general
disposition among the faithful to labor for each others good it was a
day of sacrifice 49

industry became the community s middle name pisgah was
literally a city on the move immigration was so rapid and sustained
that the whole woods and prairies seemed alive to business and a
continual stream of emigration sic pouring in daily looked
like the entire country would be inhabited as a city in a short time t5050

jesse crosby noted that here are many people camped in every
direction I1 many are plowing and planting 51 As a result 1846 was a
bumper year for crops at pisgah peas cucumbers and beans pro-
duced plentifully and corn and buckwheat were in abundance as
were pumpkins and squash wild turkey from the fields and fish
from the nearby river also made their way to pioneer tables 52

construction at mt pisgah was a matter of major interest
lorenzo snow recorded his involvement in chopping and setting up
brother parley P pratts house of logs 53 A non mormon source
reported that the saints

built two log churches where they held regular services there being no
mills they first built small horse mills for cracking but soon erected a
log water mill on grand river the burrs being made from common
boulders such as are occasionally found in the country these
stones were rudely dressed but answered a good purpose in preparing
food for a number of people they were about 2122 vz feet in diameter and
2 feet thick 54

47journal history 31 may 1846
481bidibid
49jenson historical record 68876 887

50diarydiary ofhosea stout 11651 165

jcssejesse wentworth crosby diary and reminiscences 1847 to 1860 p 31 church archives
52andrewjensonandrew jenson encyclopedic history odtheoftheof the church ofofjesusjesus christ oflatterof lunterlatter day saints salt lake city

deseret news publishing co 1941 p 546
5353lorenzolorenzo snow diary and account book bk 11 church archives

54&ographiralbiographical and historical record of ofringgoldringgold and union counties iowa p 660
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LIVING conditions AT MT PISGAH

the saints at mt pisgah saw both happy and sad times women
in particular appear to have suffered sarah pea rich wife of
charles recalled that it was not uncommon while traveling the
prairies of iowa to find snakes coiled up under our beds when we
took them up in our tent in the morning the high prairie grass
made perfect hiding places for the timber and prairie rattlers which
sometimes made their appearances at very inaubinauinauspiciousspiciousspaciousspiciousclous timestimes 55

sickness was another ever present companion during the latter
part of july and all of august 1846 a general and almost universal
scene of illness prevailed in the camp in numerous instances so
many were ill that no one could be found totaketo take care of the sick and
dying zina D young reported that death was so frequent a visitor
I1 I1 that enough help could not be had to make coffins and many of
the dead were wrapped in their grave clothes and buried with split
logs at the bottom of the grave and brush at the sides that being all
that could be done for them by mourning friends 56 charles C
rich recorded that deaths occurred so frequently that it was often
necessary to bury the dead in a common grave 57

the number of deaths at pisgah may never be known according
to assistant church historian andrewiensonandrew jenson about 150 people died
during the first six months the first being noah rogers on 31 mayma
1846 58 later the settlement was abandoned and an approximation
of deaths was set at somewhere near 300 59 in 1885 nearly thirty
years later the cemetery was purchased by presidentjohnPresidenpresident johntJohn taylor with
funds collected by donation through the efforts of oliver B hunti-
ngton son of mt pisgahsPisgahs first president A small monument
presently marks the site of these early burial grounds 60

but there were some pleasant times as well joseph cluff
reported that he lived with his family of fourteen in pisgah from 1846
to 1849 he built a double cabin near a clear spring and planted
seeds brought from nauvoo in the plot assigned to him during the
growing season he and his three sons found work as carpenters and
blacksmiths in lowaville one of the larger iowa settlements prior to
leaving however they opened up a beautiful forest of sugar
maples from which they later extracted maple syrup joseph

55chaiescharles C rich journal 272 7

jlmesjames A little from kirtland to salt lake city salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1890
p 54

57 chariescharles C richjournalrich journal 2132 13 15
58jenson encyclopedic history ppap 5465464747
59biograbiographicalhicarical and historical record of Ringgold and union counties iowa p 660
60journal history 1 december 1888 see also deseret news weekly 36 26 january26january 1887 31
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reminisced happily of harvesting butter hazel and hickory nuts and
of sitting at home on long winter evenings enjoying the fruits of their
summer labors he also told of how parents instructed their children
in the ABCs and boasted of how he and his sons were abundantly
paid for their long hours in the sun by excellent crops 61

although food was scarce the first year conditions improved
joseph reported

at first common table items such as cheese preserves and homemade
cakes were scarce and such food as was available was course and
somewhat tiring as a steady diet by harvest time however turnips
potatoes corn and buckwheat were on the tables ofofmtofftmt pisgah homes
in 1849 travelers on their way to the california goldfieldsgoldfields paid top prices
to replenish their food supplies this enabled at least one family to buy
a team and wagon and thus pursue their journey to the west 62

socialssociats during those first years while extremely rare and of
meager fare were held as occasion would permit eliza R snow tells
of a party held at lorenzo snow s home in which the dirt floor was
strewn with straw while the cabin walls were draped with sheets to
give a homier appearance quoting from lorenzos journal eliza
describes the happy occasion as being lighted by large turnips from
which the centers were scooped out and in which lighted candles
were placed these suspended from the ceilings or appended to the
walls imparted a very peaceable quiet quakerlike influence and
the light reflected through these turnip rinds imparted a very pic-
turesqueturesque appearance the celebration featured a simple meal of
corn and pea kernels served up with short speeches full of life and
sentiment spiced with enthusiasm appropriate songs recitationsrecitations
toasts conuncrumsconundrums exhortations etc the evening appears to have
been a profitable and enjoyable one for all withdrew feeling as
happy as though they were not homeless 63

CALL OF THE MORMON BATTALION

the settlement at mt pisgah was slightly more than a month old
when captain james alienallenailen arrived in camp with a military escort to
raise a battalion of mormon men to serve twelve months in the war
against mexico 64 the battalion commanded by colonel stephen

joseph cluff clufffamilyjournalcluff family journal reminiscences offamilyof family members vol 1 no 8 apnpn p cluffduff family
organization ndn d ppap 122 23

ibid p 116

elizaeilza R snow biography andfamilyand family recordoflorenzorecord oflorenzo snow salt lake city deseret news company
1884 ppap 91 92

for a fuller account of the mormon battalion see johntohnkohnlohn yurtinusYur unus here Is one man who will not
go damumdadum recruiting the mormon battalion inin iowa territory this issueissue
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W kearny and known as the army of the west was prepared to
reimburse the men for their services

the call came on 26 june 1846 those leaders present in mt
pisgah including wilford woodruff a member of the twelve im-
mediately went into conference with the people william D hunt-
ington reported captain alienallenailen delivered an address to the
brethren appropriate to his foolish errand I1 followed him with an
address by way of commendation or as the old proverb says answer-
ing a fool according to his folly 65

obviously the initial reaction of the saints to the governments
request was not exactly favorable even the captains appearance
among the saints created great confusion and excitement the
report had gone from tent to tent that the united states troops are
upon us 66 this paranoicparanoiaparano ic reaction is quite understandable when one
remembers the saints had been driven from their homes five times
prior to this and had been under threat from the military before
even when the truth was known the mormon attitude was one of
disfavor toward the request sarah pea rich said she regarded it as a
cruel demand made upon us from a government that had rendered
the mormonscormons no aid in their own time of need why should the
saints respond any differently67differently67

wilford woodruff however was more pacific he agreed to
notify brigham young at winter quarters of the demand and ask for
counsel 68 on 6 july brigham returned to pisgah and in a public
meeting the next day recommended support of the request A letter
suggesting a similar response was immediately sent to garden
grove 69

the practical mind of brigham young quickly saw advantages to
the call first he said it would give the saints an opportunity to
demonstrate their loyalty to the united states second it would
transfer five hundred men fifteen hundred miles west at government
expense third it would furnish money for the saints to make the trip
west since the volunteers could draw some of the money for their
clothing allowance in advance 70

there were disadvantages of course one was that the move-
ment to the west for many families would be delayed at least a year
if not two

65jenson65jenson historical record 8108 10
ibid

67bvansevans charles coulson rich p 123
18fensonjenson encyclopedic history ppap 54647546 47
6969journaljournal history 7 7julyjuly 1846
70charlescharies C richrichjournaljournal 2112 11
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disbanding THE settlements

by the end of 1818515 1 the iowa way stations had served their pur-
poses they had provided permanent homes for more than two thou-
sand persons and temporary stopping places for thousands more
nearly all migrating saints between 1846 and 1852 passed through
garden grovelandgroveandgrove and mt pisgah

earlier in 1851 the saints began preparations to abandon the
settlements and go west in the spring they planted crops for the last
time As the harvest drew near a letter dated 21 september 1851 in
great salt lake city and signed by brigham young heber C kim-
ball and willard richards the current first presidency urged that
the move begin at once come all ye officers in the church
there is no more time for saints to hesitate 71

acting on these instructions the saints began to organize for the
move following the harvest and winter months the move began
only a few families declined to go 72 today garden grove continues
as a flourishing community while the cemetery is all that remains of
mt pisgah this cemetery is maintained by the church as a
memorial to the more than three hundred saints whose bodies lie in-
terred beneath its iowa sod

SUMMARY

there can be no doubt about the valuable service performed by
the iowa way stations for the migrating mormonscormonsMormons from the time the
saints first crossed the mississippi and headed west their journey was
fraught with danger and challenges failure on the part of some
migrants to make proper preparations for the lengthy trip rendered a
precarious trip foolhardy indeed As it was death dogged their every
step wood was scarce winds howled rain drizzled without letup
and snow drifted leaving roads impassable men women and
children of all ages became victims of the terrible exposure to which
they were subjected the decision to create way stations where these
pioneers could camp recuperate raise crops replenish their supplies
and prepare for others yet to come without doubt saved many lives
and greatly facilitated the monumental task of moving west

71epistle71 epistle to the saints in pottawatamiepottawatomie letter dated 21 september 1851 millennial star 14 15

january 1852 29
72 72accordingaccording to andrewjensonandrew jenson only two latter day saint families stayed on at garden grove as perma-

nent settlers oliver C haskins andjeffersonand jefferson cleveland iowa settlements church archives
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rue the scholar

clinton F larson

essence winnowsminnows through his existential bones
and separates the unknowns from the knownskeowns
As he reads it is delicate mind recusing
that he affects not holy passion infusing
thought nor even logic not of his choosing
for he has it comatose carefully glossed
and fixed in abstract history or embossed
in his mindlightsmind lights regimen and encyclical
he iterates from a podium the shadowy call
of scholarship to get it said and written
strenuously falling from fact hard bitten
to find its brittle strength 0 antiquity
if you could have lived as he in propinquity
As he delivers you any mastodon writhing
in a field of ice might envy such striving
for preeminence later in temperate clime
students also might writhing as his rime
encrusts awareness how can they attain it
and if attained and cozenedcozenercozened maintain it
never will supplicant knitting with his mind
learn a language quite so facilely or find
surcease by working like an abject turk
to save his soul mohammed himself would shirk
such shrift and then weakly louring deplore
tares browning three feet high at his door
and languid termites grazing through his wood
while he tosses ashes to exacerbate his mood
and surely rue can talk at will and will
to genera of enlightenment the old mill
one subtly runs must have its gears and gears
must turn and grist at turning cheers
the hoi polloi even grist of rye

clinton F larson a professor inin the english department isis poet inm residence at brigham young university
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the iowa experience
A blessing in disguise

reed C durham jr

february 4 1846 was a day of mormon destiny on that day the
exodus began as the first of the mormon pioneers stepped off a flat-
boat upon iowa shores and began to unload his wagon teams equip-
ment and goods I11 after all the planning and work the time had
finally arrived the move became a reality it was also a significant
historical event because that first step marked the commencement of
the greatest mass movement of people under a single authority in all
of united states history 2 in many respects such an event was ex-
tremely rare almost unparalleled in the annals of world history3history3 and3andband

certainly the mormon exodus drastically reshaped the history of the
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints to this day

but those first pioneers were not obsessed with making history
they were more concerned about the immediate problem of the
frigid cold which was affecting man and beast their worries centered
on food and forage wood and fire sprained wrists and bruised
hooves anxieties were multiplied about tents and wagons snow and
mud sickness and death A broken axle or a missing ox became a
crisis a single squirrel shot from the branch of a leafless winter tree to
throw into an evening dinner pot was providence to be sure when
the mormon pioneers began the exodus though there was a sense of
destiny and idealism about what they were doing they were com-
pelled to be concerned with daily experiences of sheer survival

the distance across iowa territory from east to west is approx-
imately 310 miles 4 and yet it took president young and the main
pioneer camp of israel exactly 131 days to complete that trek this

reed C durham jr teaches at the salt lake institute of religion adjacent to the university of utah
this was charles Shurnshumwayway see journal history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints

27 march 1846 p 2 library archives of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints church office
building salt lake city utah hereafter referred to as church archives

2revarevev R E harvey the mormon trek across iowa territory annals oflowaorlowaof lowaiowa 3dad ser 28 july 1946
36 benjamin F gue history oflowaorlowaof iowa 4 vols new york century history company 1903 123312531 233253

3georgegeorgecgeorge A smith considered this to be the case see his 10 march 1861 discoursejournalofdiscoursesdiscourse journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses
26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854 1886 reprint ed 1967 9669 66 73

41owaiowa A guide to the hawkeyehawkey e state federal writers project of the works progress administration for
the state of iowa american guide series new york the viking press 1938 p 3
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proved to be horrendously slow by known standards of pioneering
speed by comparison the second leg of the mormon journey from
the missouri river to the salt lake valley a distance of approximately
1050 miles was completed in exactly 111illliilil days a feat which was
replicated in distance and length of time by the majority of the many
subsequent mormon wagon trains 5 why then did this first leg of
the journey take so long even those pioneers who followed after
president youngs main group traversed iowa territory in a fraction
ofofbrighambrigham s time isaac C haight for example crossed iowa with a
little group of thirteen families in 39 days 6 norton jacob left
nauvoo on 17 june and arrived with his people at kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville iowa
on 2255 july 3388 days 7 anson call taking a slightly different route
made the trip in 43 days 8 why8whyowhy did it take brigham young so long
three times longer to complete the journey

the answer simply put is that this first major mormon pioneer-
ing endeavor in iowa was the most difficult pioneering experience in
mormon history history records few tragedies equal in scope or in-
tensity to the hardships deaths and delays suffered in iowa the
mormon pioneers of 1846 suffered far more difficulties than did those
in 1847 9 and for that matter more than any subsequent pioneering
venture in fact not even the experiences of the mormon battalion
or the handcart companies compare in real pioneering or overall
hardships to those first experienced in iowa in 1846 that year was in-
deed the most difficult year in mormon history 10 and yet all
other mormon pioneering endeavors owe their fame or successes to
the struggles the price paid in iowa I1 I1 indeed the iowa portion
of the trek is filled with accounts of hardship and service and devotion
to the cause that would exceed any other incident in the whole of

the time en route from nauvoo to the missouri river isis calculated from 15 february to 14june14 june 1846 see
brigham young manuscript history ofBrigham young 1846 1847 salt lake city aldenjeldenj watson 1971
ppap 32 183 84 the timetime spent inm the second leg of the journey isis calculated from the departure from
winter quarters on 7 april 1847 to the arrival inm the salt lake valley on 24july24 july 1847 the diaries located inin
church archives of wilford woodruff heber C kimball orson pratt thomas bullock nortonjacobnortonjacob and
others record the departure from winter quarters under the date of 7 april 1847 see also young
11fanuscrimanuscriptpt history ofBrigham young ppap 547 564

diary of isaac chauncey haight 1813 1862 3 june 1846 12 july 1846 church archives
7diaryiarylary of norton jacob 1804 1852 17 june 1846 25 july 1846 church archives
diary ofansonolansonof anson call 1839 1872 2 may 1846 14june14 june 1846 typescript p 35 merrill library utah state

university logan utah
andrew love neff the mormon migration to utah 1830 1847 phdph D diss university of califor-

niania at berkeley 1918 ppap 106 107 david E and deliadelladeila S miller nauvoo the city of ofjosephjoseph salt lake
city peregrine smith 1974 p 211 both of these sources express chachagrinechagrmechagrinedgrine that the glamorous 1847
pioneer trek intointo the salt lake valley has robbed all the glory rightly belonging to the 1846 iowa trek see
also leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience new york alfred A knopf 1979
ppap 97 98

loandrewandrew karl larson erastus snow salt lake city university of utah press 1971 p 103 arrington
and bitton the mormon experience ppap 97 98

eugene england brother brigham salt lake city bookcraft 1980 p 120
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american history 12 another writer described the accounts of hard-
ships as being the most awful scenes ever enacted on iowa soil 13

from the numerous extant pioneer journals of the iowa ex-
perienceperience we could easily document the intense and varied sufferings
endured by the pioneer saints and it is from these journal excerpts
that we come to appreciate more fully the true measure of faith
courage and devotion of these saints when we reflect upon their
overwhelming hardships and adversities but when the exodus from
nauvoo commenced and the saints crossed the great river and
planted themselves in iowa their new home for a year or more it was
precisely because of such hardships they failed at first to recognize
that iowa was in reality and for many valid reasons a blessing to
them even a blessing in disguise

under the circumstances the mormon pioneers did not realize
that when forced to leave what had been called the city beautiful
they had crossed the mississippi into a territory whose name meant

beautiful land early explorers and settlers of iowa unanimously
agreed iowa was so fertile and beautiful a land that one early writer
wrote with enthusiasm that it surpasses any portion of the united
states 14 it was also variously described as the western paradise
the blooming belle of the american family the garden of
america gardens of the wilderness and the most magnificent
dwelling place prepared by god for the abode of man 15 isaac
gallandsballandsGallands iowa emigrant 1840 described iowa as a country of sur-
passing fertility and beauty one of the most sublime terrestrial
objects which the creator ever presented to the view of man 16

whether or not the saints were acquainted with many of these
particular publications during their travels in iowa the stark reality of
the difficult exodus in wintertime would certainly have at least for
the time being belied all of these glowing descriptions when first
upon iowa soil the saints were freezing rather disorganized and
hungry going on an exodus was no picnic no vacation they had
no time to enjoy the beauty of this land between the two rivers
yet it was providential that it was to iowa the saints came for refuge

zillermiller and miller nauvoo p 211
edgar harlan the mormon trail washington journal 8 november 1913 p 1

14 lieutenant albert M lea notes on the wisconsin territory particularly with reference to the iowa
district or bluckblack hawk purchase philadelphia H S tanner 1836 p 12

15johnjohnbB newhall A glimpse oflowaorlowaof iowniowa inin 184618462dad2d ed burlington iowa W D skillman 1846 reprint
ed iowa city iowa the state historical society of iowa 1957 p 9 john PlumbplumbeplumbejreJrjr sketches oflowaorlowaof iowa
anyandandwisconsinwisconsin st louis mo chambers harris & knapp 1839 ppap 2 6 james L scott ajournalofaA journal of a
missionary tour providence RIR I1 published by author 1843 reprint ed ann arbor midimich university
microfilms 1966 p 151

isaac galland ballandsgallandsGallands iowa emigrant chillicotheChillicothe ohio wm C jones 1840 p xixi
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iowa in 1846 was already becoming a significant producer of
corn its precious deep and black prairie soil was rich in minerals and
organic matter recently turned by the new settlers and squatters
that soil had already produced annually close to eight million bushels
of corn the grain that soon would reign as king in iowa 17

whether the large white or the yellow flint corn more of it was pro-
duced in the south and southwest portions of iowa in 1846 1847

the very area traversed by the mormonscormons than anywhere else in the
whole state it was reported that corn was so easy to raise in iowa soil
that it would astonish a new englander 18 A white corn crop
yielded from fifty to one hundred bushels per acre and the yellow
flint corn had a yield of from forty to seventy five bushels per
acre 19 in fact corn the staple crop of iowa was by all measures the
single commodity upon which both man and animals could best
thrive and the LDS pioneers had an abundance of both men and
animals in need of such sustenance it was abundantly available in
iowa and in northeast missouri at the same time because of an excep-
tionallytionally bounteous harvest in 1845 1846 the year of the greatest
need for the saints 20 indeed there was a surplus of corn an over-
supply creating a greater eagerness on the part of both lowaniowan and
missourian settlers for trade and exchange 21 with supply and de-
mand appropriately matched at the same time what could have been
better

furthermore corn was not the only crop produced in this bread-
basket of the nation other agricultural products consisted of wheat
rye oats buckwheat potatoes turnips beans melons squash and
all kinds of other garden vegetables clover timothy and other
grasses grew luxuriantly upon the beautiful prairie lands of iowa
J B newhall described these prairies as great natural meadows of
exhaustless fertility affording the richest herbage for cattle hogs and
sheep 22 the reverendjamesreverend james scott described the prairies with such
expressions as unbounded stretchesstretchesj of surpassing beauty 23

lieutenant albert M lea used such descriptive words as con-
tiguous grand and rolling 24 after winter had waned

17leroyleroy R hafen W eugene hollon and carl coke rister western amenaamerica the Fxplorationexploration settle
ment and development of the region beyond the mississippi 3dad ed englewood cliffs NJ
prentice hall 1970 p 265

newhall glimpse orlowaoflowaof iowa p 15
glealea notes on the wisconsin territoryterritotertito y p 13
john R young memoirs ofjohnof joanjohn R young utah pioneer 1847 salt lake city the deseret news

1920 ppap 22 23
21 hafenharen hollon and rister western america p 265

22inewhallnewhall glimpse ofiowaosiowaof iowa p 10
2323scottscott jouradjournaljournd of a missionary tour p 128
iealea notes on the wisconsin territorytenfTenitory p 13
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by april and may the natural tall grasses of these fertile prairies could
have sustained many times the number of stock possessed by the mor-
mon pioneers the grasses seemed like an infinite ocean by the last
of may mormon livestock had become sleek and fat such an amount
of forage is easier to imagine when we note that tall grasses of the
iowa prairies generally range from five to eight feet in height 25

because of these grasses covered wagons while crossing the prairies
often could barely be seen in the distance and it was easy for children
and cattle to get lost it was also difficult to find game quickly to
spot the indian prowler or sometimes even to find the road

in addition to the production and availability of corn in 1846
there was another important farm product of both iowa and northern
missouri which thrived hogs corn and hogs went together because
hogs were fed corn including the husks stocks and roots the abun-
dance of corn led to a great increase in hog production in iowa
alone the number of hogs produced was approximately 300000
head 26 missouri ranked fourteenth in the nations production of
hogs in 1840 and by 1860 it had moved to fourth place with good
feed hogs were relatively easy to care for at that time they were also
the most easily marketed product and the most easily preserved
meat 27 hog production was such a solid economic endeavor that
banks would offer readily available loans to farmers at legal in-
terest for the purchase of barrels salt and other needed articles to
put pork into a marketable condition 28 by the time of the mormon
exodus packing houses had been established in nearly every
river town 29 many herds of swine were driven great
distances to market and travelers observed that the iowa roads were
alive with hogs each animal represented fifteen or twenty bushels
of corn on four legs and contributed to a universal squeal heard all
along the mississippi 30

in addition to the abundance of hogs in iowa and missouri the
missouriansMissour ians had produced a large quantity of livestock their interest
in this pursuit reflected both a practical economic endeavor and a
pride in their fine animals which were a sign of status

most migrations westward somehow touched bases in missouri
before crossing the 36th parallel further west missouri quickly

25 leland25leland L sage A history oflowaorlowaof iowa ames iowa state university press 1974 p 10
261lafenhafen hollon and rister western america p 265

perryerry mccandless A history ofmissouriof missouri volume 11II 1820 to 1860 ed william E parrish 3 vols co-
lumbia university of missouri press 1972 p 49

281211211bidbid p 50
ibid291bid

301hafen hollon and rister western america p 265
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produced a superior stock of quality horses they improved the
durham or shorthorn breed of cattle which were valued for their
size early maturity smoothness of flesh high percentage of choice
cuts and their tremendous prepotency 31 they also produced
an improved line of sheep but of all the stock industry the famous

missouri mule became the majmaiormajormaloror state export 32 it was certainly
helpful to the unprepared mormonscormons who left nauvoo still to be able
to rearrange modify trade add or deplete their stock and cattle as
each pioneers situation demanded

though all of this did not appear suddenly out of the heavens
the ample availability of these commodities was nonetheless a god-
send the cumulated daily recorded amounts of corn wheat oats
flour potatoes hay and straw as well as hogs and pork including a
major productbyproductby of lard cattle sheep horses and mules which the
mormon emigrants were able to purchase with money exchange or
labor literally totalled into hundreds of tons 33

yet there is more about the lands of iowa which should be rec-
ognized as clearly advantageous to the mormon hegira there were
no mountains or even high hills to go over because iowa is made up
only of green carpeted prairies sloping and graceful while the
landscape is not especially flat it resembles nothing more harsh than
a waving surface swelling into gentle ups and downs obviously un-
dulatingdulating or rolling lands are far easier to traverse than abrupt or
angular elevations thus it was a blessing for the pioneers to be able
to start their journey on easy terrain the elevation of the entire mor-
mon trek across iowa from east to west or from the beginning exodus
at the mississippi river to the missouri river at kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville did not at
any time vary more than 1000 ft from start to finish at the end of
the roughly three hundred milemlle journey across the state the saints
were only a mere 450430 ft higher in elevation above sea level than they
were when they started at no point in iowa is there an elevation
above 2000 ft nor below 400400 ft a fact which very clearly emphasizes
the relative flatness of the land 34

iowa is a prairie land with each section of prairie bordered by
woods and forests from the air iowa resembles a patchwork quilt
which during all the seasons except winter is as brightly colored as
any that can be purchased

mccandless A history ofmssouriof missouri p 49
321311311bidibidbid p 50

this information was obtained from a tally constructed from mormon pioneer diaries found in church
archives

34iowalowa A guide to the hawhawkeyeleykey e state p 3
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the first coat of grass is mingled with small flowers the violet the
bloom of the strawberry and others of the most minute and delicate
texture As the grass increases in size these disappear and others taller
and more gaudy display their brilliant colors upon the green surface
and still later a larger and coarser succession rises with the rising tide of
verdure the whole of the surface of these beautiful plains is clad
throughout the season of verdure with every imaginable variety of col-
or from grave to gay it is impossible to conceive a more infinite
diversity or a richer profusion to hues or to detect any predominating
tint except the green which forms the beautiful ground and relieves
the exquisite brilliancy of all the others the only changes of color
observed at the different seasons arisearise from the circumstances that in
the spring the flowers are small and the colors delicate as the heat
becomes more ardent a hardier race appears the flowers attain a

greater size and the hue deepens and still later a succession of coarser
plants rises above the tall grass throwing out larger and gaudier flowers
As the season advances from spring to midsummer the individual
flower becomes less beautiful when closely inspected but the landscape
is far more variegated rich and glowing 35

iowa formed a land bridge between the thickly forested lands of
the eastern states and the nonforested grasslands of the high prairie
plains west of the missouri river when the saints entered into
smooth rolling iowa lands three fourths of the surface was devoid of
forest and trees freed from the difficulty of having to clear roads
through heavy groves and thickets the saints could generally wend
their way from one stretch of open prairie to the next most of the
earlier advocates of iowa emphasized the fact that the ground was
already a kind of highway and that no new ones needed to be made

the country being so very open and free from mountains artificial
roads are little required A few trees taken out of the way where the
routes much travelled traverse the narrow woods and a few bridges
thrown over the deeper creeks is all the work necessary to give good
roads in any direction 36 the statement is somewhat exaggerated
but it still suggests what advantage the terrain was for the mormonscormonsMormons

each section of prairie was fringed with the most excellent of
wooded groves and forests the bottomlandsbottomlands produced the ash
sycamore cottonwood black walnut bur oak and elm trees these
alluvial lowlands were also filled with shrubbery of every kind the
pawpaw grape plum dogwood spice bush sumac etc the woods
of the uplands consisted of every variety of oak sugar maple hickory
hazel cherry white walnut mulberry etc 37

35piumbeplumbe sketches orlowaoflowaof lowaiowalowd and wisconsin ppap 24 25
36lealea notes on the wisconsin territory p 42 see also plumbe sketches oflowaorlowaof iowa and wisconsin p 6

newhall37newha11 glimpse orlowaoflowaof iomaiowa p 15
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in iowa the saints were never out of range of wood which was so
essential to pioneering in fact the most heavily forested area in all
of iowa consisting mainly of oak and hickory was and is located in
the southeastern part of the state these woods extended westward to
the thompson river divide running through adair union and
decatur counties 38 for the rest of the pioneer trek westward across
iowa ththee saints encountered few forests was it simply a coincidence
the latter day saints traveled during the winter and cold months in
the very area of iowa which contained the most available and accessi-
ble wood wood was necessary for the fires to heat wagons tents
people and animals over these same fires women cooked food and
blacksmiths forged iron wood was used to repair boxes wagons
tents and all manner of tools it was used in making rafts boats and
barges with which to cross the large rivers and it was needed to
build the bridges over other bodies of water when they stopped
long enough the saints used wood to build huts cabins fences and
bowerieswoweriesboweries along the way and even when the pioneers were not stop-
ping to make a temporary settlement these groves of trees became
welcome shelters from storms violent cold or terrible heat

another vital commodity for pioneering was water once again
iowa was most admirably equipped to provide the saints with this
necessity on a year round basis the mormon pioneers never once
lacked water in iowa invariably each section of prairie was in-
terspersedterspersed with creeks rivulets or rivers none of them were fed by
the runoff from high mountains as in the mountain west but by
underground springs scattered over the whole state such springs
flowed all year and supplied many lakes which in turn fed the
numerous rivers even though the pioneers crossings of these many
rivers brought hardship struggle and occasionally even death the
very rivers they complained about provided the water essential to the
life of the camp 39

the land of iowa possessed several additional treasures of nature
which were extremely beneficial to the saints the abundant wildlife
of iowa provided measurable assistance throughout their trek but
especially after they had departed from most of the inhabited set-
tlementstlements when the mormonscormons could no longer rely upon the settlers
for resources they became more reliant on god on their own provi-
sions and on their own independent efforts to utilize the natural fish
and game resources of iowa miraculously the fish in iowa were

taetadthe national atlas odtheoftheof the united states ofamericaof america washington DC US department of interior
geological survey 1970 ppap 154 55

39lealea notes on the wisconsin territory p 11
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abundant in all the many waters and many varieties existed every
stream is filled with them reported lea there were immense
quantities of speckled trout white perch black and rock bass pike
pickerel catfish shad red horse sucker white sucker sturgeon and
buffalo fish 404

the varied wild game and fowl of iowa were similarly plentiful
except for larger game animals such as the buffalo elk deer and
bear earlier these animals could be found in abundance but by
1846 1847 the indian hunters and the westward movement of civili-
zation had diminished the number of such beasts this is not to say
that they were extinct the mormonscormons got their share of all four of
these game animals but not as often as they desired or needed on
the other hand raccoons the pork of the indians existed in great
abundance squirrels and rabbits of all kinds also provided many
meals along the way little use was made of the possums polecatspolecats
skunks hedgehogs groundhogs or porcupines which were also

found along the trail
fowl both land and water types was very abundant and there-

fore made a welcome supplement to pioneer eating regimen wild
turkeys prairie hens quails and pheasants enriched many a pioneer
table yet the birds eaten most often by the saints were the swans
geese brants cranes and an almost endless variety of ducks which
existed in the greatest abundance along the rivers upon the lakes
and not infrequently upon the prairies 41

another treasure of nature which proved to be an additional
blessing for the saints and again at a time when it was most bene-
ficial and welcomed was the munificent array of wild fruits and ber-
ries found throughout iowa isaac galland reported in detail about
this matter

the earliest fruit which ripes in the last of may or the first ofjuneofjune
is the strawberry it grows in barren land or adjoining the timber in
prairies and often on the second bottoms which are of a sandy soil

this fruit is of an excellent flavor and in some seasons can be obtained
in almost any quantity

blackberries grow plentifully in those places where the timber has
been either cut down by the hand of man or where it has been pros-
trated by hurricanes these are also a very pleasant berry but not so
delicious as the strawberry

raspberriesRasp berries are not as plentiful as the foregoing but they are very
common inin the country

401bid401ibidbid ppap 13 14 scott journal ofaodaof a missionary tour p 154
galland4galland iowa emigrant p 20
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gooseberriesGoose berries are in many places in the greatest abundance and of
the best quality they are large and smooth and of an excellent tast fiofloslsicc

plums abound in great variety of size color and flavor and grow on
trees or bushes in a variety of soils some of them are of an excellent
flavor

crab apples are found plentifully about the head of the water
courses in the edges of the prairies they are very large and make ex-
cellent preserves having a fragrant smell and a fine golden color
several varieties of hickory nuts the black walnut the butter nut the
hazel nut and the pecan are plentiful in many places

grapes both summer and winter grapes and of several varieties
both in size and flavor are found in the country wild cherries the
black haw the red haw and the pawpawpaw paw are also found here

cranberries grow in the greatest abundance in the northern parts of
this territory and are obtained from the indians by the traders in large
quantities 42

the reception of this blessing of berries fruits and nuts out of the
wilderness no doubt prompted the saints to recall and perhaps
recite one of their precious scriptures

yea all things which come of the earth in the season thereof are made
for the benefit and the use of man both to please the eye and to glad-
den the heart yea for food and for raiment for taste and for smell to
strengthen the body and to enliven the soul and it pleasethpleaseth god that
he hath given all these things unto man 43

the agricultural richness of iowa was due not only to the fertility
of its prairie soil but also to the climate iowa was called the best
corn climate in all the world what made it so were the moist
winters wet springs hot and humid summers long growing seasons
and favorable winds 44 the land thrived not only upon the moisture
it absorbed during the winter but also upon the moisture which came
during the spring and summer seasons and was always far greater than
that received in winter the precipitation in june was probably four
times that of the winter months with about seventy percent of the
total annual precipitation occurring during the months of april
through september indeed iowa received a great amount of mois-
ture during the year the southeast area where the mormonscormons first
crossed probably received a yearly average of 36 inches of rain 45

the iowa climate simply reflected its geographical position deep
in the interior of the continent the winters were very cold coming
from the great arctic cold masses which regularly swept across the

ibid p 23
13 13doctrinedoctrine and covenants 5918 20

sage history ofiowaosiowaof lowaiowa ppap 7 8
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central prairies states out of the north and northeast the springs and
summers were the other extreme maritime tropical warm air masses
coming up from the gulf of mexico brought frequent thunderstorms
and moisture causing the summer months to be hot and humid

all of this abundant wet weather in winter spring and summer
and the excessive spring warmth and humid summer heat were ad-
mirably suited for the agricultural excellence in iowa it did indeed
make great corn but it was not very good for pioneer traveling mor-
mon emigrants traveling westward cursed both the wet weather and
the accompanying highways of mud which it made as well as the
high humidity and rightly so for the hardships endured by the
saints resulted in great measure from these climatic conditions
therefore it was difficult for the saints to view anything positive in the
weather they endured few of the saints recognized that the needed
blessing of the abundant supply of food and feed water and wood
fish and game and grass and fruits which were bounteously produced
in iowa and available at that time for them and for all of the continu-
ing mormon migrations could exist only because of the abundance of
inclement weather which they were called upon to endure

there were still several more significant advantages accruing to
the saints by their traveling in iowa first of all when the saints in-
itially crossed into iowa country and for a little more than the first
two months thereafter they were traveling in the area which was in-
habited and relatively settled there were farms towns and set-
tlementstlements stores hotels schools churches courts and jails most
importantly there were nearby or at least accessible mills including
the gristmillsgristmills which could grind the pioneers wheat and corn into
usable meal and flour in other words during the very severest times
of their trek the times of the worst weather conditions the times of
the most serious lack of food and feed and also during the times of
the greatest disorganization among the ranks there were always
some settlers in the prairie neighborhood to whom they might appeal
for help even though the population was relatively sparse 46 had it

the neighborhood through which the saints traveled included parts of eight countiescounties on the
iowa missouri border appanooseAppanoose davis van buren and lee inin iowa and putnam schuyler scotland
and clarkdarkoark inin missouri the population of these eight countiescounties inin 1846 1847 was approximately forty thou-
sand see walter williams ed A history ofnortheastof northeast Msmissourisourysouri 3 vols chicago lewis publishing co
1913 ppap 336 38 342 361 64 378 523 606 elizabeth prather ellsberry 1850 federal censmsforsiilivancensus torforror sullivan
county missouri chillicotheChillicothe apnpn p ndn d ppap 1 32 gue history ofiowaosiowaof iowa ppap 223 24 history ofadairof Adair
sullivan putnam andschuylerand schuyler counties chicago goodspeed co 1888 ppap 79 80 423 448 513 615
642 plumbe sketches ofiowaosiowaof iowa and wisconsin p xv the history of van buren county iowa chicago
western history co 1878 ppap 255 56 456 the story ofodleelee county iowa ed nelson C roberts and
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not been for those settlers and their resources especially at that time
the saints would probably not have survived

in conclusion it should also be emphasizedreemphasizedre that all this good
fortune was available to the saints at the right time of the year and in
the right place in their travels when it would be most beneficial and
with few exceptions everything was free to the saints just for the tak-
ing could there have been any place else where the whole mormon
movement could have gone out of illinois and sustained themselves
was iowa tailor made by divine hands to be so prepared by
1846 1847 in order to take care of this people

while pointing out the advantages iowa possessed which favored
the mormon experience there is no attempt to emphasizedeemphasizede the
overwhelming accomplishment of the pioneers no tribute should be
denied them when discussing this marvel of human effort it would
never do to try to explain away the very real saga of intense suffer-
ing and agony experienced by these saints of god indeed that is

the very point they were the saints of god and he was with them
even in their most terrible hours he brought them into iowa and in
the long run it was a great blessing to them a blessing in disguise
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here Is one man
who willwhi not go damumdamudadumDamum

recruiting the mormon battalion
in iowa territory

john F yurtinus

captain james alienallenailen a personable career officer in the united
states army rode directly into the mormon camp at mt pisgah iowa
territory it was 26 june 1846 and the migrating latter day saints
were scattered in camps west from nauvoo to council bluffs william
huntington who commanded the mt pisgah camp and wilford
woodruff a mormon apostle who happened to be passing through
on his way west agreed to meet the government representative cap-
tain alienallenailen explained to the surprised mormon leaders that president
james K polk had commissioned colonel stephen W kearny at fort
leavenworth to give the mormonscormons an invitation to raise five hun-
dred volunteers to assist the U S A in the mexican war 1

the mormon leaders though unreceptive to the invitation tact-
fully agreed to permit captain alienallenailen to address a gathering of
brethren and issue a circular explaining his mission 2 captain alienallenailen
offered to enlist four or five companies of mormon voluntersvolunteersvolunters to serve
twelve months in the war with mexico he personally would lead the
soldiers from fort leavenworth via santa fe to california where they
would be discharged he offered the volunteers pay clothing ra-
tions and any other allowance granted by the government to recruits
each company could maintain four women laundresses and upon
discharge the soldiers could retain their arms and accoutrements the
captain offered to enlist any healthy able bodied men from eighteen
to forty five years of age assuming the saints intended to settle in

john F yurtinus isis a professor of history at western nevada community college
wilford woodruffjournalwoodruff journal 26 june 1846 library archives historical department of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives
william huntington journal 26 june 1846 special collections harold B lee library brigham young
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california he explained this gives an opportunity of sending a por-
tion of their young and intelligent men to the ultimate destination of
their whole people and entirely at the expense of the united states
and this advanced party can thus pave the way and look out the land
for their brethren to come after them 3

the initial mormon reaction to captain aliensallens call for
volunteers was overwhelmingly negative based on previous ex-
periencesperiences with the united states government the rank and file
I1latteriatteratter day saint tended to be blinded to any positive aspects of enlist-
ment ultimately many saints feared that captain allenalienailen was part of
a government conspiracy designed to obstruct or prevent their
emigration west they felt captain alienallenailen apparently was snooping
around to investigate their arms numbers attitudes and condition
five hundred enlisteesenlistees would remove the strength of our camp 4

men who could very likely be destroyed in battle with the mexicans
those mormonscormons left scattered and helpless across iowa territory could
perish from inclement weather indian raids or limited food supply
if the mormonscormons did not volunteer they would be branded as dis-
loyal or treasonous leaving them susceptible to attacks by missouri
mobs the united states army as a war measure could even ob-
struct their exodus few people foresaw anything beneficial from
captain aliensallens request

hosea stout reflected the mormonscormonsMormons prevailing attitude regard-
ing themexicanthe mexican war on 27 may when he first learned the war had
started he wrote 1 I confess that I1 was glad to learn of war against the
united states and was in hopes that it might never end untill they
were entirely destroyed for they had driven us into the wilderness &
was now laughing at our calamities 5 later when he learned of cap-
tain aliensallens request he expressed the commonly held view we
were all very indignant at this requisition and only looked on it as a
plot laid to bring trouble on us as a people for in the event that we
did not comply with the requisition we supposed they would now
make a protest to denounce us as enemies to our country and if we
did comply that they would then have 500 of our men in their power
to be destroyed as they had done our leaders at carthage 6

although less indignant than hosea stout william hyde who even-
tually joined the battalion also expressed a passionate sense of

31 circular to the mormonscormonsMormons cited inm journal history of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints
26 june 1846 church archives
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disappointment in the united states saying his soul revolted at
the treatment the saints had received

the government of the united states were at this time at war with
mexico and not being satisfied with either having assisted or by their
silence acquiesedacquiesced in driving and plundering thousands of defencelessfencelessdefenselessde
men women and children and driving them from their pleasant and
lawful homes and of actually murdering or through suffering causing
the death of hundreds they must now send to our camps while we
like abraham by the commandment of heaven were enroute for a
home we knew not where and after having expelled us from their
borders and call upon us for five hundred young and middle aged
men the strength of our camp to go and assist them in fighting their
battles 7

in less poetic but very precise terms abraham day responded here
is one man who will not go damumdadum 8 however after brigham
youngs talk to the brethren the following day abraham day
volunteered

to a degree the mormonscormonsMormons fear appeared justified the united
states government did not know the attitude or strength of the mor
mons could the mormonscormons not excite the indians and threaten the
frontier while the united states engaged the mexican army al-
though the fort leavenworth commanders had no intention of inter-
fering with the emigration they reconnoiteredreconnoiterreconnoiterered the latter day saint
camps 9 on the other hand the mormonscormons offered little information
uncertain of captain aliensallens integrity or intentions jesse martin and
henry bigler even refused to tell the captain of brigham youngs
location they did not wish him brigham taken by mob authority
under the cloak of law 10 for want of reasonable information a
general sense of apprehension and mistrust pervaded both sides

while captain alienallenailen rode westward from mt pisgah toward
council bluffs in search of the mormon leaders brigham young
desperately needed to find a location for his followers to spend the
coming winter the struggle through the rain soaked quagmires of
southern iowa territory took longer than anticipated and brigham
young realized the saints obviously could not safely reach the rocky
mountains in 1846 rather than lead all the mormonscormons to disaster he
and the other church leaders already were analyzing final plans to

william hyde journal 12 july 18461946 p 18
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send a pioneer party of between two hundred and five hundred hardy
men to one of three possible locations the bear river valley great
basin or great salt lake brigham young explained the urgency of
sending this party it is for the salvation of the church that a
pioneer company start immediately and we call upon all the saints at
mt pisgah & within call to listen to our delegates learn the par-
ticularsticulars from them & help them without delay to men money &

means to perfect the company and come with them to head quarters
or follow after immediately I111I1 while a pioneer party might search
for future homesitesmesitesho in the west brigham young had to find a
suitable location where the rest of his followers could spend the
1846 1847 winter well before captain alienallenailen entered the mormon
camps brigham young had decided the saints could not emigrate to
the rocky mountains during 1846 however the potawatomi indian
agent refused outright to permit the mormonscormons to spend the winter on
the tribal lands east of the missouri river without official permis-
sion brigham could only pray that the mormonscormons could spend the
winter either at the grand island of the platte river or perhaps at
fort laramie 12

meanwhile would the mormon camps strung out along southern
iowa territory or the missouri and platte rivers be safe on 26june26 june
the twelve apostles met in council to discuss a report that the gover-
nor of missouri had been requested to send an armed force to stop the
mormonscormons from crossing the missouri river although they soon
learned that the rumor was a hoax 13 the fact that the leaders con-
sidered it worthy of serious consideration meant that the saints were
quite apprehensive of their safety

messengers dispatched by wilford woodruff warned brigham
young of captain aliensallens mission two days before the captain
entered council bluffs on 30june30 june 1846 before greeting the captain
brigham young heber C kimball and willard richards hurriedly
met in orson pratt s tent where they decided it was best to meet
captain allenalienailen in the morning and raise the men wanted 14 while
most latter day saints denounced the governments proposal the
church leaders quickly recognized it provided an opportunity to earn
needed capital for the exodus and a rationale for establishing

brighamtrigham young to william huntington camp of israel missouri river 28 june 1846 church
archives
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temporary mormon settlements on indian lands 15 on the other
hand the government could at least gain the neutrality of the saints
if not their enthusiastic support during the mexican war

when captain james alienallenailen met with the high council on I11 july
1846 the mormonscormonsMormons paramount concern was to secure a satisfactory
place presumably along the missouri or platte rivers where they
could remain throughout the winter all of the potentially favorable
sites however were located within the boundaries of indian reserva-
tions and could only be occupied by whites with special permission
from the united states government although captain alienallenailen prom-
ised publicly to request that president polk allow the mormon fami-
lies to remain the winter on these indian lands the mormon leaders
wanted stronger assurances at a private meeting in john taylors
tent brigham young pointedly inquired if an officer enlisting men
on indian lands had not a right to say to their families you can stay
till your husbands return captain alienallenailen specifically replied that
he was a representative of president polk and could act till he notified
the president who might ratify his engagements or indemnify for
damages 16 although captain allenalienailen may have gone beyond the
powers of a captain in the army brigham young accomplished his
primary goal with this agreement most of the latter day saints even-
tually wintered for several years across the missouri just north of
present day omaha nebraska 17

from the bed of an empty wagon captain alienallenailen addressed the
mormonscormons during the afternoon he asserted that hundreds of thou-
sands of volunteers were waiting to enlist in the army but through
the special benevolence of president polk the army reserved five hun-
dred positions just for the latter day saints next brigham young
rose to clear their the LDS minds of all prejudice by exempting
the federal government from previous mob violence in missouri and
illinois

I1 wished them to make a distinction between this action by the
general government and our former oppressionsoppressions in missouri and illinois
I1 said the question might be asked is it prudent for us to enlist to de-
fend our country if we answer in the affirmative all are ready to go

suppose we were admitted into the union as a state and the
government did not call on us we would feel ourselves neglected let
the mormonscormons be the first to set their feet on the soil of california cap-
tain alienallenailen has assumed the responsibility of saying that we may locate
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on grand island until we can prosecute our journey this is the first of-
fer we have ever had from the government to benefit us

I1 proposed that the five hundred volunteers be mustered and I1
would do my best to see all their families brought forward as far as my
influence extended and feed them when I1 had anything to eat myself 18

in light of subsequent events it is critical to cite john taylor s account
of brigham young s speech according to elder taylor brigham
young said he had been

trying to effect federal aid for several years and this move had
been made a little too quick for us supposing we were to refuse
this offer we would have to go to california and have to depend upon
our own resources to fight when if we embrace this offer we will have
the U S to back us and have an opportunity of showing our loyalty and
fight for the country that we expect to have for our homes ifwe did not
go and help take it what would be said when we got there and settled
down it would be as it always had been get out of the way mormonscormonsMormons
get out of the way our fathers and us fought for the liberties of this
country and we are the only citizens whereas if wwe go and help take
the country we will at least have the right and I1 do not want any body
to be in these wildernesseswildernesses and undiscovered before we are I1 thing sic
the president had done us a great favor by calling upon us it is the first
call that has been made upon us that ever seemed likely to benefit us
now I1 want you young men to go and all that can go young or married
I1 will see that their families are taken care of they shall go on as far as

minemine and fare the same and if they wish if siafiofroshasicsic they shall go to grand
island first elder young them sic got up and called upon those who
were willing to volunteer to follow him A good many followed but
great many held back on account of not knowing that arrangements
could be made with their employers 19

although by a year later he was asserting that the battalion was a plan
of the government to destroy the church brigham young at this
time appeared grateful to president polk for the opportunity to enlist
mormonscormons in the army and sharply distinguished the benevolent
federal government from the blatant anti mormonism of the nearby
states he admitted seeking federal assistance and argued that enlist-
ment was an opportunity to demonstrate loyalty to the united states
while willing to fight for homes in the west these latter day saint
soldiers would become some of the first united states settlers in
california finally brigham young promised to personally take
special care of the families left behind by the enlisteesenlistees

on the following day john taylor penned a lengthy but ex-
ceedinglyceedingly valuable entry in his diary in which he pondered the

8 manuscript history of brigham young 1 july 1846
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circumstances of the saints and explained why he encouraged the
brethren to volunteer enlisting mormonscormons into the united states
military would insure the migrating saints a place to stay on the in-
dian lands secure a stock of guns provide much needed capital and
give the saints the opportunity of being pioneer settlers in a new
land at a meeting to encourage enlistment john taylor explained

many have something like rebellion against the US I1 have myself felt
swearing mad at the hands of those in authority although I1 dont know
that I1 have swore much we are something like abraham was wander-
ing not knowing wither we wander fleeing from a land of tyranny and
oppression we are calculating to settle in some parts of california if you
go to california you must have legal pretense for going there the US
aieareare at war with mexico and the US have a perfect right to march into
california according to the laws of the nations the US calling upon us
to them gives us a perfect right to go there according to the requisition
made that we should be disbanded at california those that go there
will at least supposing there are 500 will have 6000 and have 500 stand
of arms we have been too weak heretofore and if we have the carry out
of the US motto vox popula vox dei we would be old citizens
and we would have a lot of land allotted to us 20

on 3 july brigham young heber C kimball and willard
richards left council bluffs to recruit soldiers along the route to mt
pisgah 21 when they met william clayton the church leaders pri-
vately admitted captain aliensallens offer was a good prospect for our
deliverance and if we do not do it we are downed 22 near mt
pisgah they metmetjessejesse C little the mormon representative to presi-
dent polk who reported on his labors in washington to obtain this
recruitment invitation and who confirmed the government s offer 23

once in mt pisgah brigham young inducted about sixty volunteers
he also took the opportunity to write a letter to church leaders at
garden grove informing them of the governments promises in
glowing terms according to brigham young

they may stay in california look out the best locations for themselves
and their friends and defend the country this is no hoax the
united states want our friendship the president wants to do us good
and secure our confidence the outfit of these five hundred men costs
us nothing and their pay will be sufficient to take their families over the
mountains there is war between mexico and the US to whom
california must fall a prey and if we are the first settlers the old
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citizens can not have a hancock or missouri pretext to mob the saints
the thing isis from above for our good 24

brother brigham also wrote to the church trustees at nauvoo and
characterized the governments offer as another leaf of the
gospel 25

back at council bluffs other mormon leaders continued to recruit
volunteers parley P pratt used church service time to admonish the
saints to quit swearing and to join the army 26 he noted that the
mexican government would tolerate only the catholic religion and
implied that such a law establishing a particular faith would be par-
ticularlyticularly repugnant to the mormonscormonsMormons 27 willard richards prophesied
that if the saints did their duty and continued faithful not a man
would fall by an enemy there would not be as much blood-
shed as there was at carthargeCar tharge sic jail when joseph and hyrum
fell 28

bnghambangham young to samuel bent mt pisgah 7 july 1846 quoted in journal history 7 july 1846
25 25brighambrigham young to babbitt heywood and fulmer trustees mt pisgah 7 july 1846 inm journal

history brigham young wrote

beloved brethern we send you another leaf of the gospel which you know isis glad
tidings or that which bribringcthbringethngeth salvation and we feel assured that you will consider that
salvation which shall deliver you from the care trouble and anxiety of raising teams to ship
the poor saintssaints over the mountains and this isis the gospel we send

but this timetime you will probably exclaim Is this gospel we answer yes and
now brethern does this look like gospel to youyouayou1 you will probably say no we cannot do
itit every man is engaged to get means to get away with his family and itit isis as much as they
can 10lodo to take care of themselves and we need help instead of furnishing itit what can we
dodoi we will tell you call upon all the old men the young men and boys big enough to
drive cattle and who want to emigrate west and put them on the road to council bluffs
without delay leaving their women children and effects behind them but how isis
this going to deliver us say you not much gospel inin this yet be patient brethern the day isis
dawning dont stop to ask us any questions yet but send us every man and boy you can
without delay if everyone isis diligent we expect the whole church will be together
at that point grand island before winterwinter closes upon us that isis the gospel capt alienallenailen
has pledged himself on the part of the united states that we may stop wherever we choose on
indian lands inm consideration of the ffiveivelve hundred volunteers

this isis the first timetime the government has stretched forth its arm to our assistance and we
received their proffers with joy and thankfulness we feel confident the battalion will have
little or no fighting their pay will take their families to them the mormonscormons will then be
the old settlers and have a chance to choose the best location

see also parley P pratt to all the saints to whom these presence shall come 9 july 1846 pratt col-
lection church archives elder pratt wrote

it isis the mind and will of god that we should improve the oppertopportunityunity fiofrosksic which a kind
providence has now offered for us to secure a permanent home inm that country and thus lay
a foundation for a temporal or state government under the constitution of the united
states where we shall be the first settlers and a vast majority of the people and thus be inin-
dependent of mobs and be able to maintainmaintain our rights and freedom should itit fail to
be done we need not think of gathering for we know of no place to gather with an
assurance of peace unless we hearken to council and improve the means which our heavenly
father has put within reach
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after brigham young returned from mt pisgah the saints at
council bluffs held a grand public meeting on 13 july to recruit addi-
tional volunteers to fill the five companies in his address brigham
asserted my experience had taught me that it is best to do the
things that are necessary and not keep my mind exercised in relation
to the future he continued

if we want the privilege of going where we can worship god accord-
ing to the dictates of our conscience we must raise the battalion

we have lived near so many old settlers who would always say get
out that I1 am thankful to enjoy the privilege of going to settle a new
country you are going to march to california suppose the country
ultimately comes under the government of the united states which it
ought to we would be the old settlers and if any man comes and says
get out we will say get out now suppose we refuse this privilege

what will we do if you wont go I1 will go and leave you we told you
sometime ago we would fit you out to go and now we are ready to fit
you out with captain alienallenailen as the agent of the united states to help us
the president has now stretched out his hand to help us and I1 thank
god and him too 29

in conclusion the mormon leader vowed 1 I will promise this com-
pany if god spares my life that your families shall be taken care of
and shall fare as ours do 30 after this speech the brethren
unanimously authorized brigham to select the battalions latter day
saint officers

in another speech orson hyde added his testimony urging the
saints to enlist

the work is laid out and it is for us to perform we have petitioned
government repeatedly to redress our wrongs hitherto there has been
no effort to do it and our spirits have been discouraged but recollect
large bodies moveslowlymove slowly when the savior was crucified the apostles
said they would go a fishing but an angel appeared to assuage their
grief although you may think you are going to be led to a field of
battle my opinion is that it will result in your obtaining peaceable
possession of a home and he who sent quail may send us means of
deliverance arise then the standard is raised the call is made shall it
be in vain no let us rally to the standard and our children will
reverence our names it will inspire in them gratitude which will last for
ever and ever 31

in response to the united efforts of the church leaders over four
hundred men enlisted in the mormon battalion heber C kimball
appreciatively concluded these military affairesaffairsAffaires is now found and
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by most all of the people acknowledged to be one of the greatest
blessings that the great god of heaven ever did bestow upon this
people 32

the volunteers assembled on 15 july 1846 in council bluffs to
hear brigham young admonish them to be faithful soldiers and to
abide by the advice of church leaders once disbanded in california
the ex soldiers could work along the west coast the next temple
however would not be built in california or vancouver island but in
the rocky mountains where the brethren will have to come to get
their endowments 33

four and one half companies of mormon volunteers gathered
around a hollow square at council bluffs on 16july16 july 1846 where cap-
tain james allenalienailen unpretentiously mustered them into the service of
the united states army for one or two years 34 from kearny s origi-
nal order it had taken twenty eight days to enlist the mormonscormonsMormons
captain alienallenailen had spent twenty one of those days with the latter day
saints he explained the delay in raising this battalion since
colonel kearny s order was caused by the dispersed condition of the
mormon people whom I1 found moving in detachments between the
mississippi and missouri and many of them more than 200 miles
from this post after observing the mormonscormons for nearly three
weeks captain alienallenailen concluded they came into the service very
readily and will I1 think make an active and efficient force 35

once his command was staffed and organized captain alienallenailen
marched the mormon battalion about eight miles south to peter A
sarpy s trading post on the missouri river there he issued the men

blankets provision camp kettles knives forks plates spoons
and other supplies 36 while some of the men dawdled around
sarpy s post others returned to visit their families 37 the church
authorities never ceased their effort to beat up for volunteers 38

brigham young still wanted forty or fifty enlisteesenlistees to fill the fifth
company and exclaimed in a last ditch effort that hundreds would
eternally regret that they did not go when they had a chance 39

heber31heber C kimball diary 14july14 july 1846 church archives
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while the privates cleared a square for a military ball on 18 july
brigham young heber C kimball john taylor orson pratt and
wilford woodruff counseled with the commissioned and non-
commissioned officers in a poplar grove next to the riverbank take
your bibles book of mormon burn up cards exhorted the presi-
dent of the twelve apostles since all but three of the officers had
previously been to the temple he admonished them to wear their
garments they were to act as fathers to their companies and to
manage their men by the power vested in the priesthood they were
cautioned by the mormon leader to be gentle and civil but to pro-
hibit swearing and insults desiring no unnecessary confrontations
brother young advised the men not to preach or even converse with
the missouriansMissour ians mexicans or any other class of people if each man
used his religious authority and implemented these directives
brigham prophesied that every man will return alive if they will go
in the name of the lord & pray every morning & evening in every
tent he concluded by explaining that the latter day saints would
go to the great basin where they would build temples and strong
holds against the mobs he told the officers you will probably be
dismissed about 800 miles from us 40 this was the first time the of-
ficers learned with any degree of certainty the ultimate destination
of the church

heber C kimball exhorted the brethren to humility and
prayer that god might lead them in paths and before the people in
a manner to get as great a name as any people since the days of moses
advised them to hold their tongues and mind their own business if
they were sick they had the privilege of calling the elders and rebuk-
ing all manner of diseases 41 even before the soldiers left iowa terr-
itory the ecclesiastical authorities left the impression the mormon
battalion would contribute to a latter day saint self image of hard-
ships and trials similar to the old testament jews

along with the moral advice the authorities also explained their
material considerations the latter day saint leaders expected that
the soldiers pay would help the main body of saints camped along
the missouri brigham young specifically wanted to know the
amount of property and wages the men would acquire at fort leaven-
worth even before the soldiers left council bluffs the church
council selected newel K whitney jonathan hale and daniel
spencer to collect the soldiers wages 42 at fort leavenworth each

40 40richardsrichards journal 18 july 1846
41journal history 18 july 1846
42richardsjournalrichards journal 1818julyjuly 1846
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man would receive a 42 advance for the years clothing allowance
which would add up to approximately 2100021000 available records do
not indicate whether the money was intended to go directly to the
families of the soldiers or to the church leaders to be distributed for
the general welfare of all the mormonscormonsMormons this issue which proved
quite divisive in the future probably was not discussed at the time

clearly most of the religious and military standard bearers real-
ized the significance of their assignments and left the meeting in ex-
cellent spirits for example william hyde 2ndand orderly sergeant in
company B records in his journal that he and other battalion officers
began their journey with a firm promise that on condition of faith-
fulness on our part our lives should be spared and our expedition
result in great good and our names be handed down in honorable
rememberancerememberance sic to all generations 43

after the meeting between the church authorities and military
officers concluded most of the latter day saints gathered in the
cleared square along the missouri river for the memorable mormon
battalion farewell ball captain allenalienailen who had to write a report to
washington could not attend but just about everyone else in camp
enjoyed an evening of music dancing and friendship 44 to the
music of captain pitts brass band the company officers commenced
the celebration by dancing a suitable french four guy keysor one
of the participants noted every one of the assembly was invited to
join in the dance officers soldiers citizens & natives everything
moved in perfect order not an officer soldier or citizen getting out
his place all was still and quiet and nothing was heard but the
musickmusiek except now & then a soft breeze stealing over the tops of the
lofty coten woods 45 one noteworthy guest thomas kane who
previously had arranged a meeting betweenjessebetween jesse little and president
polk the meeting which led to the battalions call wrote that a
more merry dancing rout I1 have never seen though the company
went without refreshments and their ballroomball room was of the most
primitive 46 dancing continued until the sun dipped below the
omaha hills then according to thomas kane

silence was then called and a well cultivated mezzo soprano voice
belonging to a young lady with fair face and dark eyes gave with

hyde journal 18 july 1846 p 19
44 steele44steele diary 18 july 1846
45guyguy M keysor journal 18 july 1846 utah state historical society library salt lake city
46thomas L kane the mormonscormonsMormons A discourse delivered before the historical society of pennsylvania

march 26 1850 quoted inin sergeant daniel tyler A concise history odtheof fhethe mormon battalion inin the mex
laanicanlawnhanwanban war 1846 1847 chicago the rio grande press inc 1964 originally published 1881 p 80
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quartette accompaniment a little song touching to all earthly
wanderers

by the rivers of babylon we sat down and wept
we wept when we remembered zion

there was danger of some expression of feeling when the song was over
for it had begun to draw tears but breaking the quiet with his hard
voice an elder asked the blessing of heaven on all who with purity of
heart and brotherhood of spirit had mingled in that society and then
all dispersed hastening to cover from the falling dews 47

after roll was called on the following morning sunday 19 july
the men were furloughed for the rest of the day 48 A few soldiers re-
mained at sarpy s but most returned to the bluffs for family fare-
wells and sunday service 49 during the meeting the brethren began
to take courage when the authorities speaking from the stand ex-
plained that the raising of the mormon battalion was a command of
the lord 5050

monday 20 july was the soldiers last day in camp recruitment
efforts to fill the fifth company continued through this last day 51

wanting to leave as much food as possible with their families and
brethren many of the ill clad soldiers kept few rations to eat for their
journey southward to fort leavenworth A steamboat that had been
expected to carry the men never reached sarpy s post so captain
alienallenailen decided to proceed overland 52 after a morning downpour the
soldiers took their wet packs and began onon 21 july 1846 their
unforgettable western journey
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kinsman

eugene england

if we live in our holy religion and let the spirit reign it will not become
dull and stupid but as the body approaches dissolution the spirit takes
a firmer hold on that enduring substance behind the veil

brigham young

my fathers flesh appears the same
brown clay so burned by summers
in the wheat that still the hat line
shows lighter into the failing hair

but more than half the third ringerfinger
on the left is gone the fourth clipped
by the same saw and crooked just right
to hook the twine for tying sacks

and on the right two toes removed
years later against the constant pain

from being crushed by the big roan
As she stepped and turned to leave the stall

A wedge of bone ploughedsloughedploughed from the skull
when the derrick fork pinned him to the stack
the muscles slack the teeth reduced
the body s edges worn away

the tabernacle shrinks and sinks
toward the earth and still the face
juts toward the east the hands grasp the wheel
As they did that morning I1 was eight

eugene england isis an associate professor of english brigham young university
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we drove from town just as the sun
squinted down left fork into our eyes
we stopped the truck and crossed the swale
to the highest ridge on the lower field

the stalks still green the heads just formed
beards now turning silver tan
still and moist in the windless dawn
closing calmly as we walked the rows

plucking random heads we counted and chewed
the milky kernels and then he knelt
still grasping the wheat in fierce repose
I1 stood and watched his face he said

thou art the prince who holds my heart
and gives my body power to make
the fruit is thine this wheat this boy
protect the yield that we may live

and fear thrilled me on that hushed ground
so that I1 grew beyond the wheat
and watched my father take his hold
on what endures behind the veil
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white birds

randall L hall

my eyes slowly arc the humps of hills
drawing right to left
alighting on a freshly reddened barn
strong boarded resting place for birds
three white birds then lift themselves
from the redness deep as that born in the eyes of tears
into a sky of three shades blue
three white birds flutter up
then glide across the arcs and humps of hills

my heart flies three white birds inward
with tokens of regret upon their wings
more slender and more delicate than doves
with thin sad voices stretching farther
than the upward eyes of prophets
their cries are haunting phantoms
their cries are pain

yet gradually with weary spans of wings
these birds persist past pain
until scorching suddenly the remnant tokens of regret
they move like three white suns that flame out clean

and glory to the father
reverence to the son
with gratitude unto the holy ghost

who flow eternally in quorum
who flow eternally in rounds
like three white birds
rising

randall L hall is a curriculum writer for the LDS church education system church office building salt
lake city utah this poem was published inin a volume of poems entitled mosaic for which he was named
poet of the year for utah in 1979 by the utah state poetry society
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refugees meet
the mormonscormons and indians in iowa

lawrence coates

the story of the mormonscormons and the indians in iowa is an
important chapter in the larger narrative of mormon history during
the early nineteenth century in 1830 a small number of mormonscormons
proclaimed to red men and white men alike that through divine
intervention an ancient record had been revealed telling about the
past present and future condition of the american indians six
months after the birth of mormonism church leaders sent mis-
sionariessionaries from new york to the indians to declare this important
message to urge them to accept the restoration of christs ancient
gospel and to find a suitable location for a new jerusalem
although inspired by the dream of taking the restoration to the na-
tives the mormonscormons became preoccupied with the task of founding a
zion for the gathering of their converts initially a temporary gather-
ing place was founded with a temple at kirtland ohio while a per-
manent location was designated as the center stake of zion in jackson
county missouri when attempts to establish zion in ohio and
missouri failed the saints fled to illinois where they built a kingdom
on the mississippi with shops farms fine homes and several villages
across the river roamed indian refugees the fox and sacsae and the
potawatomi the mormonscormons were unaware when they settled along
the banks of the mississippi how in the near future their story would
become interlaced with these native refugees in iowa

the mormonscormons had little contact with the indians in iowa during
the first few months in nauvoo sometime before august 1841 mor-
mon missionaries met chief keokuk and gave him a copy of the book
of mormon early in august keokuk and a large number of sac and
fox indians camped along the mississippi river near montrose iowa
for several days on 12 august about one hundred indians crossed
the mississippi on a ferryboat and two flatboatsflatboats to the nauvoo land-
ing where they were met by the nauvoo legion band who offered to

lawrence coates is a professorofprofessorof history at ricks college rexburgredburgRexburg idaho
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escort them to the grove but keokuk kis ku kosh appanooseAppanoose
and the others refused to come ashore until the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith
met them in a short time the prophet greeted them extended a
welcome to them introduced them to his rotherbrother hyrum and escort-
ed them to a grove of trees overlooking the mississippi 1

keokuk although partly french was born into the fox clan
about 1780 that birth normally would have deprived him of being a
leader in the tribal councils of the combined sac and fox tribes but
through his forceful personality oratorical skills and political
maneuvers of pitting one clan against another keokuk eventually
gained control over many tribal resources however this initial in-
fluence was nearly eclipsed when he failed to join with a small band
of sac indians led by kwaskwamia who refused in the early 1830s to
give up claim to the rock river country these indians had listened
to potawatomi and winnebago prophets preach that their former
hunting grounds would be restored the game would return and the
whites would be miraculously destroyed rejecting keokuksKeokuks leader-
ship they turned to makataimeshiakiak or black hawk as the whites
called him black hawk was intensely religious and had previously
been indoctrinated with the revolutionary ideas ofoftecumsehtecumseh and the
shawnee prophet elskawatakawataEls black hawk who had bravely fought
alongside tecumseh had believed the winnebago potawatomi
kickapoo and foxes were all his allies but as the black hawk war
unfolded in 1832 black hawk learned he had been deceived by his
chiefs and medicine men even keokuk undermined the feeble
union between the sac and fox tribes by criticizing those who wanted
war and by persuading many sac indians to ally themselves with those
foxes led by chief paweshikPaweshik who opposed war even after learning
of this lack of unity black hawk continued to fight the illinois militia
composed of such notables as captain abraham lincoln colonel
zachary taylor and lieutenant jefferson davis among the troops
were other men such as thomas ford john reynolds thomas carlin
joseph duncan and orville H browning who not only fought in the
black hawk war but also subsequently played very influential roles in
mormon history the overwhelming military strength of the illinois
militia and its indian allies overpowered black hawk and his warriors
within only fifteen weeks 2

joseph smith jr history of the church oflesusofjesus christ oflatterof lafferlatter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news co 1932 1951 44014 401 402

donald jackson ed black hawk an autobiography urbana university of illinois press 1964
ppap 1311 31 see also frederick webb hodge ed handbook ofamericanof american indians north ofmexicoof mexico 2 vols
new york rowman and littlefield 1971 16731 675 74
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during the governments final negotiations settling the war
keokuk took advantage of this situation and helped in reaching a set-
tlementtlement government agents returned the favor by acknowledging
keokuk as the chief of the sauk but some tribal members resent-
ed this action since keokuk had not been loyal during the war and
because he was not a member of a ruling clan black hawk expressed
his dissatisfaction when he struck keokuk across the face with his
clout during the council meeting that elevated keokuk to his new
I1 I1 appointment as chief however keokuk later gained status in the
eyes of many of his people because he successfully defended their
claims to the iowa territories against the sioux indians in
washington DC so when keokuk met the mormonscormons in 1841 he
had regained much of the influence and power that he had held
before 1832 3

it is important to remember that the sac and fox indians were
not natives of iowa they formerly had inhabited the great lakes
region along with other algonquian tribes but conflicts with the iro-
quois forced them westward to a region around green bay and the
fox river where french explorers met them in the mid 1660s the
sac and fox indians continued to live in wisconsin until the 1730s
when they came in conflict with the french and their indian allies
after a series of bloody encounters the sac and fox banded together
and evacuated wisconsin some settled west of the mississippi in
iowa while others migrated to the missouri near st louis 4

relatively peaceful relations prevailed between the americans
and the fox and sac indians until after william henry harrison
negotiated the treaty of 1804 which ceded to the united states all sac
and fox lands east of the mississippi and a narrow strip on the west
side of the river this unpopular treaty became the source of many
contentions quarrels with fur traders and indian agents pressure
from land hungry pioneers and agitation from british agents who
penetrated the region all these troubles erupted into the war of
1812 and consequently many bloody battles were fought between
the sac and fox indians and the american long knives however
the most intense struggle came when the americans forcefully re-
moved the sac indians from a region the indians called saukenukSaukenuk a
strip of land north of the rock river eventually this conflict
escalated into the black hawk indian war of 1832 5

ibid31bid

4hodgeodge edcd amerAmeiameiicanamericanican indians 138 43 473 75 673 75 684 85 2471 80
william T hagan the sac and fox indians norman university of oklahoma press 1958
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losing the black hawk war forced all sac and fox indians
westward many came to iowa when the mormonscormons built nauvoo
these indians had resided in iowa only a little more than a century

the indians became even more dependent upon white traders
for arms aammunitionmunitionna cooking utensils and blankets than before the
exodus despite this reliance on whites the sac and fox indians
adapted much of their eastern woodland culture to their new
homeland they retained their traditional custom of making birch-
bark canoes and dugouts by building bull boats from willows and
buffalo hides in iowa they continued planting maize squash
beans and tobacco near their villages while continuing to migrate to
their favorite game sites for deer elk and other animals and to
streams for such fish as native trout sturgeon and bass about 1837
the sac and fox indians adopted the horse from the plains indians so
when they met the saints they were adapting the horse into their
culture 6

furthermore with their move to iowa these indians retained
their elaborate social organization of some fourteen gentes or family
clans which they named after woodland animals except for the
thunder clan these clans provided social order in their personal
relationships and established meaning and purpose in life in addi-
tion there were social groups like the soldier society and the buffalo
society politically the sac and fox had chiefs and a council
however chiefs usually came from the trout and sturgeon gentes
while the council represented all family clans through their own war
chiefs and prominent family members usually chiefs were mere
figureheadsfigure heads and socially important persons rather than powerful
political figures but sometimes powerful leaders emerged and ex-
erted great influence among many of the people keokuk is one ex-
ample of a leader who gained considerable influence with his people
by the time the mormonscormons arrived in nauvoo 7

sac and fox indians were a deeply religious people who believed
in many algonquian deities or spirits called manitosmanatosManitos these spirit be-
ings it was believed permeated all forms of nature human beings
animals birds fishes reptiles insects plants fire water and all
elements these manitosmanatos possessed awesome magical powers chil-
dren were taught to gain a personal relationship with some manito by
fasting meditation and prayer sac and fox oral traditions contain
many stories about human relationships with anthropomorphic beasts

hodge ed amerAmeiammiamericanameiicanscanican indians ppap 3 15
71bidhbidabid
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and beings the most important tale is ofofnanabozhonanabozhomanabozho the god of
life the flood and the restoration of the earth to its pristine
condition 8

because a faith in mysteries and supernatural incidents was im-
portant to the sac and fox heritage it is likely that when mormon
missionaries told these indians about joseph smiths prophetic
powers they indeed believed the prophet possessed supernatural
powers to aid them in fact keokuk not only told joseph smith that
he prized his copy of the book of mormon very highly but he asked
the prophet for advice in dealing with the white men who were taking
their lands killing their game and slaughtering their women and
children joseph smith sympathized with their troubles and offered
advice from his religious perspective he quoted some passages from
the book of mormon telling how the indians had once been a pros-
perous people with many great towns and cities but they failed to
keep gods commandments the prophet said so they lost their pros-
perity however joseph smith promised that keokuk and his people
would not suffer forever for the time was close at hand when the sac
and fox indians along with others would once again become a
righteous people and help the saints build a temple in zion for the
second coming of christ before this could occur however the
prophet declared they must cease killing each other and warring
with other tribes also to keep the peace with the whites after this
conference the mormonscormons shared some food and entertainment with
these indians 9

certainly keokuk and his people did not share joseph smiths
vision of the future even though keokuk said he would follow the
good talk instead these indians were trying to preserve an ancient
life cycle of hunting game and growing corn squash and beans in
fact when white men tried to change these patterns of life through
education the sac and fox vigorously resisted all efforts to assimilate
themselves into the mainstream of white american life 10

the visit of these iowa indians to nauvoo drew sarcastic
responses from some non latter day saints thomas sharp editor of
the warsaw signal hated the mormonscormons for their increased political
power in hancock county and poked fun at the saints for entertain-
ing keokuk sharp published in his newspaper a note that indian
chief keokuk took occasion to pay a special visit to his
brother the revelator and prophet to smoke the pipe of peace with

ibid
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him in his wik ki up to discourse on the wonders of the new
jerusalem linking keokuksKeokuks visit to mormon prophecies of build-
ing a newjerusalernnew jerusalem in injacksonjackson county missouri sharp wrote the
prophet made a speech depicting in glowing colors the
wonders of the great temple the mysteries of the book of mormon
and the glorious times that they will all have together in the
latter day city which they are going to inherit characterizing
keokuk as a dumb indian in a dirty blanket sharp said the chief

looked unutterable things and replied As to the newjerusalemnew jerusalem
to which they were all going to emigrate so far as he was concerned it
would depend very much on whether there would be any government
annuities and as far as the milk and honey which was to flow over
the land he was not particular he should prefer whiskey

while sharpsharps s article was being reprinted elsewhere along the
western frontier mormon relations with the iowa indians were com-
plicated by rumors that the mormonscormons were conspiring to overthrow
the US government after being dropped from church member-
ship inin 1842 john C bennett traveled throughout illinois and
missouri charging church leaders with spreading the sinister doctrine
of polygamy and with directing a secret band ofofdanitesdanitescanites who were go-
ing to murder their political enemies and overthrow the government
bennett claiming to have infiltrated the inner circle of mormon
leaders declared they

were preparing to execute a daring and colossal scheme for con-
quering the states of ohio indiana illinois iowa and missouri and of
erecting upon the ruins of their present governments a despotic military
and religious empire the head of which as emperor and pope was to
be joseph smith the prophet of the lord and his ministers and
viceroysviceroys the apostles high priests elders and bishops of the mormon
church 12

at the same time there was an attempt to assassinate ex governor
lilburn W boggs who had issued the order to exterminate the mor
mons in missouri legal procedures were initiated to extradite joseph
smith to missouri to stand trial for plotting this nefarious deed and
orrin porter rockwell was charged with being the danite assigned to
kill governor boggs

these political troubles had an effect upon mormon relations
with the indians of iowa the prophetjosephprophet joseph smith had begun to
think of escaping these political conflicts by moving intointo the indian

vansawwarsaw signal 25 august 1841
john C bennett history odtheof toethe saints or an expose ofjoeof loejoeioe smith andmormonismundand MormonismkorMorkotmonum boston leland
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territories west of illinois any westward movement would bring the
latter day saints into contact with the iowa indians on 6 august
1842 joseph smith attended the ceremoniesceremonies that installed the rising
sun lodge ancient york masons inin montrose iowa while instruc-
tions were being given on the ceremony the prophet reviewed the
political problems and prophesied that the saints would continue to
suffer much affliction and would be driven to the rocky moun-
tains 13 this idea would have a marked influence on mormon rela-
tions with the iowa indians during the years to come

meanwhile in april 1843 two mormonscormons brought three
potawatomi indians from kansas to montrose iowa the ancestors of
these potawatomi like the sac and fox who visited the prophet in
18411841 had also migrated from the great lakes region particularly the
upper reaches of lake huron according to oral tradition the
potawatomi were at one time intermingled as one people with the
chippewa and ottawa also like the sac and fox the potawatomi
had moved westward to land near green bay wisconsin by the
close of the seventeenth century they had migrated south along the
milwaukee river until they took possession of northern illinois and
extended themselves eastward over parts of michigan and southward
to the wabash in indiana 14

during the french and indian war the potawatomi sided with
the french against the british and then joined pontiac s uprising
during the american revolution they sided with the british against
the colonists but were defeated twenty years after signing the treaty
of greenville in 1795 the potawatomi again sided with the british
during the war of 1812 to resist the americans encroachment on
their lands shortly after the treaty of ghent in 1815 white settlers
intensified pressures upon the potawatomi for the indians to sell their
lands during the period of forced indian removal from 1830 to
1841 some potawatomipotawatoml escaped to canada and became known as the
potawatomi of the woods while others moved to western iowa and
kansas and became known as the prairie potawatomi 15 some of this
latter group moved voluntarily while the others resisted moving until
military force drove them westward those indians who came to
nauvoo to meet joseph smith in 1843 were prairie potawatomi and
had been in iowa for a little more than five years

13 13historyhistory odtheoftheof the church 585
hodge4hodge ed american indians 2289 93

ruth landes the prairie potawatomi tradition and ritual in the twentieth century madison
university of wisconsin press 1970 ppap 303 40
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during all of these migrations the potawatomi maintained their
elaborate social organization of clans or gentes in 1843 when they
met the mormonscormonsMormons there were about 1800 potawatomi belonging to
about fifteen different clans who lived in the united states report-
edly the potawatomi believed that each clan possessed a totem which
in some mysterious way linked their ancestry to such animals as the
wolf bear beaver elk eagle carp rabbit turkey or black hawk
this elaborate kinship system of social organization was not under-
stood by the mormonscormons when the potawatomi visited them in 1843 16

nor did the mormonscormons understand the ideas of this deeply
religious people who had at one time worshippedworshipped the sun as well as
offered sacrifices to heal the sick and to succeed in combat and the
hunt contact with the french catholics had influenced the
potawatomi to accept the idea the world is governed by two spirits
one evil called matchemendoMatchemendo and one good called kitchemonedo or
the great spirit the potawatomi believed that by using medicine
bundles dreams visions the religious dance or drum dance they
could influence these spirits they believed that through the ap-
propriatepropriate imitative dance movements along with beating the drum
power was generated to cure the sick to influence the animals
movements and to control the rain during floods or droughts 17 in
1843 these ideas were so firmly engrained in the potawatomi that it
was not difficult for them to believe joseph smith could exercise
supernatural powers also furthermore they obviously saw the mor
mons as possible allies in their struggles with other white men

meanwhile in april 1843 when two mormonscormons brought three
potawatomi indians from kansas to montrose they met a mr hitch-
cock who possibly had been commissioned to investigate the ex-
ploitation of the natives during their removal from their eastern
homelandshomelands and asked him to interpret their conversations with the
mormon prophet but he declined saying he could not serve as inter-
preter because he had long been opposed to joseph smith 18

because the indians were unable to communicate effectively with
joseph smith messengers were sent back to montrose to mr hitch-
cock who accepted this second invitation thinking the mormonscormons
were plotting some mischief when he arrived he asked the in-
dians if they had seen the great man or british officer one of

1616hodgehodge ed american indians 2289 93
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the chiefs inquired which of the two is the man that talks to the
great spirit and mr hitchcock pointed to joseph smith 19

shaking joseph s hand chief apaquachawba said he had heard
the prophet could talk to the great spirit and he wanted him to
advise them what to do as the indians were dissatisfied with the
white people bordering on their lands for the whites treated
them badly he asked if the prophet would give them any assis-
tance in case of an outbreak on the frontier since they had
smoked the pipe with ten tribes who had agreed to defend each other
to the last extremity joseph replied that he could give them no
assistance for his hands were tied by the US but he
could sympathize with them mr hitchcock seeking to thwart
any cooperation with the mormonscormonsMormons told the indians that joseph
smith was not the proper person to come to for advice he added
that they should have consulted atwithtwithwith their agent on the mississip-
pi riverriver for he would have seen that ample justice was done to
them the natives objected saying he was an american officer
mr hitchcock urged them to present their case to the commanding
officer at fort leavenworth but they again refused finally he sug-
gested they see the governor of iowa but they seemed very
indignant 20

at this point the indians gave joseph smith a large silver british
medal to put on his nauvoo legion uniform after giving this token
they asked him to send some of his chiefs back with them but
joseph smith again declined angered by hitchcock s repeated ef-
forts to influence the negotiations the indians dismissed him as their
interpreter and after he left they continued negotiating with joseph
smith through sign language finally it was agreed that these
potawatomi indians would return to nauvoo with some of their chiefs
when the corn reached the top of their leggins 21

early in july these indians returned to nauvoo but the prophet
was involved in extradition proceedings in dixon illinois for his
alleged role in the attempt to assassinate ex governor boggs upon
his return he met with the indians who again recounted the loss of
their lands the lives of their men women children and their prop-
erty then they said the great spirit had told them he raised up a
great prophet who would tell us what to do and indicated
that joseph was that person moved to tears by their persecution
joseph smith said the great spirit has told you the truth I1 am

ibid191bid
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your friend and brother your fathers were once a great peo-
ple they worshippedworshipped the great spirit but they would not
hear his words or keep them the great spirit left them and they
began to kill one another and they have been poor and afflicted until
now showing the indians a book of mormon joseph smith said

this is the book which your fathers made I1 wrote it this tells
you what you will have to do I1 want you to begin to pray to the
great spirit to solve their current troubles the prophet said gliili1 I

want you to make peace with one another and do not kill any more
indians it is not good do not kill white men but ask the
great spirit for what you want and it will not be long before the
great spirit will bless you and you will cultivate the earth and build
good houses like white men 22 after his speech joseph smith gave
the indians some oxen and horses and sent jonathan dunham to
return with them to kansas it was probably on this occasion that
joseph smith gave these indians two sheets of hieroglyphics copied
from the book of abraham

meanwhile although mr hitchcock did not serve as an inter-
preter at this second conference he gleaned as much information as
possible from various sources concluding the mormonscormons and the in-
dians had concocted a plan to wage war against their enemies he
expressed his fears to henry king brigadier general of the iowa
militia who told the governor of iowa john chambers that a
grand conspiracy is being entered into between the mormonscormons
and the indians to destroy all the white settlements on the frontier
the time fixed to carry this nefarious plot into execution is said to be
about the ripening of indian corn believing the situation too
serious to trifle with henry king told governor chambers that

in the event of an outbreak we must not be wholly unprepared 23

governor chambers forwarded general kings letter to thomas
hartley crawford who had supported andrew jacksons indian
removal bill in 1830 and had subsequently become US commis-
sioner of indian affairs commissioner crawford wanted tranquil
white indian relations in the trans mississippi west and so he was
understandably concerned when governor chambers reported this
meeting between the mormonscormons and the indians even though the
governor indicated mr hitchcock is I1 think rather indicative of
the general suspicion and excitement which prevails against the mor
mons than of any treasonable design on the part of their so called

22history odtheof theraeram church 5440548054805448 this account was copied from the journal of wilford woodruff
king23king to chambers 14 july 1843 letters received by the office of indian affairs
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prophet he warned that joseph smith was an exceedingly vain
and vindictive fellow and would no doubt feel flattered by the ap-
peal made to him by the indians and if he could bring them into a
conflict with the missouri frontier might do so to revenge his old
feud with the people of that state assessing the loyalty of the
potawatomi governor chambers added that they should be watched
closely since they had sided with the british in the war of 1812 and
were among the most savage and irreconcilable of any hostile tribe 24

certainly governor chambers was not the only one with this view
many americans had the same idea william henry harrison who
had fought them labeled the potawatomi our most cruel and in-
veterateveterate enemies 25 in view of this opinion the governor requested
thatanchatanthat an agent visit the potawatomi villages to observe any restless-
ness among them which may indicate a spirit of mischief further-
more he told general king to watch for any further intercourse
between these indians and the prophet and to keep me informed of
any discoveries he may make 26

obviously there were reasons besides the ferocious battles the
potawatomi had fought during the war of 1812 that americans dis-
trusted these indians prior to the black hawk war in 1832 a por-
tion of the approximately six thousand potawatomi settled among
black hawks people along rock river to oppose the governments
indian removal policies but once they realized the british would not
give aid to the cause and once they understood they would lose their
trading privileges with the government privileges which were
necessary for their survival they could see they would be the first to
feel the brunt of any attack from the whites the potawatomi
therefore withdrew their support from black hawks cause except
for one minor incident during the black hawk war the potawatomi
remained loyal to the united states but many politicians falsely
accused the potawatomi of supporting black hawk by this means
the whites transferred their hatred for the sac indians to the
potawatomi and demanded that all indians be removed beyond the
mississippi 27

furthermore during the removal several conflicts occurred be-
tween the whites and the potawatomi A number of serious problems

john24john chambers to T hartley crawford commissioner of indian affairs war department 7 august
1843 letters received by the office of indian affairs
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developed because the early treaties gave land grants to the
potawatomi near chicago and in a region known as platte country
missouri at each location whites wanted the land that had been
reserved for these indians so officials continued to negotiate until
these potawatomi lands were exchanged for property in kansas and
iowa many indians refused to move and the government responded
by cutting off their annuities to force them to evacuate these areas
also the war department prepared to use military force if
necessary however general edmund P gains promised the indians
food and transportation on steamboats to council bluffs iowa if
they would move soon about 1450 potawatomi migrated from
missouri and elsewhere to iowa meanwhile federal officials dis-
covered that the whites wanted all of iowa so they negotiated still
another treaty to remove the indians from iowa 28 when the mor
mons met the potawatomi some were in iowa and some in kansas

government efforts to move those indians from the yellow river
not far from chicago to kansas were also problem ridden catholic
fathers were trying to teach the potawatomi farming and religion and
to integrate them into white society but officials from washington
undercut the mission by renegotiating a treaty with three indians
who along with a fourth one named menominee who refused to sign
owned twenty three sections of land one indian named notawkah
rattlesnake signed the treaty he later became acquainted with the

mormonscormonsMormons trouble did not end with signing the treaty menominee
was forced to move at gunpoint nearly three hundred indians died
from typhoid and all suffered severe hunger due to the rotten food 29

governor chambers mr hitchcock general king and com-
missioner crawford were familiar with the resentment that many in-
dians felt because of these and other problems to them it was
entirely possible that the mormonscormons and the indians would form a con-
spiracyspiracy these men took no chances that a mormon indian uprising
would materialize on the frontier it isis easy to understand why these
men took the precautions they did given their perceptions of the
saints and the indians

but a look at mormon associations with these indians during
most of the nauvoo years clearly shows these government officials
misread the mormonscormonsMormons relationships with the indians A careful
study ofjonathan dunham s visit to the potawatomi reveals that he
made no attempt to make any alliances with them even though they

21ibid21bidbid ppap 240 72
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were willing to make a treaty with the saints similar to the one they
had made with the british during the war of 1812 instead brother
dunham studied the potawatomi villages economic conditions reli-
gious ideas and their intertribal feuds and upon hisreturnhis return to nauvoo
brought a letter from a potawatomi chief asking the prophets ad-
vice on selling their lands joseph s reply shows his compassion and
sympathy for their plight but he gave no hint that the mormonscormons
would collaborate in any way with the indians he advised the
potawatomi chief not to sell the lands but to keep them to live upon
for yourselves and your children he also said he would assist them
in doing their business if the united states appoints me as your
agent to transact your business I1 shall cheerfully comply 30 finally a
close examination of all other indian visits to nauvoo reveals no sign
of the mormonscormonsMormons forming any conspiracy with any indians

by the spring of 1844 the anti mormon pressures became so in-
tense that during this presidential election year mormon leaders
began seriously to consider alternative locations for settlement on
20 february joseph smith requested men be sent to investigate
california and oregon as possible locations where we can remove to
after the temple is complete and where the devil cannot dig us
out and where we can live in a healthful climate and where we
can live as old as we have a mind to 31 the next day joseph told the
twelve apostles to send west twentyfivetwenty five men mounted on horses
and mules and armed with double barrel guns barrel rifles revolving
pistols bowie knives and sabers but if they failed to find twenty-
five volunteers the prophet told them to wait till after the
election 32

meanwhile men who were in wisconsin cutting timber for the
temple proposed an exploration of the south and western parapart of
north america together with the floridasFloridas texas west india
islands and the adjacent islands to the gulf of mexico together with
the lamanitesLamanites bordering on the united territories from green bay to
the mexican gulf 33 moved by the thought that because of men
who had smuggled themselves into power in the states and
nation the saints had lost their liberty guaranteed by the constitu-
tion early in march joseph smith approved a plan for enlisting the

30joseph smith to pottawattomie indians 28 august 1843 library archives the historical department
of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter referred to as church
archives
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indians to help build the kingdom of god 34 in this regard the
cherokee and choctaw had already requested an interview with the
elders of the church

times were turbulent in the city beautiful early in may several
prominent church leaders who had been excommunicated turned
their energies toward undermining the leadership ofofjosephjoseph smith by
printing a prospectus of the nauvoo expositor meanwhile kis kish
kee black hawks brother brought nearly forty sac and fox indians
to nauvoo to see joseph smith the prophet invited them into the
back kitchen of the mansion house where they complained that the
whites had been cruel to them and had robbed them of their lands
acknowledging their mistreatment joseph told them the saints had
not been responsible for these injustices but had bought and paid for
the lands they were occupying in iowa and illinois 35

the prophet then turned the conversation to those topics of
peace land and the book of mormon which he always mentioned in
his conversations with indians trying to impress upon them the im-
portance of the book of mormon he showed them a copy and said

the great spirit has enabled me to find a book which told
me about your fathers furthermore joseph smith urged them to
spread its message he continued the great spirit told me you
must send this book to all the tribes that you can and tell them to
live in peace and when any of our people come to see you I1 want
you to treat them as we treat you following the meeting the in-
dians walked to joseph smiths log house where they performed a war
dance for about two hours nauvoo residents responded by striking
up the nauvoo band firing the cannon and collecting food for the
indians 36

just one month and four days after his visit with these sac and
fox indians joseph smith was assassinated soon after this tragic
event james emmett and lyman wight against the direction of the
twelve took steps to carry out joseph smiths plans to find a resting
place among the lamanitesLamanites by taking two companies into indian terr-
itory 37 in a short time the twelve apostles began finalizing plans
to colonize the west they sent several groups of men to search for
suitable locations for settlement and to establish friendly relations

341341bidmibidbibidbid 6261
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with the indians As these groups crossed iowa they had contact
with some of the indians

on 1 march 1845 the council of fifty a governing body orga-
nized by byjosephjoseph smith and now delegated by the twelve apostles to
direct the move west 38met38 met in the seventies hall to discuss joseph
smiths suggestion that the council seek out a location and a home
where the saints can dwell in peace and health and where they can
erect the ensign and standard of liberty for the nations and live by
the laws of god without being oppressed and mobbed under tyran-
nical governments without protection from the laws 39 at this im-
portant meeting the council added several people to fill up the
quorum and among the number was lewis dana a lamanite of
the oneida nation and the first lamanite who has been admitted a
member of any quorum of the church 40 lewis dana originally
came to nauvoo in may 1840 joined the church and was ordained
an elder during this council of fifty meeting eight men were
selected to seek out a location and among them were lewis dana
and jonathan dunham former missionary to the iowa indians mor-
mon leaders picked brother dana partly because of his indian
heritage but he was ill prepared for this assignment since most in-
dians living in the region they expected to visit did not speak any
dialect of the iroquoian language danadanass ancestors had belonged to
the iroquois confederacy and had once lived south of oneida lake in
new york although they remained neutral during the revolution
after the war most eventually migrated from new york to canada or
to a region in wisconsin 41

nevertheless on 24 april elders dana and dunham as well as
three others began this important mission and after several weeks
returned with the report that the indians were friendly but the indian
agents were hostile in fact agent james 1I rains sent jonathan
dunham a caustic note which said sir I1 have been informed that a
creature of the above name mr dunham in the shape of a human
being has been lurking about for some time in the indian country
either entirely without business or under pretense of a mission-
ary in either case you are violating the intercourse law

for a discussion of the council of fifty see D michael quinn the council of fifty and its members
1844 to 1945 byustudiesBYU Studies 20 winter 1980 163 97 and andrew F ehat it seems like heaven began
on earth joseph smith and the constitution of the kingdom of god BBYUYU studies 20 spring 1980
253 80
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agent rains declared you are hereby warned to leave the indian
country immediately or I1 will deal with you as the law directs 42

letters and rumors of this nature did not deter the mormonscormons
from contacting the indians residing west of nauvoo from july
through november several men made expeditions into the west to
establish friendly relations with the indians in july lewis dana
contacted some cherokee near webber s falls on the arkansas river
and invited them to join the mormonscormons in searching for a suitable
glaceplacegiace1 lace for agriculture and for indian life he further

stated it is the intention of the oneida nation of which I1 am one to
emigrate to it together with other northern nations who are a party
to these our intentions believing it to be a plan that will result in
good if entered into and carried out he concluded by saying

this invitation is not confined to you alone but may be extended
through you to as many other friendly tribes as you may think worthy
of our fellowship 43 clearly lewis dana believed he was following
joseph smiths plans of enlisting the indians help in finding a place
for a new zion in this regard he was not unlike lyman wight who
took a colony to texas and james emmett who led a company
among the sioux along the missouri river

early in august 1845 daniel spencer and charles shumwayShurnway also
ignored the indian agents objections by spendingspendingaboutabout a month
establishing friendly relations among the indians in iowa and the in-
dian territory they carried a certificate from brigham young to
prove they were men of honor and reputation and to declare that
the time had come when the indians shall receive the true light and
realize the power and glory of the great spirit the certificate also
urged the indians to pray to the great spirit in the name of his
son jesus christ to enlighten your minds that he has com-
menced and will carry forth his work until ancient israel is gathered
and all the blessings promised by the former prophets are poured
forth to the joy and rejoicing of your hearts 44 after promising the
indians the blessings of the temple the certificate asked the indians
to assist these mormon missionaries with their assignment after
visiting with several indian groups elders spencer and shumwayShurnway
returned with the bad news that jonathan dunham who had given
great service toward friendly indian relations had died in latelatejulyjuly

james 1I rains indian agent tojto J dunham 22 june 1845 church archives
lewis denay tojohntojohncojohn brown cherokee nation near gebberswebbers falls arkansas river 5 july 1845 church
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meanwhile the anti mormon pressures mounted mormon
homes were burned open conflict occurred between the saints and
their neighbors and several prominent nauvoo citizens were charged
with aiding and abetting joseph smith in treasonable designs
against the state for being officers in the nauvoo legion for build-
ing an arsenal for keeping cannon in times of peace and for
holding correspondence with the indians 45 amid these troubles
mormon leaders met with public officials and assured them the saints
would leave illinois meanwhile the council of fifty on 9 september
decided that 1500 men should be sent to the salt lake valley while a
committee of five gathered information on emigration then on
30 september this council met again and after hearing parley P
pratts calculation on the costs for taking a family of five to the west
they decided the saints would all go west in the spring with families
friends and neighbors finally this decision was ratified early in oc-
tober by a general conference of the saints in nauvoo 46

once the decision was reached additional men were sent to the
indians late in october to insure a safe trip across iowa and the great
plains among those sent to reestablish friendly relations with the
indians were joseph herring and his brother george george was
reported to be a mohawk chief who spoke good english under-
stood white customs and conversed freely on all subjects 47 prob-
ably the herring brothers came to nauvoo from either new york
canada or some other place in the northern united states being
mohawk their ancestors had been prominent among the iroquois
confederation during colonial times mohawk villages were scat-
tered from schenectady to utica north to the st lawrence and south
to the east branch of the susquehanna but during the revolution
the mohawk sided with the british and so following the war most of
them fled to canada the remainder scattered among different iro-
quois tribes in the northern united states 48 regardless of their
previous residence the herring brothers probably were unable to
communicate in the native tongue of most indians living in iowa but
they were native americans and consequently could not be charged
with being white intruders on indian land
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early in december another fear developed samuel brannan
reported that presidentjamespresident james K polksfolks cabinet were determined to
prevent the mormonscormons from moving west and further-
more they must be obliterated from the earth again on
20 january sam brannan stunned mormon leaders with the report
the government intended to intercept the saints on their westward
trek and strip them of their weapons so they could not join forces with
another country 49 concerned by these rumors the twelve decided
the saints could not wait for spring to leave nauvoo evacuation
would have to begin immediately so on 4 february the great mor-
mon exodus began when the saints crossed the mississippi into iowa

while thousands of mormon refugees streamed across iowa mor-
mon leaders wrote to the governor of iowa territory and asked per-
mission to use the public lands while they evacuated their settlements
near the mississippi and made their way westward but the governor
thought that due to the intense anti mormon feelings granting this
request might jeopardize iowa s chances for becoming a state he
neither made commitments to the saints nor attempted to prevent
this migration meanwhile late in may the mormonscormons entered the
land that belonged to the potawatomi indians when they ap-
proachedproached a potawatomi village located along a branch of the
nishnabtotna river the saints fully expected the indians would give
free use of their land during the exodus but to the pioneerspioneepigneers sur-
prise an indian met them and demanded payment for their crossing
the land the brave reported that the indians felt that mormon
livestock would eat the grass which the natives used for their stock
suspecting this request was the result of some conspiracy between the
anti mormonscormons and the indians the saints held a council with the in-
dians and tried to convince them the mormonscormons were their friends
after several hours of talk the indians agreed to let the saints use
their land in this region providing once they moved west they granted
the potawatomi possession of the bridges and other improvements
they had built 50

the mormonscormons wanted to protect themselves against conflict of
any sort because they were so painfully aware of conflict with other
people they realized they needed some rules governing their rela-
tions with the indians so mormon leaders forbade their members to
trade with the indians because federal laws prohibited unauthorized
white people fromhhorn exchanging goods with the natives the mormonscormons
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voted to disfellowship any person who violated this rule later certain
mormonscormons were granted a license to trade with the indians 51

meanwhile mormon wagon trains streamed ever westward on
20june20 june they reached the potawatomi agency at trading point seek-
ing to prevent any conflicts the mormonscormons held a series of talks with
the indians at the agency with peter A sarpy a trader and major
robert B mitchell the indian agent during these conversations
mormon leaders felt they had established good relations with the in-
dians the trader and the agent in fact part of the day was devoted
to celebrating the friendly accord that had been reached natives
trader indian agent and mormonscormons all enjoyed dancing singing and
eating 52

but in a few days the mormonscormons heard from peter sarpy that
agent robert mitchell was secretly conspiring with the commander at
leavenworth to prevent the mormon exodus sarpy said major mit-
chell had already written to the commanders of troops at the fort
saying the mormonscormons were conniving with the indians and had com-

mitted some depradationsdepredations at pottawatomie town and wanted the
dragoons to come up and keep the peace and prevent their uniting
with the indians to fight the united states 53 brigham young met
in council the next day and assigned orson hyde and newel K
whitney to serve as a mormon delegation to talk to agent mitchell
about this report later that day elders hyde and whitney reported
that mitchell indicated he had written only one letter two months
earlier because of his bad impressions of the emmett company of
mormonscormons who had spent the winter among the sioux he said his re-
cent talks with mormon leaders convinced him they were good peo-
ple so he would do all within his power to assist the saints move
west and he felt the officers at fort kearny would do likewise 54

accepting mitchells explanations the mormonscormons proceeded to
migrate toward the great basin where they hoped to plant a colony
before the winter of 1846 on 29 june they reached the missouri
river near council bluffs not far from trading point and began
crossing the river onto omaha indian lands however captainjamescaptain james
allenalienailen of the united states army caught the mormon wagon trains
and recruited nearly five hundred men for service in the recently
declared mexican war 55 after discussing losing the services of these
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men mormon leaders changed their plans and decided to spend the
winter on indian lands on both sides of the missouri river but these
lands belonged to the indians therefore the saints needed permis-
sion from both the indians and the federal government to stay in this
region the land in iowa became government property during the
summer of 1846 when the potawatomi sold it but the indians still re-
tained the privilege of using the land for several more years
however the land west of the missouri belonged exclusively to the
indians and the government was legally bound to keep white people
from residing on it 56

lacking authorization to remain on these lands the mormonscormons
asked captain alienallenailen for permission and he gave such permission un-
til ratified by president polk for the saints not only to pass through
these indian territories but also to make settlements and fortifications
while emigrating to their destination in a short time the mormonscormons
negotiated a treaty with the potawatomi indians near council bluffs
the potawatomi consented to let the mormonscormons make a settlement
and cultivate the soil during the migration to california subse-
quentlyquently president polk approved of the mormonscormonsMormons staying on these
potawatomi lands however instructions from secretary of war
william L marcy warned the mormonscormons not to make any permanent
settlements nor cause any troubles with the indians that would delay
I1 I1 the survey and sales of lands sufficient to prevent iowa from becom-
ing a state in the union finally the saints must not jeopardize the
indians interests and rights 57 but the quest for permission to settle
on omaha lands across the missouri is a different story beyond the
scope of this article concerning the mormonscormons and the indians of iowa

meanwhile brigham young did more than just gain permission
to stay on potawatomi lands he sincerely tried to establish cordial
relations with the indians in iowa he visited the camps of those in-
dians who had not been present when the treaty was signed and he
tried to get their consent to this agreement as well on one occasion
mormon leaders met with a band of sac and fox indians gave them a
two year old heifer and had a lengthy conversation with them this
experience certainly foreshadowedforeshadowerforeshadowed brigham youngs policy statement
that eventually became a cliche it is easiereaslereasiereasler to feed the indians than
fight them brigham young tried to make it clear to the indians

5656annualannual report odtheoftheof the commissioner of indian affairs 29th cong 2dad sess 1846 executive document
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that he did not want any troubles with their stealing horses and tak-
ing other property he reminded them about the visit some of them
had had with the prophet joseph smith when they came to nauvoo
brigham told them about the mormon exodus to the rocky moun-
tains and he invited chief powsheekpowshiekPowsheek to come over the mountains
and see the saints when they got located and bring his men to hunt
for us and we will make blankets powder cloth etc 58

on this same trip the mormonscormons renewed their friendship with a
band of potawatomi the saints had known during the nauvoo years
these indians had visited the prophet joseph smith in nauvoo and
had heard him speak in the grove near the mississippi jonathan
dunham had visited their villages these indians remembered these
experiences for they verified their previous contact by showing a
paper that father joseph smith had given them in 1843 which
counseled them not to sell their lands they also had a map that had
been drawn by william W phelps showing the boundaries of their
land apparently they had not taken joseph smiths advice but
they still cherished these papers finally they produced two sheets of
hieroglyphics associated with the book of abraham 59 certainly
mormon leaders could see how their friendly treatment of these
natives had provided friendly relationships while the saints remained
on these lands during their exodus to the great basin

brigham young also invited these potawatomi indians to come
and live in the great basin with the mormonscormonsMormons these were not idle
words on 6 september 1853 during the trauma of the walkarawalkama in-
dian war brigham young wrote to these potawatomi indians and
again invited them to come to utah apparently a member of this
band came to the great basin to see the mormonscormons for president
young announced wa ab kee sick who is now with me says you are
desirous to know about this country its climate and productions
and I1 take great pleasure in writing to you that you may know for
yourselves the president told them the winters are no
colder here than where you are and there is not so much snow in the
lowlands but much falls in the mountains the rain falls mostly in the
spring and fall he also told how the mormonscormons watered their crops
and raised the finest of wheat corn potatoes melons squashes
peaches grapes etc should you or any of your people wish to
come and live with us brigham young promised to give what
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land you may wish to occupy to advantage the same as we do to our
own people 60

these pioneer experiences with the potawatomi were especially
important in fostering a lasting friendship between the saints and
these natives from iowa from the beginning of the exodus the mor
mons enjoyed friendly relations with the indians in iowa hosea
stout the mormonscormonsMormons police chief kept a detailed diary of this period
and noted how friendly the indians were in iowa on 25 june he
recorded there was quite a number of indians came to camp to day
some we fed they were all friendly on the next day he said

there was a continual crossing of the indians all day swimming their
horses which seemed to be but little disadvantage to them to come to
a stream out of its banks on the twenty eighth stout wrote in
the evening there was large numbers of indians came into camp all
friendly and seemed to understand perfectly well the nature of our
move and also our ultimate union with them & our return to the
lands of our inheritance &cac &cac two days later these friendly in-
dians reportedly saved parley P pratts life parley pratt and
solomon hancock tried to ford a stream not far from council bluffs
while they were on their way to mt pisgah to lead companies west-
ward hosea stout reported br pratt & the mule came very near
being drowndbrownd he flotedflated to shore and was so much exhausted that he
could not get out after resting a while he attempted it again and
came near being drowned the second time he was finally
assisted over by some indian boys not however until they were
satisfied that they were good mormoneeMormonee as they call us 61

while crossing iowa hosea stout continued to report of friendly
relations with the indians in iowa he recorded for example that
while the saints were nearing council bluffs early injulyinjuryin july 1846

there was large companies of indians followed us today for several
miles and in fact they throngedthrongerthronged around us all the time we were building
the bridge & at times would come in droves to the camp but they were
very civil friendly & good natured and done none of us any injury while
we were here

they would amuse themselves sometimes by swimming in the creek
in large numbers and sometimes at playing cards at which they seemed
to be very dexterous they appeared to be much interested at our
opperationsoppe rations while at work which seemed to be a great novelty to them 62

brigham6013righam young to na na no it pottawatomie chief and woorishboorish xuckauck squaw kee chief 6 september
1853 brigham young letterbookLetterbook number 1 21 november 1851 to 21 february 1855 ppap 235 36

brooks ed dimydiarydixy ofhoseaof hossahoseahosed stout 1170 73
ibid p 173
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during the entire period hosea stout reported of no serious conflicts
between the mormonscormons and the indians in iowa

instead the mormonscormons used the exodus as an opportunity to share
their knowledge with the indians most often the sharing of informa-
tion with the indians was informal but occasionally government of-
ficials hired mormon women to teach academic subjects to the indian
children in iowa A mr wicks hired some mormon women while
their husbands were making the trek of the mormon battalion and
asked them to move to indian mills to hold school for the indian
children these women taught sewing spinning reading writing
ciphering and spelling but they found it difficult due to the many
cultural differences to teach the indian girls even the basic skills of
knitting and sewing and the academic subjects were even more dif-
ficult to teach than these domestic skills some mormon children
succeeded in teaching a few indians to read 63

meanwhile the mormonscormons were unable to establish the same kind
of friendly relationships with the indians living west of the missouri
river in the indian territory part of the problem no doubt stemmed
from the relative prosperity of the two indian groups the fox sac
and potawatomi enjoyed a more affluent life style than the omaha
and the otoe who lived in the indian territory probably the
relative prosperity of the potawatomi indians was partly due to the
payments they had recently received from the government for the sale
of their lands in iowa when hosea stout first crossed the missouri
he noticed this difference between the indians he observed

the otos and mohas or more properly the omahasomahan differed
widely inin appearance from the pottawattamies on the other side of the
riverriver they were not so well dressed instead of good blankets they
were at best dressed in old blankets & some entirely in dressed skins in
their pure wild native dress but they were uncommonly friendly &
would sell green corn for bread & such articles as they wanted to eat 64

however hosea stout was mistaken about the uncommonly
friendly nature of these indians for the saints soon had con-
siderablesiderable trouble with the indians living across the missouri river in
the indian territory the most frequent trouble was the loss of prop-
erty the omaha and otoe indians often took vegetables grain
hogs chickens horses and cattle from the saints in fact these
plunderingsblunderingsplunder ings became so troublesome the mormonscormons used various means
to protect their property mormon leaders held a series of council

63 mosiahmoslah hancock journal and the life story ofofmosiahmosiahmoslah lyman hancock church archives
6413brooksrooksdrooks ed diary ofhoseaof hosea stout 1 183 84
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meetings with indian chiefs to end these thefts brigham young
gave presents to certain indian chiefs thinking they would control
their people when these efforts failed the saints strengthened their
militia and posted guards to watch closely all indians who came near
mormon property even after his departure for the great basin
brigham young sent a letter in april 1847 to the saints still at winter
quarters saying

your crops and cattle will be exposed to the aggressions of the
omahasomahan and other indians and we say to you take care of them learn
to watch as well as pray for the further you go west the more you will
be exposed and if the saints cannot watch them safely here what will
they do when they get where civilization or half civilization is
unknown 65

troubles continued with the natives near winter quarters after
brigham young made the historic trek to the salt lake valley police
chiefstoutchief stout recorded the loss of several hundred livestock during fif-
teen separate raids between october 1847 and june 1848 conflict
with the omahasomahan became so intense that on one occasion the omahasomahan
attacked francis weatherbee and some other men who were trying to
protect their livestock brother weatherbee was shot through the hip
while the others escaped unharmed then when heber C kimballsKimballs
company began making a trek westward injuneinjurein june 1848 several omaha
indians shot thomas E ricks and howard egan while the two men
were trying to recover their livestock 66

although the saints experienced difficulty with the indians liv-
ing west of the missouri river the pioneers had peaceful relations
with the indians of iowa while crossing iowa territory most likely
the peaceful relations between the mormonscormons and the indians in iowa
were influenced by the similar heritage of the two different peoples
both peoples were trying to maintain the integrity of their lifestyleslife styles
lifestyleslife styles which differed from that of the general populace of
nineteenth century america perhaps their understanding of one
another s plight as refugees established a sympathetic relationship
for a brief moment in the span of time the mormonscormons and the indians
in iowa shared a common fate they were forced to abandon their
homes and to found new ones farther west the red men moved into
the indian territory while the saints migrated westward to the tops of
the rocky mountains

651bidibid p 249
611bidibid see stouts accounts of these incidents from ppap 262 to 315
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ailaliAall11 Is well f

the story of the hymn
that went around the world f

paul E dahl

the hymn all Is well or come come ye saints as it is

commonly referred to composed on locust creek in april 1846 has
an interesting history although the song was popular with the mor-
mon pioneers obscurities in its history need clarification there have
been some misconceptions about the motivation for composing the
hymn also relevant to its composition is the apparent influence of
an old english song all Is well finally the exact location of the
mormon camp on locust creek has never been identified creating a
question as to whether the song was composed in iowa or missouri
this paper will examine these problems in an effort to increase the
reader s understanding of the history of this great hymn that was a
marching song for the mormon pioneers and is a hymn sung today by
mormonscormons around the world as well as by members of other faiths

THE COMPOSER

william clayton the composer of come come ye saints
was one of thousands of exiles forced from their homes in nauvoo il-
linois in early spring of 1846 this group moved westward across iowa
en route to a new more tolerant home william an early convert to
mormonism in great britain was baptized by heber C kimball in
the river ribble on 21 october 1837 and served as a counselor in the
british mission presidency on 8 september 1840 he and his family
left their beloved england to make a new home in nauvoo 1

the nauvoo years were busy ones for william he served as a
clerk for the church and was necessarily thrown constantly into the
company 2 of joseph smith later he was recorder in the nauvoo
temple

paul E dahl isis the director of the LDSLIDS institute of religion inin tucson arizona
james B allenalienailen manchester mormont the journal ofofwtlltamwilliam clayton 1840 1842 santa barbara

peregrineperegripelegrie smith 1974 p 172 clayton family records LDSLIDSids genealogical library salt lake city
andrew jensen ed the historicalrecordsalthistorical record saitsalt lake city published bvby author 1887 62256 225
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these days were to be short lived however for on 27 february
1846 unfriendly gentile neighbors forced him and numerous
other mormonscormons to leave nauvoo for the journey west brigham
young appointed him clerk for the entire camp of israel 3 an ap-
pointment that gave william extra assignments in addition to caring
for his family he was also involved in playing concerts with the camp
band at the various settlements as the pioneers traveled west

because the first day of the journey was extremely cold they
traveled with difficulty only seven and one half miles into the bleak
iowa prairie 4 the weather in iowa that year was miserable for
pioneer travel of the approximately ninety days spent in transit
from the mississippi to the missouri george A smith records in his
diary that they had thirty four days of storm either snow or rain
this was one of the wettest springs that iowa had had or was to have
for some years to come 5 the bad weather affected the health of
these pioneers not only bringing on sickness but also making
recovery difficult the following journal entry by william clayton is
typical of their miseries 1 I have been sick again all day especially
towards night I1 was so distressed with pain it seemed as though I1
could not live 6

no doubt adding to his distress was the necessity of leaving the
youngest of his four wives diantha in nauvoo diantha the
daughter of winslow farr was married to william clayton on
9 january 18451843 in nauvoo by heber C kimball when the re-
mainder of the family left for iowa seventeen year old diantha was
expecting her first child and was only a month away from delivery
she was therefore in no condition to face the hardships of the
journey it is difficult to perceive the frustration and turmoil that
must have faced william during the several months after leaving
nauvoo theterriblethe terrible weather and living conditions plus a large
family to care for including three wives five children and his
mother added greatly to these frustrations he was particularly con-
cerned about diantha and frequently sent her letters 7

journal history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latterdatter day saints 27 march 1846 library archives
historical department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints church office building salt lake
city hereafter cited as church archives

4williamwilliamawilliam clayton william claytonsjournalclaytonaclaytonsClay tons journal salt lake city deseret news press 19211921 p 1

lynn robert webb contributions of the temporary settlements garden grove mount pisgah and
Kaneskanesvillekanesvdleganesvilleville iowa to mormon emigration 1846 1852 masters thesis brigham young university 1954

P 19
6claytonclayton william claytonsjournalclaytonaclaytonsClay tonttonsfont journal ppap 12 13

7pauipauleE dahl william clayton missionary pioneer andpublicand Public servantservantprovoutahprovo utah J grant steven-
son 1964 p 68 see alsojamesalsoaiso james B alienallenailen one mans nauvoo william claytonsclaytonaClaytons experience inin mormon
illinois journal ofmormonof Mormon history 6 1979 5454555555
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diantha it appears was also lonely for her husband in a letter
of 16 march she writes

my beloved but absent william

it rejoinedrejoisedrejoised my heart to heare a word from you but it would have
given me more joy to have had a line from you but I1 am thankful for a
little you know that is the way to get more

to tell you I1 want to see you is useless yet true you are constantly in
my mind by day and I1 dream about you almstalast every night as to my
helth itit is about the same as when you left onely a little more so I1 often
wish you had taken your house a long for it looks so lonesome it seems a
long time sinsebinsesinsebinse I1 saw you but how much longer it will be before I1 can
have the priviledgepriviledge of conversing with you face to face it is yet unknown
to me father is doing as fast as he can he wants to get away soon after
conference if possible mother sends her best respects to you often says
how lonesome it seems dont you think wm will come to night I1 expect
it would cheer her heart as well as mind to hear your voice once more
dear wm write as often as you can send for one line from you would do
my heart good

I1 must draw to a close for I1 am in haste
I1 will try to compose myself as well as I1 can I1 never shall consent to

have you leave again
farewell farewelFarewellFarewel 8

A NEW HYMN IS COMPOSED

april 15 found the camp located at locust creek about one half
mile west of the middle fork of locust creek however the exact
location of this camp has not to date been positively identified
though it is known to have been near the present day iowa missouri
state line which has a history of changes and disputes from 1816 to
1895 some evidence suggests that the camp was located just south of
the present day state line in putnam county missouri 9 william
clayton records in his journal on 15 april that he spent the previous
night on watch and was exceedingly frustrated because the cattle and
horses were breaking into the tents this day however brought him
good news the day before charles decker had arrived from nauvoo
with a large packet of letters and messages for the camp one of the
letters to a brother pond noted that diantha had delivered a fine
fat boy on 30 march but was very sick with ague and mumps

diantha clayton to william clayton 16 march 1846 church archives the letter isis printed inin allenalienailen
one mans nauvoo ppap 55 56

see stanley B kimball the iowa trek of 1846 the brigham young route from nauvoo to winter
quarters the ensign 2 june 1972 42 webb contributions of oftemporarytemporary settlements p 24 unionumon
ville missouri republican 23 march 1938 and 17 august 1938 helen mar whitney our travels beyond
the mississippi comanswomans exponent 12 15 january 1884 126
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it appears that maybe two women received this information from
the pond letter and then in turn passed the news on to william
helen mar whitney wife of horace whitney records the event

As I1 learned through the mail that wm claytonclayton was the father of a
child by his wife diantha farr who was left with her parents inin
nauvoo I1 bore the tidings to wm whose delight knew no bounds
and that evening horace myself and a number were invited over to
their camp wm being one of the band whose encampment was only a
short distance from ours and which event horace mentions thus in
the evening there was a grand christening held at bro claytonsclaytonaClay tons camp
in celebration of the birth of his child inin nauvoo 10

william clayton in his journal says he received the good news in
the morning from ellen kimball and went immediately to ponds
camp brother pond then read him the letter telling about williams
wife and new son william also records that after hearing the news he
composed a new song all isis well his complete journal entry for
this date reads as follows

wednesday 15th last night I1 got up to watch there being no guard
the cattle and horses breaking into the tents and wagons I1 tarried up
then called S hales and kimball this morning ellen kimball 11 came
to me and wishes me much joy she said diantha has a son I1 told her I1

was afraid it was not so but she said brother pond had received a letter
I1 went over to ponds and he read that she had a fine fat boy on the 30th
uit but she was very sick with ague and mumps truly I1 feel to rejoice
at this intelligence but feel sorry to hear ofotherher sickness spent the day
chiefly reading in the afternoon president young came over and found
some fault about our wagons etc in the evening the band played and
after we dismissed the following persons retired to my tent to have a
social christening viz william pitt hutchinson smithies kay egan
duzett redding william cahoon james clayton and charles A
terry and myself we had a very pleasant timetime playing and singing un-
til about twelve oclock and drank health to my son we named him
william adriel benoni clayton 12 the weather has been fine but rainsrains
a little tonight henry terry s horses are missing and have been hunted
today but not found this morning I1 composed a new song all is

well I1 feel to thank my heavenly father for my boy and pray that he
will spare and preserve his life and that of his mother and so order it so
that we may soon meet again 0 lord bless thine handmaid and fill her
with thy spirit make her healthy that her life may be prolonged and
that we may live upon the earth and honor the cause of truth in the

whitney our travels beyond the mississippi p 127
there appears to be a discrepancy between the helen mar whitney and william clayton accounts as to

who informed william about his wife and new baby possible explanations might be that they both reported
to him and he recorded only one account inin the journal or that ellen kimball mentioned inm his journal en-
try should have been helen kimball whitney and william made a mistake when recording itit min his
journal

in4nan reality the childs name became simply moroni clayton
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evening I1 asked the president if he would not suffer me to send for
diantha he consented and said we would send when we got to grand
river 13

thus we have the setting for the composition of the hymn
come come ye saints variously referred to as the hymn that

helped domesticate the american wilderness 14 the hymn that
went around the world 15 the mormon signature hymn 16 the
favorite hymn of the mormon tabernacle choir and mormonscormons around
the world 17 and a hymn worthy to be classed among the great
hymns of christian literature 18

commemorating THE BIRTH OF A SON

claytonsclaytonaClaytons journal entry seems to indicate that the new song was
written to commemorate the birth of his new son and the deliverance
of his wife through the perils of childbirth 19 A tradition which is
in error however has developed within the church relative to
the origin of that hymn the common misconception claims that
brigham young came to william clayton who was recognized as one
of the capable musicians within the church during his time 20 and
asked him to write a hymn that would strengthen and encourage the
members of the camp A typical example of this account comes from
an early lesson manual for the women of the church

it was at locust creek iowa that president brigham young feeling
great anxiety because there were murmuringsmurmur ings in the camp of israel
called elder williamwilham clayton aside and said brother clayton I1 want
you to write a hymn that the people can sing at their camp fires in the

3ciaytonclayton william claytonaclaytonsClay tons journal ppap 19 20 italics added
alistairAhstair cooke inm the television seriesserlesseriesserles america
titletitie of the display inin the wayne county historical museum at corydon iowa commemorating

come come ye saints
when the latterutter day saints go marching in sports illustrated 8 december 1980 p 87

news release of the public communications department of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day
saints 7 july 1973

18 georgegeorfe D pyper the story of our hymns improvement era 39 july 1936 429
this isis the traditional point of viewview taken by members of the clayton family according to alma

clayton the last surviving child of william clayton as told to the writerwriter inin an oral interviewinterview prior to alma
claytonsclaytonaClaytons death

william clayton played horn drum and violin inin the nauvoo band before they left nauvoo
brigham young gave him 150 to purchase instruments for the brass band to accompany the pioneers on the
plains williamwimmiam clayton had been called upon regularly with his friends to furnish entertainmententertainment at variousvarious
functions inin nauvoo in iowa he made arrangements for concerts for the band inin the variousvarious settlements
through which they passed he himself playing inin the band allenailenalienalienallen one mans nauvoo ppap 49 55

after the pioneers arrived inin the salt lake valley he helped reorganize the nauvoo legion band the
pioneer day program of 24july24 july 1853 included one of his compositions A home for the saints the pres-
ent hymnal of the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints containscontains besides come come ye saints
another hymn that was sung much inin prior years hymn no 198 when first the glorious light of truth
said to have been brigham youngs favorite hymn see heberjheberd grant favorite hymns improvement erderaend
17 june 1914 784
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evening something that will give them succor and support and help
them to forget the many troubles and trials of the journey

elder clayton withdrew from the camp and in two hours returned
with the hymn familiarly known as come come ye saints his per-
sonal testimony is to the effect that the spirit of the lord rested upon
him during the time of itsits composition and that the hymn was written
under the power and inspiration of the lord 21

no support has been found for this early tradition it certainly is

not included in claytonsclaytonaClay tons own journal the longheldlong held clayton family
tradition does not support it and a letter written by heberjheberd grant
while serving as the seventh president of the church rejects it presi-
dent grant in a letter dated 28 march 1923 to victoria C mccune a
daughter of william clayton makes the following comment

elder frank penrose brought me a carbon copy of a letter dated
july 21 1920 written by yourself to lillie T freeze with reference to
the hymn come come ye saints

I1 was very glad to have this information regarding the writing of the
poem I1 had heard that the poem was written at the special request of
president brigham young at winter quarters I1 do not know where I1

read or where I1 heard at this late date that president young requested
your father to go and write a hymn that would encourage and bless the
saints on their journey from winter quarters to salt lake valley but I1

have made this announcement timetime and time again in public but of
course shall do so no more 22

AN OLD ENGLISH TUNE

subsequent research by church musicians reveals that william
clayton was probably acquainted with a tune of english origin called

all Is well a tune brought down by oral tradition until its ap-
pearancepearance in union harmony and original sacred harp early
southern publications 23 it was derived from the folk song good
morning gossip joan which in virginia oral tradition is called

good morning neighbor jones in 1844 two years before the
clayton composition J T white of georgia revised the song it ap-
pears in the sacred harp as all Is well P M in the story of
our hymns george D pyper says no doubt it was from this
source that william clayton got the tune and mormonizedMormonized it to fit

21latterlatter day hymns relief society Afazazinemagazineagazine 8 january 1921 58 see also grant favorite
hymns ppap 777 78 george D pyper come come ye saints storiesstones oflatterof latterlaffer day saint hymns salt
lake city deseret news press 1939 ppap 21 24

heberd2heberjheberj grant to victoria C mccune 28 march 1923 quoted inin kate B carter ed heart throbs of
the wertwestwerf salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1944 54985 498 99

23 23pyperpyper story of our hymns p 428 J spencer cornwall A century ofsingingof singing salt lake city
deseret book 1958 ppap 301 303
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come come ye saints 24 the rhythm of the white arrange-
ment also appears to have been revised to fit the lines of claytonsclaytonaClaytons
composition one stanza of all Is well P M is as follows

what s this that steals that steals upon my frame
Is it death is it death
that soon will quench will quench this mortal flame
Is it death is it death
if this be death I1 soon shall be
from ev ry pain and sorrow free
I1 shall the king of glory see

all isis well all is well25wellweilweli

the only similarity between the lyrics of white s arrangement and
claytonsclaytonaClaytons composition with the exception of the all is well
refrains is the following two lines the white hymn reads

if this be death I1 soon shall be
from ev ry pain and sorrow free

in come come ye saints two lines of the fourth verse read

and should we die before our journey s through
we then are free from toil and sorrow too

the four verses of come come ye saints epitomize the
hardships courage and great faith of the mormon pioneers A
former church music committee member has effectively summarized
the meaning of its stanzas

stanza I1 is a challenge to the courage of the pioneers though the
journey may be hard the grace of god will strengthen them useless
cares will be thrown aside murmuringsmurmurings will cease As a recompense
joy all will be well

stanza II11 spiritualizesspiritualizerspiritual izes the pioneer endeavor why mourn why ex-
pect a reward if they falter why shun the fight gird up your loins
fresh courage take our god will never us forsake another call for
fortitude with a glorious promise I1

stanza III111ili gives assurance of temporal joys that the saints will find
a resting place in the west as foretold by their prophet there they will
be safe from mobs and violence there they will swell the air with musicmusic
and praises to god their king

21 pyper story of our hymns p 428
23thethe white arrangement of the hymn can be found inm a hymnal entitled originalofiginalsacredharpsacred hurtharphunt rev ed

published by the united sacred harp musical association of atlanta georgia inin 1911 the hymn all Is

well appears on page 122 as arrangedrearrangedre byj T white with the following footnote the tune has
been published before itit was printed inm the sacred harp it was named by white for the sacred harp
the words are also apartapart of the old melodies J spencer cornwall come come ye saints instructor
105 april 1970 center spread it has also been published inin twelve folkhymns byj fisher and bro new
york 1934 come come ye saints the pioneer 20 january february 1973 16
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13 come come ye saints
williamwimaindimain clayton old english tune

resolutely 5666
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As it appears in hymns the church offesusof jesus christ of latter day saints
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stanza IV dedicates anew their lives to their task living or dying
they will be true if the latter they will find a celestial home with the
just free from toil and sorrow if the former their lives spared they will
shout praises to god and make the chorus swell with alfacladlisallisadrisall is well all
isis well26well 26

THE HYMN GROWS IN popularity

william claytonsclaytonaClaytons new song appears to have gained rapid
popularity with the members of the church for by 1851 it was in-
cluded in a hymn book published by the church 27 another tradi-
tion referred to by numerous writers is that the song was sung by
pioneer groups at their evening camp fires to give them great en-
couragementcouragement in combating the many troubles and trials of the
journey but this writer has not seen any reference to claytonsclaytonaClaytons hymn
recorded in any original pioneer journals or writings that he has
studied 28

one of the most authentic accounts we have of the inspiration
evoked by this song is from a secondary source heberjheberd grant shares
a testimony given by his father in law oscar winters while brother
winters was visiting at the grant home

brother grant I1 do not believe that the young people today fully ap-
preciatepreci ate what a marvelous inspiration it was to the saints in crossing the
plains to sing almost daily the hymn come come ye saints

brother winters then related the following incident

one night as we were making camp we noticed one of our brethren
had not arrived and a volunteer party was immediately organized to
return and see if anything had happened to him just as we were about
to start we saw the missing brother coming in the distance when he
arrived he said he had been quite sick so some of us unyoked his oxen
and attended to his part of the camp duties after supper he sat down
before the campfire on a large rock and sang in a very faint but plain-
tivetive and sweet voice the hymn come come ye saints it was a
rule of the camp that whenever anybody started this hymn all in the
camp should joinolnoin but for some reason this evening nobody joined him
he sang the hymn alone when he had finished I1 doubt if there was a
single dry eye in the camp the next morning we noticed that he was
not yoking up his cattle we went to his wagon and found that he had
died during the night we dug a shallow grave and after we had
covered his body with the earth we rolled the large stone to the head of

2616pyper story of our hymns p 429
VFranklinfranklinvfranklinbfranklin D richards sacred hymns and spiritual songs goh ed liverpool F D richards 18511851

london william cook 18511851 p 5588 see also pyper stonesstories oflatterof lutterlatter duyday saint hymns p 24

if any readers have access to any primary sources of pioneers who made comment about how they were
inspired inin their trek across the plains by come come ye saints the writerwriter would very muchmucnmuan appreciate
receiving these accounts
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the grave to mark it the stone on which he had been sitting the night
before when he sang

and should we die before our journey s through
happy day allisallaliail is well
we then are free from toil and sorrow too
with the just we shall dwell
but if our lives are spared again
to see the saints their rest obtain
0 how we 11ll make this chorus swell
all is well all is well 29

president grant concludes by noting that there were tears in his
father in law s eyes when brother winters finished relating the
incident

A most unusual account pertaining to this song is reported to
have come to the mormon tabernacle choir from an old indian chief
who claimed he heard about the incident from his father

many many moons ago my people were on the warpathkarpathwarpath we hated the
palefaces we held council and decided to kill everyone A band of
palefaces were going west they had almost reached the rocky moun-
tains I1 was the chief of 1000 young braves that night silently we
waited on a mountain pass for these people which were led by brigham
young there were braves with bows and arrows behind every rock and
tree waiting to pounce down upon the palefaces the pioneers camped
for the night and prepared dinner the big bonfire was burning bright-
ly and the palefaces danced around the fire everyone then sat down
and began singing come come ye saints I1 gave the signal but
our lingersfingers were like stone not one arrow was shot we mounted our
horses and rode back to camp we knew the great spirit was watching
over the palefaces this is your song it was your forefathers song and is
my song every night before I1 go to bed it brings the great spirit near
to me and makes me and my people happy 30

A more recent account of the popularity and effect of this song
comes from the mormon tabernacle choir s european tour in 1955
at their first stop in glasgow scotland the choir sang come
come ye saints midway in the program after come come
ye saints the applause became so tumultuous even to stamping
that it was necessary to repeat this hymn before proceeding with the
concert 31

A current choir member dr calvin R brown who as a young
man went with the choir on that european tour relates the following

19 grant19grant favorite hymns ppap 781 83
305J spencer cornwall A century ofsingingof singing ppap 305 306

mmillicentdmdlicentd cornwall A history of the mormon tabernacle choir 1847 1957 MS inpossessionofin possession of
millicent D cornwall p 338 as quoted inin a letter to the writerwriter from dr jerrold D ottley director of the
mormon tabernacle choir 31 december 1980
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I first joined the mormon tabernacle choir in 1944 at age 17 A year
later I1 found myself in bremen germany a 2ndand lt inin the US infan-
try one sunday morning during christmas I1 was alone by the great
dom in downtown bremen viewing with horror the total destruction of
that beautiful city suddenly I1 heard the unmistakable strains of
come come ye saints in german drifting across the bombed out

ruins with great nostalgia and anticipation I1 followed the sounds up
some creaky stairs to a sporthalleSporthalle behind the great cathedral when I1

opened the door the singing stopped as all faces turned to me noticing
my uniform having experienced the most severe persecution all
through the war they were obviously frightened by my appearance I1

tried to calm them and then began speaking in what they described as
german without accent it must have been the gift of tongues they

considered me some kind of messenger delivering them from the ex-
tended period of darkness that they had suffered under hitler we
then sang come come ye saints together I1 never hear it sung
without remembering those tearful faces that day the song changed
my life 32

more than a century and a third has passed since william
clayton identified himself as the composer of this new song
however its popularity has spread far beyond the camp fires of those
mormon pioneers and even beyond the singing by present day mor
mons in their various worship meetings the tabernacle choir is

widely recognized for its rendition of the great hymn of the plains
receiving requests that it be included in every broadcast people of
different faiths inin many nationsnations now thrill to its sound as do the mor
mons 33 the song has been translated into many languages and is

sung by mormonscormons and non mormonscormons around the world it is pub-
lished by permission in two public school music series as one of the
ten best american hymns comparing favorably with two of the great
hymns of the world france s la marseilaiseMarseilaise and martin luthers

A mighty fortress Is our god 34 it is one of the few hymns to
have a special display in its honor in a non mormon museum at
corydon iowa most likely only a few miles from the spot where the
hymn was composed the hymn has even been publicly recognized
by a president of the united states in a speech given in the salt lake
tabernacle on 27 november 1978 president jimmy carter said

I1 thought about the early mormonscormons coming across this country singing a
famous hymn come come ye saints only a deep faith
could let the words of that song all isis well ring out in times

32ferroldjerrold D ottley to the author 31 december 1980
33 geraldgeraidgerlld A petersenpetPei ersen more than music provo brigham young university press 1979 p 29
345J spencer cornwall come come ye saints center spread
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when you and your forefathers were persecuted and driven one from
another when you crossed this land looking for freedom and a chance
to worship inin your own way when perhaps you knew that you were
about to die when drought and thirst affected you and still the song
rang out all isis well this is indeed a demonstration of faith and a
reaffirmation of hope 35

although william clayton did not know it at the time he im-
mortalizedmortali zed his name when he composed the stirring words of his

new song that spring day on locust creek come come ye
saints became a song of inspiration for the mormon pioneers as they
journeyedourneyed across the plains during the succeeding years and it still
stirs the hearts of latter day saints as well as those of other faiths
when it is rendered around the world

35 35petersenpetersen more than music p 30
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pioneer stoicism

sally T taylor

there was not gold within our home for tears
the sorrow locked in hidden cache was not
for foreign eyes self pity could not be bought
or bartered from this store and through the years

this solid coin has rattled in our ears
of stoic values then we all were taught
to hoard our cries dear pain and grief were caught
and placed as treasures in a heart of spears

but now that currency is old the rate
no longer justifies our fiscal clutch
that breaking in our eyes is not disgrace

we 11ll let our inner treasury abate
dispense our wealth with those we truly touch
and let them see the tears upon our face

sally T taylor is an assistant professor of english composition at brigham young
university where she teaches creative writing
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book reviews

EHAT ANDREW F and LYNDON W COOK eds the words of
joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo
discourses of the prophetjosephprophet josfphjoseph salt lake city bookcraft 1980
447 ppap 109510.951095

reviewed by dean C jessee senior research historian for the joseph fielding smith
institute for church history brigham young university provo utah

some of the difficulty in understanding joseph smith lies in the
fact that much of the writing attributed to him has been filtered
through the minds of other people for example those who seek
joseph smiths thought and personality in the pages of his published
discourses confront several limitations 1 only about one fifth of
the approximately 250 public addresses he is known to have given
during his lifetime were recorded in any substantial detail 2 since
shorthand skills were not adequately developed in the mormon com-
munity duringjosephduring joseph smiths lifetime extant reports of his addresses
contain only a portion of what he said 3 in preparing the reports of
joseph smiths discourses for publication in the history of the
church editors found it necessary to provide continuity and sub-
stance by adding words and sentences of their own where reporting
was hasty 4 editorial procedures of the time did not distinguish
between material supplied by editors and the wording of original re-
ports 5 most additional reports of joseph smiths speeches dis-
covered since the writing of his history have never been published

in an effort to correct some of these limitations and shorten the
distance between joseph smith and the modern reader andrew F
ehat and lyndon cook have published the words of ofjosephjoseph smith a
collection of original reports of the prophets discourses As volume
six in BYUs prestigious religious studies monograph series the
book contains reports or references to 173 addresses given by byjosephjoseph
smith during his nauvoo years as reported by about forty of his con-
temporaries the volume is attractively printed and organized in an
easy to read chronological format the editors have provided exten-
sive historical notes and a comprehensive index to all scriptural
references used in the discourses
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besides the original reports of speeches published in the history
of the church the words of josfphjosephofjoseph smith contains numerous addi-
tional reports heretofore unpublished since many reminiscences
exist containing statements attributed to joseph smith the editors
intent has been to include only contemporaneous reports of the
prophets words their work provides a useful standard by which the
reliability of the reminiscences may be evaluated furthermore since
the editorial procedures of the 1850s that governed the first publica-
tion of the joseph smith discourses consisted of combining multiple
reports of a speech into a single account this volume by identifying
individual reports permits a study of nineteenth century editorial
methods beyond this the publication by ehat and cook of those
multiple reports of a given address allows the reader to evaluate the
effectiveness of the reporting process in the absence of verbatim
reporting skills finally the reader comes away with a healthy respect
for those whose sense of history motivated them to write what they
heard in a day when institutional record keeping procedures were not
fully developed one can only hope that a similar volume covering
the pre nauvoo period of joseph smith s life will be forthcoming

in their statement of editorial procedure ehat and cook state
that every effort has been made to present a faithful copy of the
original reports of joseph smiths discourses by retaining original
spelling punctuation and paragraphing we hoped to preserve the in-
tegrity of the documents p xxiiixviiiih A glance at the text indicates
that the editors were intent upon preserving all characteristics of the
original handwritten reports so far as mechanical type would allow
and indeed in a work produced to correct outmoded editorial pro-
cedures and establish a reliable foundation text accuracy should be of
primary concern A comparison of the editorial work in the words of
joseph with original reports by willard richards wilford woodruff
william clayton and howard coray shows that while the editors
have produced most of the detail of the original sources they have not
fully achieved the high standard of accuracy they set for themselves

1 to begin with there is no editorial device to indicate
material inserted above the line which may represent later additions
in the text of the original invariably these insertions have been
silently incorporated into the edited text nor is there a device to
designate words written over other words where such appear in the
original the editors have either made the alteration silently or crossed
out the first word and followed it with the alteration

2 A major difficulty comes from trying to give exact spelling
and punctuation where writing style is not precise this is especially a
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problem with the writing of willard richards for example in the
third paragraph on page 211 the words shaitshaltshaitshalt investigatinvestigateinvest igat and

spirits indicate misspellings in the original but in the same
paragraph parts of other words such as the ne in learned the
44 e in preached and r in world are no more plainly evi-
dent than those bracketed or left out it is also often difficult to
distinguish commas from periods in the documents in some in-
stances the editors could have given the writer the benefit of the
doubt and used commas instead of periods and vice versa to make the
text more readable but even where the richards punctuation is
clearly legible the original has not always been accurately followed
for example in the report of 11 june 1843 a single dash is often used
where the original shows a double dash or a period followed by a
dash frequently from richardssRichardrichardsss hasty note taking exact spelling
and punctuation are possible only in context

3 the identification of capital and lower case letters is not
always consistent there are instances where letters written the same
way are designated as a capital in one place and lower case in another

4 spaces left in original reports possibly with the intent of
later insertions are not indicated in the edited text

5 there are a number of errors that more or less affect mean-
ing errors that reflect lack of familiarity with the original source or
inadequate proofreading

the words ofofjosephjoseph smith original manuscripts

page

185 and lo10to thuthe inhabitants thatchat andaridarld luto dlediethe inhabitant that
thatdial being that being

187 11spiritualizingspiritualizingspiritual izing interpretations spiritualized11spiritualizedspiritualizerspiritualized interpretations

189 tell them things tell those things

then the little apostates then the little upstartsupstarts

crammed down my throat crammed it down my throat

195 locked in each others rocked in each others
embrace embrace

I1 which they have pursued where they have possessed
here here

196 what can earthquakes do what can earthquakes eleatleele4tieele
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1 I1 I1 I1198 sperate encourage Iseseperate encorage
I1 I1 I1 I1every evry

before they got open while before they got up or while
setting up getting up

206 judas transgression by fell judas by transgression fell

hints of those things hints at those things

208 it is one thinganglng to it is one thing tto

T take heed both take heed both

after obtaining this more after obtaining the more
sure sure

210 he who will not live it all he who will not have it all

211 should do it by getting 11 should do it by gathering
together together

he began to preach the fulnessfalness he began to preach the fulnessfalness
of the gospel the man was of the gospel then was thrust
thrust out out

where peter was shed and where peter was endowed
anointed

212 tithing 11tythingtything

on page 186 deacon homespun was written by thomas bullock
in a blank space in the clayton manuscript a point not noted by the
editors

besides the matter of textual accuracy there are questions involv-
ing selection and analysis

although the clayton report of joseph smiths 8 april 1843
speech on pages 182ff reads more smoothly and was possibly written
shortly after the talk was given it is not the original text william
clayton left two reports of this discourse his original is shorter and
less coherent than the one published by ehat and cook but the pub-
lished report according to the filing notation of the original was pro-
duced by william clayton by combining his original with willard
richardssRichardrichardsss report of the same talk in keeping with the objective of
presenting unedited original reports the first clayton manuscript
should appear under 8 april 1843
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the integrity of the 19 july 1840 discourse reported by martha
jane coray is questioned and the document placed in an appendix
rather than in its chronological setting on the basis that a the date

is penned in a darker ink color and may have been an afterthought
not part of the original notes and b the dating of the discourse is
wrong because reference to government of the united states even-
tually coming to the verge of crumbling and the constitution ap-
proachingproaching the brink of ruin fits more consistently with 1843 than
1840 and c the idea that the second coming would not come
for another 40 years and the notion that zion comprehends all of
north and south america were teachings of the prophet in 1843 and
1844 appp 418 19

actually the ink color of the date is no different than other
words that precede and follow it the characteristics of ink pressure
and color are the same throughout the first six and one half pages of
the coray report at which point an ink change does occur indicating
that the material from that point on was written at a different sitting
or with different ink more puzzling however is the suggestion that
the concept of the crumbling constitution would fit better intojosephinto joseph
smiths 1843 thinking than that of 1840 considering that theprophthe proph-
et had just returned from the nations capital having failed to obtain
redress from the federal government for missouri grievances equally
unconvincing is the suggestion that the teaching about zion com-
prehendingprehending north and south america is an 1843 1844 doctrine
rather than an 1840 one orson pratt writing from edinburgh
scotland to george A smith in england in january 1841 referred to
information he had received the previous november from his brother
parley in nauvoo illinois information that appears to have come
from parley s hearing the same joseph smith discourse reported by
mrs coray

he JS says zion is all north & south americammamerlamericaAmericaMM the 12 olive
trees are 12 stakes J co mo is the centre the government is

fallen & needs redeeming it isis guilty of blood & cannot stand as itit now
is but will come so near dessolation jicjiosicsic as to hang as it were by a single
hair then the servants goes to the nations of the earth & gethers
sigsidsicsic the strength of the lords house a mighty army and this is

the redemption of zion when the saints shall have redeemed that
government & reinstated it in all itsits purity & glory
that america may be an asylum for the remnant of all nations

the editorial rules ehat and cook set for themselves are very
demanding since the bulk of textual problems that appear in the
book involve accidentalsaccidentaleaccidentals that do not affect meaning perhaps holding
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to such an exacting procedure is not so important when none of the
writings being edited are actuallyjosephactually joseph smiths an unmodernized
text may well be desirable in an edition of an individuals personal
writings where the reflection of education and personality are impor-
tant but where holograph writings are not involved it is not as
necessary in either case the situation requires additional editorial
work however the conception of publishing the original reports of
joseph smiths discourses is an excellent one and andrew ehat and
lyndon cook deserve commendation for their work toward preserving
a reliable foundation text of these early sources

HARRISONharrlsonHARRISONJJ F C the second coming popular millenarianismmillenaranismmillenary aniamanism
1780 1850 new brunswick NJ rutgers university press 1979
277277ppappp 21.002100

reviewed by malcolm R thorp associate professor of history brigham young
university

professor john F C harrison of the university of sussex
england is one of the most respected authorities of early

nineteenth century english social history his most recent book the
second coming popular millenarianism 178017 80 1850.1850 providing a
detailed and sympathetic account of a rather neglected period of
millenarian enthusiasm is an important contribution to our
understanding of england and america during this time writing in
a narrative rich with human interest harrison explores the careers of
the various major and minor popular prophets of the period mor
mons will find interest in his attempts to compare the english ex-
perienceperience with the american particularly with mormonism

on the surface the millenarian craze might appear to be nothing
more than madness perhaps the product of the lunatic fringe of
society the problem with such simplistic analysis is that everywhere
one might turn in the early nineteenth century sources millenari-
anism is likely to crop up it was part of the mental framework of the
age and as harrison shows it was from some solid citizenry that the
various prophets gained their following not only were working class
disciples a major component of these movements but the followers
also included artisans lower middle class shopkeepers and even a
few proper bourgeois people harrison attempts to explain why
everyday ordinary people came to believe in the revelations of
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such divinersdividersdiviners as joanna southcott richard brothers john wroe and
zion ward to name only the more prominent

joanna southcott s career as a prophetess was the most
fascinating of all she was a simple but sincere devonshire country
woman who used her revelatory powers in sealing her devout fol-
lowers as joint heirs with christ presumably this sealing gave
the elect special magical powers against the buffetings of satan
then at the age of sixty five this spinster became convinced she was
to be the mother of shiloh see genesis 49491010 who was to be the
promised saviour who would usher in the millennium even when
joanna s pregnancy ended in false labor pains rather than the
birth of shiloh many ofotherher followers remained optimistic although
joanna died shortly afterwards deeply disappointed because of what
was not to be

less dramatic but of real significance was the brief career of
richard brothers a former naval officer in the early 1790s he
reached the low ebb of personal misfortune plagued by financial
problems his wifescifes infidelity and mental illness richard brothers
was on the verge of emigration when he discovered his prophetic mis-
sion he came to believe he was chosen by god to lead the return of
thejewsthe jews to the holy land and undertake the rebuilding ofofjerusalemjerusalem
although he was committed in 1795 to an asylum as insane he con-
tinued to exercise considerable influence

one can see a direct connection between brotherssbrotherisBrotherss prophecies
and those ofjohnofjohn wroe A poor lancashire woolcomberwoolcomber john wroe
said he had experienced a series of divine communications between
1822 and 1832 he was told it was a calling to lead both the visible
and the invisible hebrews that they shall be circumcised both in
heart and flesh such teachings attracted a following at ashton
under lyne and bradford although wroesbroes credibility seems to have
declined as his passions mounted for seven young virgins

perhaps of more significance was the prophet john zion ward
whose message reminds us of the antinomianism of the seventeenth
century ranter movement like the ranters john ward taught that
christ was essentially within the true believer although he went
beyond ranterism claiming to be not only shiloh but also god and
christ and satan

harrison explains the popular obsession between 1780 and 1850
with the second coming as a response to the crises of profound social
and economic change living in such a time of acute social change
was for many people uncomfortable bewildering traumatic famil-
iar social landmarks disappeared assumptions about stability and
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normality were no longer unquestioned the sources of authority to
which men looked for guidance were not convincing as they once had
been p 219 in addition to a general crisis harrison argues
that there is much evidence for personal anxiety and insecurity related
to the stresses and strains of the time in other words millenarian
imagery was an important ingredient in the heritage of popular
culture and in time of crisis the belief helped some people cope
with reality to the millenarian however social change was not
necessarily an evil but part of the inevitable process of change that
would lead to the creation of a better world unfortunately the
millenarian outlook also led to extremism as in may 1838 when the
prophetjohnpropheprophet johntJohn nicholas tom led his followers against the local kentish
magistrates the ensuing battle left eleven people killed including
tom and seven others wounded a grim reminder of fanatical ex-
cesses that are related historically to the pursuit of the millennium

of special interest to LDS readers is the chapter on peculiar
peoples which discusses american denominations including the
mormonscormonsMormons while some might be offended by the comparative treat-
ment of mormonism with the shakers milleritesMille rites and other sects
most readers will find the study to be both dispassionate and fair
more problematical however is harrisons assertion that mormonism
does not fit neatly into a premillenarian category that there were
postmillenarian overtones to mormon thought taking the corpus of
joseph smiths teachings on the second coming it is hard to see how
the prophecies can be interpreted as suggesting any sort of moral self
improvement of society section 87 of the doctrine and covenants
sees a premillennial holocaust arising from the sectional strife be-
tween the north and south As wars and rumors of wars filled the
face of the earth it was asserted that only the saints political
kingdom would survive these calamities indeed there is the stern
warning that the kingdom of the devil which will be built among the
children of mankind will be consumed as stubble while these
prophecies are typical of the premillenarian outlook the political
overtones appear to be distinctly different from the other sectarian
ideologies discussed in this insightful book
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